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PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 16, 1806.

6.
i

_:.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS h publish'd
tvery day, (Sunday excepted,) at No. I Printers’
xduuigo,1Commercial Street, Portland, by N. A.

Foster, Proprietor.

Terms : -Eight Dollars

year in

a

DRY

Rates of Advertising.—One inch oj space, in
engtli ol coin mu, constitutes a “square.''
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1-00; continu
n" every other
day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or Jes*, 75cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,** $2.00 ner square
per week; three insertions or less, $UW.
Special Noticks,$1.25 per square lor the first ininsertion.

BY

GOODS!

Bargains

in

VERY

LOW

BMwaU £ Krowae,
©. E. Wilson,

Injure. & Manager*.

YANKEE

O.

Nights Only

E.

have paid particular attention to our WOOLEN DEPARTMENT, which comprises all the latest
stjles of Foreign and Domestic Cloths: Heavy Beavers for Overcoats. Alt Wool Double and Twist Cloths
for Men and Boys’ Wear.

LOCKE!
a

DOMESTICS !

choke selection ol
In full

variety. Every kind ami qualitv of Housekeeping goods. Linens. Damask, Cambrics, Toilet Quilts, All Wool Blankets.
A full line of
heavy SHIRTING FLANNELS.

FARCES, RITREETTES, Ac.
S3f*For full parHcnlar. see daily programmes.
novl3d5t

C Ir'A few

HOSE, for
WANTED.

JjT

Wanted.

A

Flour Barrels

Wanted.

CAUTION
To Purchasers and Dealers in the Celebrated

Water-Px*of & Oold-Proif Arct c Gaiter Shoes

Wanted.

THE

Wanted.
BUSHELS good Pumpkin Seeds by
-4
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
JLUU
13—firn

Coat and Vest Makers Wanted.
good Coat and Vest makers wanted immediG. W. RICH & CO.’S,
ately at

TEN

No. 3 Central Wharf.

Wanted t

FOR FRANK MOORE’S

Women of the War,”

Geftteel Furniture at Auction.

SO

9, 21£

Room

d&wtf

plush, Mahogany do in hair cloth,
Ottomans, Marble top Tables, Whatnot, Brussels super 3-ply and Stair Carpets, Chamber Sett, Bureaus,
Bedsteads, Beds, Sinks, Lounge, Cacti, Work, Center
and Extension Tables, Mirrors, Chairs,
Crockery,
Glass and Silver Ware and Cutlery, together with
other articles usually found in a well appointed houseo’clock M., will be sold

ing Jaims' Daughter.”
For full particulars address

This furniture is mostly new, in fine order and of
excellent quality.
HENRY BAILEY & SON, Auctioneer,
novIGdtd
Office 176 Fore Street.
IS.

PATTK1N

SATURDAY. Nev. 17th, at 11 A. M.,at
0N
office,
HO

Bags English Walnuts,

Aprents Wanted.

FOR

active, intelligent American Boys.

TWO
immediately
«-30<itl

to

Apply

CHAELES CTTSTIS & CO.

Wanted Immediately.
Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
LwU Girls to do housework, cook, $ c., in private families and lintels in this city and country,
Sil nation.- sure. The best wages paid.
■4

Also 50 Girls t work in Factories.
Fanners and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we"will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 3515 Congress Street, up stairs.
COX & POWARS.
late WHITNEV & CO.
sept26dtf

Wanted !

Agents

CANVASS

TO
For

New

a

which transpired at the
deeply interestingat scene
President’s house the beginning of the late war.
in our country that,
is
a
There
family
537“
scarcely
icTllnot, earlier or later, desire a copy qf this great
picture.
Intelligent, active male3 or females, will find this
one of the most
rapidly selling Engravings yet published. Exclusive Territory given in all cases.
For fall particulars send for circular.
J. B. BURR & CO.,
Address,
94 Asylum st., Hartford, Conn.
ocl9d&wlm*

Teams Wanted.

Locfyinff

PROPOSALS
ing
ated in

BLOOMFIELD, TEIIMONT,
tbe ensuing winter. Distance to haul from oue-ienrth

prepared

orders for frames

to fill

or

spruce dimension timber. Apply to
Perkins. Tyler & Co.,
North Stratford, N. H.
or Perkins, Jackson & Co.,
High Street Wharf, formerly Sawyers, foot ot High
n
Street.
septfi d&wtt

34.

SOMEWHERE

Samuel

A.

1^.
arc

on
opcirfor
Library
livery of Books, Saturday Evening, November 17th.
|3T*It Is particularly requested of persons having a
book taken out previous to the fire to hand it in without further delay.
nolGdlw
Per Older of Library Com.

favorable terms if applied for immediately.
This
property is situated on Congress street and Congress
place—-no’better location in this city—and adjoins St,
Luke’s Church lot, and will be sold in lots to suit
purchasers. Inquire of WISWELL & REED, No.
356 Congress, entrance on Oak street, up stairs.

novlGdtf

WANTED,
articles at POLICE

following
OFFICE: Bnreau, BedstcadjTables, Sextant,
OWNERS
Beds and
Ladies
for the

lost

Wealing Apparel,

Bedding;

in

aolfflht

the laie lire.
js

once.

person having in possession tlie Daguerreotype
rpKE
is
taken from A. M. Beal’s
1 (!f a

Saloon,

lady,

same and no questions will be asked. The picture i3 of a deceased person,and can be of no value to any one except the own-

earnestly requested to return the

nol6d3t

er.

"LOST!
the evening of the 14th inst.,

ONLndy’N Work Banket
walk in front of Mr. Paine’s
Square.

Winter
THE26th.

nov

will

Term

and
side

1C

d3t*

November

commence

TOBSEY,

H. P.
1866*

President.

novl6d4tiwlt47

Found.
15th

street,
Thursday,
inst.,
and Lady’s Travelling BASKET. The
ONVALISE
at E. If. RIPhave the
on

Canal

a

Leather

nol3dlw*

ONE,

three nice

in

rooms

Board.
GENTLEMAN and wife can have very pleasant
with board in the upper part of tlie city, i f

A

xYrooms,

a

applied for immediately.
Address “Board, P. O.

novl2dlw

Found
Cumberland

street,
which
ONSPECTACLES,
at 77 Commercial

calling

paying

nolGiilw

Box 2079.”

TO LET.
a pleasant

front room furiiishcil. in the Western part of the City, to one
two single gentlemen. Address Box 42 Po»t Ofnov 16 ti*
Portland.

"ITTITHOUT Board,
pah ot

a

by applying

LEV’S, 29 Wilmot street, and paying for this advernovlGd3t
tisement.

very desirable
location, two minutes’ walk from the Preble
House. Inquire at 203 Cumberland street.
or

same

owner can

Lodgings.

two

the

VV

gold bowed

owner can

have

or

By

fice,

street, proving property and

for this advertisement.

novi2dlw

Board.

Muskets.,

GENTLEMAN and Wife, or three or four single
gentlemen, can be accommodated with board in
a privatefamily, in a good location.
Address J. B.
novl2dlw
M., Portland, F. O.

A

Muskets.

Board.
FEW

accommodated with pleasa small family at 31 Free
nol2fll\v*
required.
be

$1.25.

and board in
A ant persons
street. References
can

rooms

Board,

WITH

pleasant

rooms can

soon, at No 70 Pleasant,
Novl2—dlw*

American make, Percussion Locks; in perfect
Excellent Shooters.
Just the thing for duck
ing. Price $1 25 each.

Notice.
members of Pearl street Univcrsalist Society
notified to meet at Mechanics’ llall,
on FRIDAY, the 16th day of
November, A. I). 1866,
at. 7$ o clock in the evening, to act on the following
articles, viz:—
1- To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting.
2. To see what disposition the Society will make of
the lot on which the meeting-house stood; and if it
Is determined to sell it, to take the necessary measures to do so.
3. To see what disposition the Society will make of
their funds and other property.
4. To sec if the Society will wind up its affairs and
dissolve its organization.
5. To act upon any other business that may properly come before tlicm.
By order of the Assessors,
♦T. L. FARMER, Clerk of the Society.
nov9dtd
Portland, November 8, 1866.

THE

For boat shooting.
been in service, at

THIS

Bright

and

new

having

never

S&3.25 Each I
oOOO Prussian Smooth
Bore Musket* I

|

BRASS

lilOllNTED,

FOR

loo
oct30tnov23

of

THE

FROM

OF OAXACA.

Society of
Tennessee*

the

NEWS

Army of

Arrest of Railroad Robbers—The Crops
Tennessee.

Louisville, Ky„ Nov. 14.
The Superintendent of the Nashville Railroad, reports that the robbers who recently

committed the depredations on that road have
been captured by the Franklin expedition.
J. R. Lewis, Commissioner of the Froedmen’s Bureau of Tennessee, reports the cotton
crop at half the average; tobacco over a full
crop of superior quality; corn nearly on averTbe grain crops in
age; oats, a full average.
East Tennessee are much better than usual.
Gen. Jeff. Davis denies that he was consulted in reference to the military arrangements
relating to the late obsequies ot ex-rebel General Harrison.

at

Si,75

Eath.

SALE AT

FEDEBAL
PORTLAND.

ST.,

Wool
('rowers
Tariff*

on

Misfcllaneona Dispatches.
Detroit, Mieli., Nov. 15.
has appointed Thursday, the 29th

Crapo
inst., as a day of'Thanksgiving.
Gov.

New York, Nov. 15.
Charles Dooave, a clerk in the Herald office,
has absconded with 41.100, which he abstracted
from the safe in that office*
A prize fight between Codv and McLoon
took place this forenoon near Fort Lee. After
seven rounds Coilv was knocked out of time,
and McLcon declared victor.

Flogging 1a Richmond.
Richmond, Va., Nov. 15.
Five white men and one negro were Hogged
of
the
order
h.v
Hustings Court, on conto-day
viction of potty larceny. This is the first instance in many years of infliction of stripes on
white men by judicial sentence.

Work.

S V

EUROPE
THE

CABLE.

Political.— The majority of Gov. Fenton
hangs at about 11,500. The Republican majority in Illinois thus far is 58,000, which will

probably be lowered somewhat.

The “Conser-

vative” majority in Maryland on Comptroller
is, thus far, 12,800. The majorities for Congressmen in Wisconsin foot
up 25,000, against lfi,326
in 1804.

the

Cleveland, Nov. 14.
The National Wool Growers’ Convention,
in
this
now assembled
city, is very largely attended from every large wool growing' district and nearly every wool growing State in
the North. The discussion is very spirited,
of the Senate immepointing to the necessity
diately passing the tariff' bill as it left the
House last summer.

at

London, Nov. 13.—This evening it is said that
the questions pendiug between the United
States and Frazer, Trenholm & Co. have been
amicably settled, whereby the vessels in dispute now lying at Liverpool, and all the other
property, have been released.
Spite of many deuials the rumors ot a Prusso Russian alliance continues to
prevail. It is
even said that the
treaty provides for the admission of the United States into the
alliance,
with a sovereign establishment in the Mediterranean Sea, and guarantees to that nation
highly favorable commercial advantages.
The British Admiralty has resolved to
keep
a strong force of
gunboats in the China waters
to suppress piracy.
The Jamaica committee has
unanimously resolved to indict Gov. Evre for murder.
from
the
East
announce
that the
Dispatches
Turkish government has ordered a general amto
be
nesty
granted to the insurgents of Candia.
The English Government and
people seem
inclined to settle the Alabama claims if a demand is made by the United States.
Constantinople, Nov. 13.— The cholera has
again broken out in this city.
Liverpool, Nov. 13.—The steamship Peruvian,
which left Glasgow on the 8th, became disabled, and was obliged to land her passengers at
Ardrossan.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 13.—'The statement that
the Russian army was to be increased
by a levy
is unfounded.
Copenhagen, Nov. 13.—The King has formally
opened the Danish Chambers. He said he was
convinced that Denmark would soon
regain
her natural frontier by popular vote.
Berlin; Nor. 13.—It is positively asserted that
negotiations are going on for an offensive and
defensive alliance between the governments of
Russia and Prussia.
Brussels, Nov. 14.—The Kin^ opened the Belgian Chambers yesterday In his speechTic
took occasion to allude to his friendly relations
with all the great powers, and asserted that
strict neutrality should be observed

meeting.

of the

Quietly

Tlic Meteoric niqilay in Euglauil.
Hew York, Hov. 15.
1 he Herald has a special
dispatch from Greenwich observatory, England,
detailing a shower
of meteors seen on the
morning of the 11th,
which are described to he of grea t
beauty and
brilliancy; 5000 were counted in one hour, and
nearly 1T000 in all.

FLEET.

(ht>

Order

Baltimore, Nov. 15.
Messrs. Hinds and Woods of the old Board
of Police Commissioners formallv surrendered
everything this morning to the new Commissioners, wlio have fully entered on their duties
at the Commissioners’
Office, where they today arc receiving applications for office.

Cincinnati, Nov. IS.
The Society ot the Army of the Tennessee,
ae-asscmbled this morning.
Tiie following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President—Gen. J. A. Rawlings: Vice Presidents—Major Generals J. A. Logan, F. P.
Blair, R. J. Oglesby, G. A. Smith, Brigadier
Generals W. \V. Belknap and
Fairchild;
Recording Secretary—Col. F. M. Dayton; Corresponding Secreta! y-s-Brig. Gen. HickenloThe
per; Treasurer— Maj. Gen. M. F. Forie.
greater portion of the proceedings were occupied in discussing the proposed monument to
Major General McPherson.
The army of Tennessee society adjourned
after appointing St. Louis as the next place of

31 inch Barrel, Black Walnut Block,

Notice.
is to forbid all persons from trusting my son,
William Y. Brown, (minor) on my account os 1
shall pay no bills of his contracting after this date.
WM. H. BROWN.
nolfidlw*
Portland, Nov. 14th, 1806.

order.
shoot-

Carbines!

New

3006

aleetiug

Commis-

_

The New

San Francisco, Nov. 14.
Letters from Gen. Alvarez and Diaz, via
to
Nov.
Aeipulco,
5th, state that four vessels
of the French fleet had leit that port.
The
garrisou consists of 180 men.
The news of the capture of Oaxaca by the
Liberals is confirmed.
An account says three vessels of the French
fleet had proceeded from Acapulco to Maselaud to withdraw the French troops from the
latter place, and convey them to San Bias.
General Alvar lias fixed his headquarters
three miles from Acapulco, which place he expected soon to capture, having received from
San Francisco a battery of rifled cannon, accompanied by twelve American veteran gun-

Action

8000 Smooth Bore Muskets

be had ii applied for
comer of Park st.

CAPTURE

OF

BALTIMORE,

Surrender of tlie Old
sioners.

—

Kent’s Hill, Nov 13,

Board.
PLEASANT ROOM, with board, suitable for a
and
gentleman
wife, or two single gentlemen, at

FROM

ners.

n Yali&e
was left on the

Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female College.

Bell.

IRE.YCD
THE

DUMB, Ac.,

for

FR®M MEXICO.

DEPARTURE

New Ailverlinettests To-Day.

—One-half of the work of piercing Mont
Cenis is completed.
The tunnel will be about
seven and two-thirds miles in length, and there
is reason to hope that the line may he opened
in the course ot next year'
Paris and Florwill then only be separated by rail thirtysix to forty hours.
—A party of pickpockets started the cry of
I “lire!” in Mozart Hall in Cincinnati, a few
i evenings since, creating a terrible scene of excitement and a stampede by the audience, during which many persons were quite seriously
tuj nred and the rogues made a good haul of
watches and pocket-books.
—One day last week, during the trial of a

i

j

cnee

Mercantile Libbarv It vrill lie noticed,
with great pleasure too, the library of the Mercantile Library Association, which was des—

troyed in the great fire, has been so far replenished by the kindness of kindred Associations
in other Mtates, and by the gifts of citizens, that
it will be re-opened to-morrow evening. Wo

HEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Found—Valise.

Caution—Goodyear Rubber Shoe Co.

Auction Sale—Henry Bailey jt Son
Steamboat Notice-Last Trip
Owners Wanted.
Auction Sale—K. M. ratten <£ Co.

learn that they start with about 1800 volumes.

Wesleyan Seminary.
Mercantile Library Association

We are indebted to Jacob Mills, Esq., for
back numbers of the Press, from which to complete our files.

Noace.

Board.

Let without Board.

To

Read the advertisement of Eastman Broth-

Hptues for Sale Low.

ers._

the

courts.

TII i: STATE.

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
TERM—JUDGE POX PRESIDING.
Thursday.- -United
States, by indictment, v. Jas.
Treat. This is an indictment
against defendant, who
resides in Frankfort, for
making, as is alleged, a fraudulent return to the Internal Revenue Assessor of his
business and iucome for the
year 18*!4, In the return
made fey respondent lie
alleges that instead of having
any iucome that year he lost more than $ 10,000, and
his firm, Treat &
Co., lost more than $20,000. The
Government claim that the firm made more than
$20,000 that year and the
respondent made more than
On
trial. Q.
$10,000.
Talbot, U. S. District Attorney, appears for Government, and J. S. Rowe,
of
Esq., Bangor, and Noah Hubbard, Esq., of Frankfort, for the respondent.
SEPTEMBER

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT—BOSTON.
CLIFFORD AND LOWELL, J. J.
Wednesday .—Cahoon Manufacturing Company of
Portland v. B. F. Adams &
al.y of Boston.
lor infringment of Charles W. Cahoon ?s
patent for
Improvement in Lamps, re-issued Aug. 9th, 1864.—
Heaving had Oct. 1.9th and 20th last. Decree for the
complainants for an account and injunction. W. H.
Clifford, Portland, E. L. Sherman, Boston, for comB. R.

for respondents.

Curds*nd Chauncey Smith, Boston,

infringement is the well known ‘-hinge burner” for burning kerosene
oil, which is extensively manufactured, mainly in Connecticut, New York and
Pennsylvania. It ia sold throughout the United
States and largely
exported, the sales averaging about
200,000 dozen per annum.
The

UNITED STATES

COMMISSIONER S COURT.
CLIFFORD, tifeQ., COMMISSIONER.
Thomas L. Oils, of
B.«h. was brought before the
CommiMkmer yesterday chained with
carrying on
the trade of a retail liquor dealer without
having taken out a TJ. S. Internal Revenue
license. Tlie examination was postponed to 10 o’clock
Friday, and respondent recognized iathe Burn of |3M for hiB appearance. G. F. Talbot for Government; Evans &
Putnam for respondent.
Michael Ncaglo, of Bath, was brought up on a similar charge, and gave hill for his apjiearancc on Friday morning at 10 o'clock, The same counsel appeared that were in the first case.
WM.

n.

SUPREME -JUDICIAL COURT.
OCTOBER

TE It Mf.t—WALTON

J, PRESIDING.

Thursday.—The case of Lemuel Dyer v. William
Noyes—action for slander—was argued by Mr. Reed
for defendant and by N. Webb, Esq., for plaintiff.—
Tho jury returned 4 verdict fur plaintiff, assessing
the damages at $132JO.
J. D. Fessenden.
Smith & Reed.
N. Webb.
Canal

Corporation. Action to recover damage?, laid
at $300, for injury done to plaintiffs house and property at Saccarappa, from an overflow of water caused
by a break in the embankment of the canal. Defendants deny their respmyibility for the damage and
allege that the plaintiff sustained no injury from their

negligence. The ca-e was tried at the April
jury failed to agree. Not finished.

term

but the

H. P.

Deane.

Smith & Rood.

MUNICIPAL COURT.
JUDGE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

Thursday.—Jol.n Bell and Margaret A. Best, on
search and seizure processes, paid $22.26 each.
Amos C. Cripps was brought up for the
aggravated
assaulton Thomas Quirk, mentioned in the columns
of the Press. Ip defauit of sureties in the sum of
*606, fur his apiworur.ee at the November term of Urn
S. J.

Court,

he

was

committed to jail.

Jatfiiea

ISraolca’ Uncle*
Mr. Edixor:—I notice in the Star of Nov.
13th, that a writer in that paper charges “E,”
with being “very much mistaken" in

saying

that Brooks

lived with “his uncle” in
Lewiston. Now, it is of no consequn?e whether
lie lived with his uncle or not.
All the facts
stated in that article are
substantially true.—
“E” did not intend to write the lile of Brooks.
ever

He knew something of his
history previous to
his going to Mr. Lowell’s and that he had an
uncle by the name of Eeynolds, hut his

object

merely

to show “how he made his
way”
from the time he left Mr.
Lowell, (or his undo,
as he sometimes called
him.) I think I am
quite as familiar with the history of Mr. B.
from the time; he left Lewiston as the writer in
the Star—he having been intimate in
my family for a number of years.
In the main, however, his remarks are corwas

rect, though he
“high temper”;

is mistaken in regard to his
on the
contrary, he was always mild and amiable, hut persevering and
ambitious, and bore all disappointment s with
the greatest equanimity.
But enough said—
not as “the lawyers say.”
E.

the Editor of TnE Press :
Mr. G. W. Locke, the great Yankee Comedian,—the funniest of all funny fellows,—has
been delighting the audiences at
Decring Hall
every evening this week. He stays with us but
two nights more, and as most
people in this
world “rather laugh than cry,” I advise
any
of your readers who have not
seen

To

already
him, to secure a seat, and do so while they have
the opportunity.
Miss Dollie Bidwell, as Lady Isabel, in East
Lynne, always “brings out the tears;” but Mr.
Locke in his delineations is

audience
him.

“laugh

till

sure

they cry.”

to make the
Go and see
C. H.

Falling of a Wall.—The independent wall
between the block of stores now
erecting by
John Mussey, Esq., and that of Hon. Jacob

McLellan,

and which was up as far as the
third story, fell with a crash
yesterday morning, carrying with it the timbers and floorings
of the three stories.
Fortunately no person

injured, though about a dozen men were
upon the point of entering the building for the
purpose of lathing it. Some men who were in
the building at the time escaped by
running to
the Temple Street side of the block.
was

It is supposed the falling of the wall was occasioned by the softening of the mortar from
water which had trickled down between the
two walls.

Mechanics’ Hall.—It will be noticed by advertisement, that Mechanics’ Hall is offered for
sale. It is a valuable
of property, one well

as

well

as

eligible piece

worthy

the attention of
capitalists, those who have money to invest.
The stores will always command a good rent,
and the hall i3 now the only place in the
city
that can be used for dancing
parties.
or

Larceny

of

Fish.—Officer Williams yesNorth for stealing two

terday arrested William
barrels of mackerel.

North took them from
the store of Messrs. Blake & Jordan on CornCommercial wharf, put them on his barrow,
and went to peddling them out.
He had disposed of about half a barrel before he was arrested.

Custom House.—The second story of the
building erecting on Exchange Street by

new

the Savings Bank, has been leased
by Government for use as a Custom House, until the new
building for that purpose on Fore and Commercial Streets is erected.

Paintings

at Auction.—The oil
paintings,
exhibition at the rooms of Messrs. E. M.
Patten & Co., on Plumb street, will be offered
at auction at C o’clock this afternoon.
There

on

are

“Shall

the Democrat

«

Part) Dir

or

l.lttl"

VA III

following is the article published in t!io
Chicago Ti uies of the 12th, tho appearance of
The

advance.

with"

which has coused no little commotion in tlie
Democratic eamp. A dispatch from Chicago
to the New York Tribune says this attempt of
the Times to commit the Democracy of the
North-West, of which it has hitherto been tlie

,'p.

ican

many valuable paintings in the collection.
can be had of the auctioneer.

Catalogues

Dr. Demino, whose success in treating disfaso is rarely equalled, can be found at his

homicide before the Court of Oyer and Termi- !
I office, during business hours, and at his house
ner, one of the jurymen was attacked with de- i at other
times, ready to be consulted by those
lirium tremens, and ran stamping and bellowwho need medical aid. See advertisement.
j
the
his
about
that
jury
room,
imagining
ing
It will lie seen by the advertisement of the
tongue was full of worms. He afterwards befrantic
with
Portland and Machias Steamboat Company
the idea that rats
came perfectly
that the City of Richmond will make her lost
were running all over him, and gnawing out
his vitals. The jury had to be discharged.
trip for the season next week.

On Wednesday night of last week, the
Farnsworth Woolen property at Lisbon was
damaged by fire to the amount of $3000. Insured in Portland agencies. The damage was

chiefly confined

to the

Dye

House.

—The Belfast Age states that Capt. E. W.
Pendleton of Searsport, while passing through
the passage leading to the American House

stable, in the dark, on Monday evening, was
struck on the back part of the head from behind with a brick, or some other
instrument,

and knocked down, receiving a severe wound.
It is not known by whom it was done, but it is
surmised, by some sailor in retaliation for cruel
treatment.
Pendleton was some years ago,
tried in San Francisco for causing thedeath of
a sailor by starvation and other
shocking cruelties on a voyage out to that port.
—We learn from the Belfast Age that on
Wednesday last in that city a young son of
Matthew Robbins, aged 14 years, was run over

by a dray,

and so severely injured that he died
few hours. He was standing upon the
dray, when some other boys attempted to get
in

a

and, while playfully attempting to kick at
them, his foot caught in the iron brace jnst forward of the hind wheel, and he pitched foron,

ward under the wheel.
—The entire establishment of the Bath Sentinel and Times, daily and weekly, is offered for
sale by the widow of the late paoprietor.
—The Bath Times says the Mayor of Bath
has

engaged Charles J. Noyes, Esq., to make a
survey of a railroad from Bath to Wiscasset,
and he has already commenced operations.
The Attempt to

Assassinate the EmAustria.—The Vienna journals
contain the following particulars of the attempt on the life of the Emperor of Austria:
On the evening of the 27th of October, the
Emperor Francis Joseph visited the Czeh
Theatre, at Prague, where he was received
with the national anthem. His Majesty witnessed the performance for about an hour, and
on leaving the theatre, just as the
Emperor
had entered his carriage, an English
Captain,
Hugh P. F. Palmer, who was present in the
crowd, observed a man raising his right hand
with a pistol in it, and pointing it at the carriage. Capt. Palmer had already, before the
Emperor came out, observed the man in company with another, and thought ho had seen
something like a pistol in his hand, which
caused him to watch him closely.
When the pistol was pointed at the carriage,
Capt. Palmer distinctly noticed it being cocked, but could not see whether there was any
percussion cap o». At the moment he observed this, he threw his left arm around the ueck
peror
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that held the pistol, pushing it downward, anil
then it seemed to him that tho man dropped
the pistol into the side pocket of his paletot.—
At this moment the imperial carriage drove
away, upon which Captain Palmer dragged
the would-be assatsin across the street and
handed him over to the police.
When arrested the man dropped a small
parcel, which was found to contain a small bag
of powder, a leaden bullet and three percussion caps, wrapped in a pieco of old silk. Tho
pistol was found on the same evening outside
the theatre by some young men who knew
nothing at all about the affair. It was loaded
and at Cull cock, but hud no percussion cap on.
It was afterward discovered that there was a
hole in the
pocket of tho man, through Which
the pistol might have
dropped. The accused
is a journeyman tailor anil' super” at the Bohemian Theatre; his name is Anton Bust; he
is married and is tiie father of two children.—
He emphatically denies his guilt.
More about the “Black Cavalry.”—The
following is an extract from a letter from Texas, dated October 30:
In the northeastern part of this State (Texas), the negroes are in a deplorable condition.—
In the county of Red River alone there have
been killed not less than thirty negroes since
this year began. The number that' have been
whipped, some so severely as to receive lashes
by the hundred, amounts to nearly one-half
the number. There is no Freedinen’s Bureau
in that county; and the plan adopted is the
work of what is called the ‘Black Cavalry.’—
This self-organized ‘cavalry’ are disguised by
having their faces blackened, anil whenever
they have reason to suppose any of the freedmeu or freedwomen refused to work as
may be
desired, and to whom, and for what may be
proposed, some ten or a dozen of them thus
disguised, take up these negroes, generally at
night, and whip them shockingly. In fact
this species of slavery, as it now exists, is
worse than at any time before the war. At a
meeting of the District Court, the grand jury
were many of them
personally acquainted
with these facts, yet such was the fear of public sentiment that they did not dare to indict
any one for murder or any less crime.
The crops are now pretty generally matured,
and in a great many instances tho negroes
have made an arrangement for a portion of tho
same, hut, in many cases, the negroes, after
having received lashes, are told that a repetition will be visited on them in case they claim
any part of the crop tor their wages. My informant tells tie that a freedman, formerly his
slave, came to him one uiglit and begged to bo
taken back into slavery, alleging that the treatment he received was such that he preferred
his former condition; but his former master
did not think it prudent to have anything to
do in the case, and gave it as h is opinion that
were it known that the freedman had applied
for protection it would be very unsafe botli for
the negro and himself.
These are the men that accept 'the situation.’
_

Washington Minor Politics.—A Washington dispatch to the Boston Advertiser, dated the 14th, has the following gossip:
The National Union Executive Committee
held a stormy session this morning. The previous attachment of their office furniture was
the least of their troubles, as they found themselves $30,000 in debt and nothing to show for
it except radical gains. There was much excitement and wrangling among those present,
and the
meeting broke up in disgust. The
President and Mr. Stanbery were affirmed to
be still in hearty sympathy with them, but it
was declared that the other members of the
cabinet had been somewhat unreliable since
tho elections.
The gentlemen of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’
Union of this city, who have issued a call for a
mass meeting ot former soldiers here, on the
30th inst., are in receipt of several letters expressive of sympathy with the movement.—
They are also in receipt of some from notorious copperheads, denouncing it in a most violent manner. The call is not likely to bring together any great number of men, unless the
signs are very much at fault.
The Ehtress Carlotta.—It is gratifying to
find that there is a decided improvement in the
Her physihealth of the Empress Carlotta.
cians have been able to grapple with and con
the
monomania
under
which
siderably subdue
Her mind
she was laboring a short time ago.
has been greatly calmed by the arrival at Trieste of a merchant vessel direct from Mexico,
conveying from her husband better tidings
She
than have recently crossed the Atlantic.
is represented as being able to eat and drink
regularly, and she passes her time in embroidery and receiving visits. The medical men
have prohibited newspaper reading, from a
dread of the excitement it might cause; her
reading is, therefore, confined to the perusal of
the New Testament and works of a religious
character, intermingled with books of travel;
and confidence is felt both at Elramar, where
she lives, and at Vienna, that she is in a fair
All traces of tho old sympway of recovery.
toms have not, however, quite disappeared, for
she still insists upon all the food which she
consumes being first tasted by a person about
her in whom she has confidence.
Sentenced to ue ExBcnTED.-.Tames Brown,
the mulatto, who was convicted in the U. S.
Circuit in Boston, Tuesday afternoon, of the
murder of a shipmate named James Foster, on
board the bark Atlantic, last May, on the high

yesterday sentenced by Judge Clifbo executed on Friday, tho 15th day of
next March. The prisoner received the sentence with the same stolidity which characterized his appearance throughout the trial.
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Colorado has taken the start of all the Territories in establishing a good common school
system. A seminary for higher education has
also been commenced, under favorable auspices, at Central

City.

paper in its Course.

agitation promises to be one of tlie most
ever known in Democratic history:

resi-

newspaper of that city says: “Night
after night
affrays occur; men are siiot within
a few yards of
our office; bullets are fired
into
windows: and it’s ‘D-n
you!” click! bangt
f am shot!’
nightly from one end of tho city

The
hitter

Tlie present is a crisis in the Democratic
party which has no precedent in its history, as
it is a crisis in the progress of the
country
which is also without precedent. Never before
has the Democratic partv encountered events
so seriously affecting its future
vitality as now.

Not that

Equal Rights Association.

-Memphis mast bo a cheerful place of
dence. A

organ,
negro suffrage, is meeting w ith strong
resistance by tlie rank anil file, although tlie
leaders sustain the

IfTlW

—A convention of
persons who ilesire “to se
cure the right of
suffrage to ail citizens,
tt distinction of
race or sex,” will
assemble
wf,,,dl0
Albany, November 20th
®onvei*tion has been called
by the Amer-

to

Maine

aia.—c.ueuezcr azone v. umDciiand a: oxtora

National It ool Growers1 Convention.
Cleveland, Nov. IS.
The National Wool Growers’ Convention reassembled this forenoon. The following resolutions, with others, were passed:
Resolved, That the tariff bill, as it relates to
wool and woolens, agreed upon by the
.joint
committee of wool growers and wool manufacturers now before Congress, is one calculated
to insure increased prospect of the
country, and
we will stand
firmly by it and seek, by all proper means, its early adoption as a law.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
forwarded to Hon. David A. Wells, of the Committee on Ways and Means, and to the Senate
Committe having charge of said bill.
Hon. E. B. Potter spoke on the above resolution at great length. The
principles he advocated, favoring the House tariff lull, met with
the hearty concurrence of the Convention.—
Speeches are being made by other delegates,
and an imperative demand goes from this Convention to the Senate requesting them to concur in the House bill.

WANTED!

OWNERS

a

No 66 Clark street.

Toronto, C. W., Nov, 14.
Daniel Wheelan was tiled to-day, found
and
sentenced to be hung on the 13th of
guilty
December. The prisoner received the sentence
without manifesting any emotion.
John Quinn, formerly of Rochester and late
of the rebel army, was also found guilty and
sentenced to be hung December 13th.
Toronto, C. W., Nov. 15.
The Fenian trials which have
occupied the
attention of the Court during the past eleven
days, will close temporarily on Saturday next.
As the Court will not set during the term, as
it was at first supposed, such of the prisoners
as had
not been brought to trial before the
Court rose would have to await their trials at
the January assizes, but it is probable that arrangements will be made by which they will he
brought before the Court sooner. A special
commission is expected to be issued in a few
days for holding these trials immediately after
the term closes, a fortnight from next
Monday.
It will be Mr. Justice Nugent’s term to take
up
the business at the time.
Two Fenians were discharged from
enstody
yesterday, sufficient evidence to place them on
trial not being forthcoming, and two more
wore discharged
to-day for similar reasons.
Thus. Ryall, one of the Fenian prisoners escaped from jail early this morning.

Gen. Steedman is still here.
Deport again
connects his name with the office of
Secretary
of War.
Portions of all the annual reports are heireplaced in type; that of the Secretary of the
Interior is about completed. The reports of the
Land, Pension, Patent and Indian Bureaus
will be unusually interesting.

SEVERAL desirable, medium sized dwelling
k7 Houses will Ikj sold at low prices and on very

BOARD AND ROOMS.

A

ESCAPE OF ANOTHER PRISONER.

Mexico.

and subscribers to the Mercantile Li- !
MEMBERS
hereby notified that the
brary Association
Room
Lime street will be
the de-

Market

Lost!
between Tukey’s Bridge and Samuel Bell’s shoe store, a bundle containing a Casstmere Shawl, a light colored cape and collar, with
initials on collar, L. M. P.; the finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving the same at 353 Congress st.
d&wtf

season:!

Dry Goods Store,
through mistake. Tlie finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving them at Kendall & Whitney’s,

LOST AND FOUND.

oct 13

\

ON

Charts,

will l>ereceived for culling and haulthe timber thorn one (1) to ten (10) lots, situ-

to two miles.
Wc are also

Boat Notice.

TttIP

of
tui:
and after Friday, the 16th inthe
Steamer CITY OF
stant,
RICHMOND, will make one more
trip, (the last for the season.) leav..:iarf Friday evening, 23d inst., lor
Macliias and intermediate Landings, returning, will
leave Machine Monday morning, 26tli inst.
ROSS & STURDIVANT, Agents.
nov 16 dal
Portland, Nov. 15,18G6.

War in *61.
historical importance, it
a very important and

of

a

uolGltd

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

plainants;

Conviction of two more Fenians.

New x’.obk, Nov. 10.
„_
Tne Post s Washington SpecT.fTfltspaTcTi s.tvw
Secretary McCulloch in his annual report, will
simply repeat his former recommendations, as
far as the currency question is concerned; will
ask for authority to issue long five per cent,
bonds, which -hall be exempt from taxation,
and for discretionary power to reduce the volume of currency.
It is understood that soou alter the assembling of Congress, the House Judiciary Committee will review the whole subject of'the assassination plot, and examine the witnesses
relative to Jeff. Davis’ complicity.
The morning papers have the following
specials from Washington:
Gen. .Sherman will stop in Havana, where
he will be joined by (Jen. Sheridan.
They will
go thence to Vera Cruz by the Susquehanna.
The French Minister here has sent a
dispatch
to Franco on the subject of their missi .n to

Houses for Sale Low.

subject
great
THIS
being the representation of
is

Steam
lASt

Historical Engraving, entitled

Council of

A

FROM CANADA.

_

JO Boxes Tobacco.
40 Casks Nails.
TO Bbls. Bread.
lO Harnesses.
5 Dox Halters.
O Doz Cyrcingles.

Mass.

Boy* Wanted.

“London Nov. 15.—Will you tell Mr. Field at
yotir banquet, that I am with him in hearty
friendship, and hope his countrymen will give
due recognition to his unqualified efforts in establishing the telegraphic cord between our
two countries.” This dispatch was received on
an instrument at the
banquet room, by E. A.
Callahan, of Boston, and read to the guests.

An-

General Sherman en route
Vera Cruz.

PLUMB STREET.

W. JT. HOLLAND A CO.,

the Gold Medal Sewing Ulitrhinr*,
In every City and County in the Union. The
least complicated two-'.hrea I machine in the world.
A. F. JOHNSON & CO.
Address
334 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
Nov. 6 lmd

Anderson:

THE ASSASSINATION PLOT.

CO., Anctioncrrs,

Ar

«*0 Bbls. Onions.

Springfield or Boston,

fenerations."

an

Wanted.

AGENTSJ^oth

that Gen. Grant is in attendance at the horse
Baltimore, as it is said at headquarters
tn-day that he has not been out of
Washington the past two days.
Mgj. Gen. Sickles is among the latest arrivals trom the South.
The Washington agent of the Associated
Press, in view of the comments of the New
York Tribune to-day, deems jt proper to
say
that both the President and Secretary of War
having heretofore denied that they had revoked
General Order No. 44, he on Tugsdav enquired
attlie headquarters of the army,"and there
learned that neither had Gen. Grant revoked
it This was the basis of the dispatch in question. The letter to Gen. Sheridan giving Gen.
Grant’s construction of the President's proclamations as nullifying that order, was obtained
by members of the press from a source other
than headquarters oi the army.
The rapid conversion at the
Treasury Department of seven-thirty notes into five-twenty bonds, is attended with many{diffioultie.s, on
account oi lost numbers or etolen
seven-thirty
notes sent to the Department. Banks and
persons dealing in seven-thirties shoidd remember although coupon bonds of the Government are issued, payable to hearer, so that
r they will pass [by deli very |they are
good, although lost or stolen, when in the hand of a
bona fide holder.
The case is different with
seven-thirties, which arc issued in blank, but
with the words “or order” instead of “or bearer” imprinted on the lace.
As long as a seven-thirty note remains thus in blank, it passes
by delivery like a coupon bond, and a bona
fide purchrser for value can collect the
same,
notwithstanding it has been lost or stolen
But in case the holder ol the
seven-thirty note
fills the blank apace withhis name,the note then
becomes liis property, payable to him or
order,
and he cannot therefore lie deprived of his
title by any loss or larceny of the note
any
more than the holder of a check or draft
payable to his order, and this is the law, notwithstanding his name may have been so skillfully
extracted by acid or otherwise, as to leave no
trace of the name. If the holder of the note
can prove clearly that his
nnrqe was once written upon the face of the
seven-thirty, his title
is good notwithstanding the erasure, and even
against a bona-fide holder for value, and' will
he recognized by the treasury
Department,and
ui>on proof the note will he paid to him.—
All persons dealing in Government securities,
ought carefully bear in mind the foregoing peculiarity of seven-thirty notes, which may become convertible into
negotiable securities
payable only to order, which cannot 1k> the
case with any of the
coupon bonds of the Government.

faiy

of tli« army

Secretary McCulloch’s
nual Report.

Safe and Sewing Ma-

a

a

WAsmuaiox. Nov. 15.
mistake in the’ statement

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE,

hold.

At 12
chine.

C. A. CHAPIN,
Free Street, Portland.

male and female, to sell a new Religious Work wanted in every family. One agent
reports the safe of sixteen copies iu three and a half
hours. Also to sell our new engraving “Christ Rais-

house, consisting in part of Wal-

nut Parlor Sett tn

12.

nolOdlw

shall sell all

wo

popular lyw it already become, (not one month
yet since its first issue) that hundreds oi‘ people
are writing for it from all sections of the country.
From one City alone, 172 persons have written for
this Work-—could not wait for Agents.
Four of Adams’ large size Presses are running on
this Book, and the demand exceeds our supply. Experienced Agents and others, who possess intelligence, energy, and perseverance, ana want Profitable Employment, will find by engaging in the sale of
this Book, all they desire. Many now in the field are
meeting with astonishing success.
For fall particulars send lor circular.
13

o’clock A. M.,

Nov. 22d, at 10
House No. 5 Carleton street,
ONatTHURSDAY,
the furniture hi said

WONDERFULLY POPULAR !

Not

—

Patented by T. C. Wales, of Boston.
Goodyear Metallic Rubber 8ho«fCompany, of
Naugatuck, Connecticut, would inform Dealers
and the public generally that tl ey are the exclusive
owners of the Patent and Sole
Manufacturers of the
above-named Shoe, and will promptly prosecute any
and all infringements of tlieir rights under said Patents. All genuine Arctics are bound with cord
and have the name of the Patentee and of our Coml»any on the bottom. All others are bnt poor imitations. The public will promote their own interests
by purchasing those only made by Mils Company, at
Naugatuck, ( onn. WALES, EMMONS & CO., Nos.
171 and 173 Pearl street, Boston, and BREEDEN &
SOUTH WICK, Noe. 1OT and 109 Liberty street, New
York, are Sole Agents for the sale of the above-named
Shoes.
GEO. H. SCRANTON, Trcas.
JAMES E. ENGLISH, Prest.
uovlGdlw

A

nov

STREET,

Nov 1G—dim

LARGE furnished Room or “suit of rooms,”
without board, in the vicinity of Brown street.
Address P. O. Box 1569.
nol3dlw*

“

CONGHESS

nearly Opposite Mechanics’ Hall,

WE

Agents

MERINO
~

Vo Trouble to Show Goads.

M't

will pay 30 cents each for first class Flour
Barrels suit able for sugar.
LYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
novl3dtf
139 Commercial street.

novl2dlw&w2w

left of tlioee Le«lies Sue

more

23e.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

TENEMENT of three or four rooms lor a small
family, for which a liberal rent will be paid. Satisfactory references given.
Address S., Box 2214, Portland P. O.
nolftllw*

Nov

Tkere'must lie

We

COMEDIAN,

Who will appear every evening in
ORIGINAI, DRAMAS,

Please call

one.

Order Jo. 44

Conversion of Seven-Thirty Notes
Into Five-Twenties.

WOOLENS !

!

the great genuine

of

our

Shawls and Cloakings.
**1

Htsgc manager.

for Six

Engagement

sell

to

Rich Dress hoods i

Peering Sail.

PKK8S.

Revoked.

PRICES,

And will not be undersold by any
and examine onr hue line of

ENTERTAINMENTS.

General

Field.

A magnificent banquet was given Cyrus W.
Field to-night by the Chamber of Commerce,
at the Metropolitan Hotel.
Three hundred
gueits were present.
A. A. Law, chairman of
the Chamber of Commerce,
presided, and made
the opening speech.
Mr. Reid replied at
length, in which, after giving the history of the
Atlantic Telegraph, and an account of his early associates, he eulogized the British government for i ts zeal in the subject. At preseiit the
aim has been to secure the prompt and certain
transmission of messages.
The two cables
do their part well; if anything, the old works
better than the new cable, hut the new is constantly improving. The cable could now be
worked with a battery composed of a gun tap
and a strip of zinc excited by a drop of water.
He would not he content until a
message had
reached New York from London in twenty
minutes. In palliation of the high tariff he
stated thatjtwelve millions had been sunk by
different companies to establish the line. He
promised the tariff would he reduced in a few
months to cue-quarter what it was at first. Mr.
Field closed with the sentiment, “England and
America clasping hands across the sea; may
thijs firm grasp he a pledge of friendship to all
Speeches were also maee toy
layor Hoffman. Ex-Mayor Opdyke, Rev. Drs.
Beecher and Bellows, John Jay and others.
Telegrams were received from Lord Monck
and Capt. Anderson, of the Great Eastern, and
letters from President Johnson, Gen. Grant,
Dix, Porter, Chase, Fred. Bruce, Secretary Seward and others.
* The following is the from telegram Capt.
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New York, Nov. 15.

Friday Mor»ng. November 10, I860.

Goods

Dry

the market affords. We shall continue
goods at our former

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation In every parof the State) for §1.00 per square for fir.-d insertion*
and 50 cents per square tor each subsequent insertion.

Grand Banquet to Cyrus B

NEWS

whole of Store !¥•. 33*
Cougrcas Street, and made great additions to
stock, we are now able to offer the

Best

Terms Eight Dollars per annum, in

...

secured the

HAVING
our

subsequent

Theatre,

t

PORTLAND

MAINE STATE PRESS, Is published at the
ante place every
Thursday morning at §2.00 a year,
nvariably In advance.
THE

sertion, and 25 cents pel square for each
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LATEST

BARGAINS

GREAT

advance.

..

to the other.”
It is stated that Gen.
Grant disapproves
tho restoration of Gen.
Sweeney to his position in the regular array, which he
forfeited

by

it beholds itself diminished in tire

violation of the neutrality laws in the Fenian

magnitude of its numbers—for it is numerically stronger than it has ever been beture—but
that having been beaten cn a great national is-

raid.
—The Norwich (Conn.) Bulletin calls tho
New York Herald the
“only successful comic
paper that tiiis country lias ever produced.”
—A Now Hampshire blacksmith was
requested to bring a suit for slander. He said

sue, as to which it believed itself to be wholly
right and the opposition wholly wrong, and
still so believes, it must nevertheless abandon
that issue—for the decision of it is tinal—and
eithrr sit down in helpless and decaying inactivity, or strike boldly out upon a new line, selected witli peculiar reference, not to tilings as
we would have them, but to things as they actually are, and in pursuing which line it shall
eeaso to be a holdback or “conservative” party,
and become what it was iu its painty days, 'a
progressive and aggressive party. These ave
the alternatives.
It wll not sit down in helpless aud decaying

ho

could go into his
shep and hammer out a hettor character than all the courts in the
State
could give him.

—Sword blades
resembling those of Damas-

cus are

made at

Solingen,

in

Germany.

A

fag-

got is first formed of alternate fine bars of iron
and steel. It is drawn
out, doubled and twisted several times, and then formed
into a ribbon.
Two stteh ribbons are welded
together, enclosbetween them a thin Wade of the best
cutting

inactivity.

What, then, shall the new line he? In the
first place, must we not n't loose from the Administration of Andrew Johnson, and leave that
hybrid concern to float on the sea of public English steel. Alter polishing, it is dipped in
contempt into which it some time since entered, diluted sulphuric acid to
give it a pattern.
and from which no power can rescue it? Is not
—The Mobile Register, John
the late defeat attributable more largely to this
Forsyth’s paAdministration than to all other causes comper, sings a perfect
Jeremiad over tins
bined? What is there in its composition to
result of the Northern elections. It
says:
command popular confidence?
Who, belongV. e of the South can do no
more than
ing to it, is entitled, by reason of liis antece- to
dents or of his statesmanship, to tlie confidence
pray (or our country. We have no voice in
or the respect of the Democratic party?
Cershaping its destinies.” If they had contented
tainly not Andrew Johusoa, nor Wm. H. themselves with
praying for it five or six years
Seward, nor Edwin M. Stanton. True, this
Administration had a right policy, and tlie ago, instead of trying to ruin it, they would
Democratic party, in overlooking tho chief not now be in the position
they find so disamen
comprising it, and thinking only of the greeable. As it is we do not see why they
rightfulness of the policy, displayed a patriot- should
complain if the loyal nation declines to
ism whose purity was never excelled:but the
policy having failed—and having failed too, allow them any voice in shaping the destinies
through the feebleness and folly and offenses oi a country which they still insist
they had a
against public propriety of the Administra- right to destroy, until it has
put it out of their
tion—toft;/ should not the Democratic party
abandon the dead body, longer adherence to
power to play the same game again. If they
which is death also to itself?
obstinately persist in rejecting the easy terms
What next? Can tho Democratic party sucofl'erod them, preferring to devote themselves
ceed until the Negro question can be gotten
to their prayers, the nation will
ontoftheway? It cannot. What next? Is
probably
be able to bear it.
not Negro suffrage inevitable, and is not the
to
the
quickest way get
—Under the head of
Negro question out of the
“Meteorological,” tho
way to at once concede the suffrage, making issue
Providence Journal has the
following:
only on the degree to which it shall be conceded?
Oh, S:ipicnte3. toil as why
We know that many Democrats have not
Xa “.Shooting Stars” tell tram the
sky
reached this advanced view of the case, and
As prombed in the “bills?”
that such still feel greatly inclined to revolt at
AVas it our poets dammed the
wav,
the proposition of Negro suffrage in any deAnd shaaned the Hods tr m their
“cronact.”
I pon the Olympian Hills?
gree; hut let us tell them that it is always wise
to accept the inevitable when tlie inevitable
—The Argus complains of
been “cut
comes.
Negro suffrage, we say, is inevitable, and slashed”
by ths “pewter weapon” wielded
and whether it shall be qualified or universal
depends upon the promptness or otherwise by the Press. The knife appears to be sharp
with which the Democratic party shall move
enough for the material upon which it is used.
with reference to it. The South, will speedily
A hoe is proverbially
dull, hut answers to cut
yield qualified, negro suffrage upon the motion
up weeds with.
ot the Democratic party; because, if for no
other reason, she will soon see, if she does not
.cvvivuu irom a snoscriDcr
on ttoalready see, that if she does not yield it, she ver Hall Plantation, Glynn
Connty, Georgia, n
will ultimately be compelled to accept univera fine
sample of sea island cotton, raised by
sal negro suffrage.
Qualified negro suffrage vieldod bv the South Maine boys employing freo laborers. With
—and by this we mean impartial suffrage,
twenty hands one hundred and twenty-eight
or suffrage
dependent upon the intelligence acres of cotton have been
of the-man, irrespective of color, as is now the I
cultivated; and th«
rule in Massachusetts—tiie negro question
spirit an I energy of the freedmon has been
WILL IIAVE REEN DISPOSED OF, AND THE OCquite satisfactory even to their Northern emCUPATION OE THE NORTHERN RADICAL PARTY
ployers. For fineness, length of fibre, and
WILL T.E GONE FOREVER.
Not one inch of
ground will it have to stand upon; and tiie cleanness, the cotton is bettor than we ever
countrv can once more turn to those material
saw, raised under the old system.
The New York World, with
questions of public policy, the right disposigreat consistion of which is so essential to tiie public
prostency, assails John Bright, the leader of the
It will be upen these questions that
c Democratic party will
triumph, and it wilt English Radicals, as a dangerous politician.
by this triumph that Constitutional Oov- There is no reason why the World should
opernment and onr Federal system will lie preposo impartial suffrage hero and advocate it in
served.
England, as the Argus tries to do.
If the South he wise, it will not wait, on this
It is stated that the New
suffrage question, even for the motion of the
Hampshire DeJ>««oeratic party. If it be wise, it will lose no
mocracy are highly disgusted that a person
time in putting In motion thr
m
by which it will at the same time save named Bowers, who has recently coma
chinery
into the State from Connecticut
itself from humiliation, preserve its own sellshould
rid
tiie country of the most vexations
respect,
hare the assurance to pat President
Johnson
that
ever
distracted
question
any country, kill
on the back and tell him what the
New Hampthe worst political party that ever existed on
shire Democrats would do for
tiie globe, and put the Union in the
him, and take
way of
speedy restoration. This machinery consists, the best and in fact the only good office in the
of course, in conventions to revise "the State
Third Congressional District, when he was like
constitutions.
the captain who was “not on
speaking terms
with his men and couldn’t control
An Unlucky Life.—The Tie.-que Isle Sunone ot
thorn.” It is called the greatest
rise publishes tiie following
policy of asautobiography of surance ever
issued in the Granite State, and
“a very unfortunate man.”
the “unterrified” decline to he taken
In 1812, at twenty-three years of age, marat these
rates.
tied a widow with four children.
Itented a
farm for threo years at *150 a year.
In 1814
bought a farm tiflv miles up the river for
Krccnl Publication*.
*1200. Lived on it three cold seasons, 1814,
T5 and T6. Wheat covered with snow the’ Tnp VtCTAV (MS Cin T
T»_
tenth day of June. Sold farm. Took
sell Lowell. With illustrations
goods
by S Evfrom tiie St. John to the St. Lawrence waters.
tmge, Jr. Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
Sold goods tor timber. In tiie spring no sale
It was a happy thought of these
for timber. Failures in England. No
Boston pubshipping came ont. Sold 200 tons on three months lishers which prompted the selection of their
credit. Man bankrupt. One raft went to sea
series of illustrated gift-hooks for
tho present
in a storm. 200 tons left. No sale. This was
season. The
heautiful editions which
in 1847. Turned ray back on it and liavo not
they
have issued of Whittier's “Maud
seen it since. Lived in Kobinstou five
years
Muller,” and
Moved to Brighton, N. B., witli wile and two
Longfellow’s “Evangeline,” have been
daughters, *100 in pocket. Bought a farm;
noticed, and now we have added to the list this
lived on it three years. Sold in 18211 and came
most admired of all the
to Bridgewater, Maine. Bogan in the woods.
poems of Professor
Cleared fifty acres, and lived on it eight years
Lowell. The volume is a small
quarto, the size
Did not own soil.
P.av for Qnil n-illii.l
I of the
“Evangeline," printed ou fine toned paCould not pay. Sold possession for #.300. Took
on
one
side only, and with rubricated marper,
a horse for #120. Broke his neck
helping a load
for Government to Fort Fairfield. Got cheatgins. The illustrations are ten in
number, and
ed out of the rest. Cut the first hush in Westwe are able to
say of them as we cannot always
field nineteen miles in the woods. Fed
hungry say of efforts of this kind in America
men’s horses seventeen years.
Paid for 1115
thatthoy
farm, got a deed, lent, my name, which swung really adorn the text of (lie poet. They are in
farm.
Lost
wito.
fact
tho
best cuts of the kind which
my
my
Begun with nothing
we have
and held mv own first rate. Almo t cr.izy, sixever seen executed in this
country, and they
ty-seven years old. Came to Presque Isle, took will not
suffer greatly by comparison
a new farm and married a new wife.
with the
Have
best produced elsewhere.
been on five new fhrms. Have raised and helpMr. A. V. 8. Aned five families of children.
Have buried a
is
the
thony
engraver, and ho has succeeded
wife and six children. Have thirty-two greatmost happily in
catching and reproducing tho
great grandchildren; am now in mv seventyeighth year; have swung a scythe sixty-three spirit, of the artist’s design. In particular do
we admire the third of the
years, and extend an iiivitation to any man
series, illustrating
who has mowed sixty-tlirce years, to coine and
the oft-quoted lines,
mow me a race for a gallon of
punch!
“What is so rare as a day in June?
He signs himself ‘‘James Thnrncraft.”
Then, if ever, conic perfect daj s.”
The second, seventh and eighth arc also
TnE Archangel's Trump.—A good story is
espco
told in Paris at the expense of a very handally fine.
some and rich widow of the most exemplary
It is a hook in which poet,
character, who has a small and elegant retreat engraver, printe r, and even artist, publisher
in Versailles, in addition to her own residence.
binder, seem for
once to have been in
At this pretty rurality she was passing a week
harmony, and consequentat the close of the autumn, having for her
ly it is in every way admirable, and an achieveguest a lad in his teens, who was a distant relment of which the
publishers and the Universiative, and who was thus passing his vacation
ty Press may well he proud.
from school.
Madam's housekeeper and cook
For sale by Davis Brothers.
was a respectable female, who.
however, had
an admirer, a trumpeter, stationed in the barracks near by, and the stolen pleasure of whom
Ticknor & Fields have printed in a
neat
was to come in and dine
stealthily on the re- pamphlet, Mr. James Barton’s article in
tho
maining dishes of the mistress’s luxuriant ta- North American
“How
New York city
Review,
ble.
is governed.”
This scathing
Madam and her boy relative having started
exposure of tho
after dinner for a walk, the trumpeter took adShameful abuses wfiich our
vantage of the absence, but unluckily prolong- may be made to cover when municipal system
the control is aled his meal a few minutes too long. In his
hurry to conceal himself, when taken by sur- lowed to pass into the hands of such gentry as
prise, he became ensconced under the bed of the New York “Bing,” cannot ho too
widely
J
the lady of the house, thinking to escape while
read.
she passed the evening in her drawing-room,
Davis Brothers have the
as usual. Madam was tired with her walk,
for
pamphlet
sale
however, and proceeded to retire for the night Price, 25 cts.
immediately on her return.
Slmlilou & Company, New
The trumpeter, in full uniform, with his braYork, have published Suxxybaxk
zen instrument beside him, was of course in a
by Marion Harland, author
position of considerable dismay. As he lay of “Alone,” “Husks,” etc. This
lady’s books
racking his brain, the door suddenly opened, lmve
attained a wide popularity with the
and in walked the schoolboy, who, to the asgeneral
tonishment of the. lady, fell on his knees, and
novel-reading public. They arc always
made a tumultuous declaration of love.
in
pure
tone, are written in a graceful pleasing
“In the name of Heaven,” cried the astonstyle, and are well sustained in plot and charished object of his passion, “rise and leave
acter. The present tale revives
this room immediately!
VVbat would be
some characthought of me if you were seen in this indis- ter: that figured in “Alone," and its
interest to
creet situation and posture.
Hire this moment
readers
will he enhanced
many
and retire!”
tho fact
by
that it has to do with some of
the prominent
events of the late rebellion.
The Shooting Stars.—The New Haven obShort & Loringbave it
for sale.
servers of the small meteoric shower of Mon-

having

«

Erity.

1

.r.n.

ST

_

already

—

day night were

more

than those in this

successful in their search
The Journal

Must come to it.—Tho senior editor of the
Macon (Ga.) Citizen, who has been

neighborhood.

says:

Monday night, six hundred and ninety-six
shooting stars were seen by a party on the
tower of Alumni Hall, between ten minutes
past eleven in the evening and half-past five

the morning. During one hour no observations were made, so that this number was seen
in five hours and twenty minutes.
At the Scientific School tower observations
were made, and from twelve to two o'clock
one
hundred and eighty six were seen. At the Scientific School the Professors post on the roof
of the building, |n different
places, a squad .f
students, who sit shivering, bundled up In
and
overcoats,
watching a particular section of
the sky, and when
they observe a star shooting, they shout “one,” then “two1" and so on
an
hour, when they are relieved by a new
lot., who take their place.3. The pi ofessors, in
the mean time, sit below and keep tally and
keep warm. La*t night this mode of getting
the number of shooting atara was repeated,—
The number observed Monday nijfht w*»* not
quite eqnal to the usual N^y^iube** shower.

some

observations at

making

tho North, says in

a letter
his paper:
“With reference to the action of tho South
on the Constitutional Amendment to bo submitted to Hi dr consideration, 1 have this to say
as mv opinion—not my ici*h~~that wc xoitt ham
to ewalhw the bitter draught to the dreg*, or content ourselves with taxation without represenWith this
tation for iwrliaps years to come!
view of the subject— without intending to adof
the
vocate the adoption
Amendment—it
best to let things take their
were perhaps

to

in

course.”

__

Death of ax A rut Officer.—Col. W
ren L. Lothrop, late of Auburn, Maine,
dJ-jd a
few days since, of apoplexy, at Ids pos* of duIn
Missouri, fie was a native y,f
ty
Leeds, lu
this St* to, and for nineteen
ftrB has led

jor

y*

I

tha

life of a soldier, vising from the ranks to a
position as Oolouql in the Regular Army.

gregate majority ot 362,000 votes, adds —•The
late Democratic party is effectually used up,
*nd its elements must be recast in a new form
And with a new name, for the prestige of the
Did name has been changed by its war record

Stars.Canada.

LILY PRESS.

stars.Spain.JSsJ
Stars.Red Sea.{?£;
Stars.United s«aM?s...
Stars.America aud buroi*e.im

PORTLAND.

stone.Coucof«.» •'!

Hop*.}?!?
Stones.Bohemia...

Stare.Greenwich..Ihto
Tlie prevailing theory is that these meteors

friday Morning. November 16, 1866.

into public
;

contempt,”

That’s

As good

small bodies revolving around the sun.—
of the
orbit
earth
meets j
the
When
their orbits, their power of attraction to their ;
Special Notice.
It is well occasionally to refer to the ancient
feeble
to
is
too
resist
the
powerful draw- rpHE uuderslgne 1 having been appointed exclusive
landmarks and see how far modern usage places
1 Agent lor the State of Maine for the sale and
ing of our globe, and they are lured by the
has deviated from them. Party names are al- iorco of gravitation to this planet. They conic application of H. W. JOHNS’ IMPROVED ROOFwould call attention to the thet that this rooting
ING.
at tlie rate of nineteen miles to the second,
ways significant and honest at the start,though and
lias Leeu in*usc in the United Slates, Canadas and
acquire an immense heat in their course
little.
Indies for nearly ten years, and abundant proot
W
est
very
from this reason.
by constant use they come to^mean
All friction produces heat.
01 its superonfcy over all other kinds ot
Now the earth carries forward an immense vol- can he given
The Tribune lately sought to recall (he attenrouting in its adaptability to all kinds of tools,
ume of air.
These particles of air are pushed whether steep or tiat. Its durability which extion of its readers to the real meaning ol the
against the coining metoer. The friction they ceeds that ot common tin, i s cheapness costing only
not more
party designations now in -ogue, by quoting meet with heats them intensely. Before they about half as much, its lightness, weighing
than one pound to the square foot, its beauty, prestrike the. earth the, heat is so intense as to disthe following definitions from Webster's Unasurface ot stone, tha may be
unMoken
an
senting
solve them into flames.
These flames make
made any desired color, it is also lire proof against*
bridged Dictionary:
the brilliance which is known as the starburning cinders or coals, and is insured by ail insurthe
the
a
flames
do
not
by
shower.
Tlie
on
as tin, or other fire
reat
why
people;
Democracy.—Government
ance Companies at same rates
from ace-dent, can
strike our globe is because the law of the
form of government in which the supreme powproof roofs. Any njury resulting
workman.
hands
of
tlie
in
the
the
law
of
intelligent
their deer is lodged
he easily repaired by any
pcojfie collec- earth’s motion so affects
inetahroofs painted
and
which
the
rools
in
the
cause
of
or
to
bodies
All
kinds
repaired
as
exercise
the
motion
flected
burning
people
tively,
powwith Preservative paint.
ers of legislation.
....
to run arouud our planet, about iu the form of
This outing, car and steamboat decking. Roofing
Democrat.—One who adheres to a governand eclipse. When they reach the last of its foAgents
Cement
and Preservative Paint for sale.
and
on
the
ment by
hurry
people, or favors the extension of ci, they become invisible,
through wanted in every town in the state. For terms and
The aerolites that
the right of suffrage to all classes of men.
the illiniitability of space.
1 rices apply to
Republic.—A Commonwealth; a state in fall from tlie burning zones are particles that
WM. li. WALKER. General Agent,
which the exercise of the sovereign power is are detached as these meteors near the earth.
241 Commercial si. toot of Maple st. Poitland.
septlsndU
fall
but
in
have
never been
rarely. They
lodged
representatives elected by the people. They
known to hit anybody yet.
In modern usage it differs from a democracy
If they should,
White
Poland’s
Medicine.—Dr.
A
valuable
or democratic
state, in which tlio people exer- they would injure like any other missile. But Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a sucthe rarity of their falling makes them practicise the powers of sovereignly in person.
cessful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
cally harmless. More than all, the aerolites virtues ot the White Pine Bark. It lias been thoroughRepublican.—One who favors or prefers a re- do
not come down with the grand star-showers.
publican form of government.
ly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and the
Conservatism.—The desire and effort of pre- The meteors are so intensely heated as to be proprietor has testimonials to its value from persons
knows to our citizens. We reocommend its trial
entirely liquified, and thus do not contain the well
serving what is established.
all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
Radicalism.—The doctrine or principle ot solid substance of which the aerolites are com- iu
is for sale by all our Druggists.—Indepeudant.
making radical reform in government by over- posed.
turning and changing the present state of
The Great New
Jean lugelovv nud Miss C’obbe.
things.
Da. J. W. POLAND’S
Miss
here
to
Louisa
is
M.
Alcott
There is nothing strange
writing “Glimpses
people
who are in the habit of considering the force of Eminent Persons” for tlie Independent.—
We copy below what she says of two female
Is now offered to the afflicted throughout the counof words; though it is surprising enough that
having been proved by the test ot eleven
authors, well known on this side of the Atlan- try, after
its merits
a party which opposes the extension of the
years, in the New England States, where
tic:
have become as well known aR the tree from which, in
right of suffrage to all classes of men, should
JEAti INGELOW.
part, it derives its virtues.
still call itself Democratic.
It is this incon“Will you come and call on Jeau Ingelow?”
The White Pine
gruity, no doubt, which has led to the very said my hostess, one fine day. Of course I
CURES
so away w* went along a shady lane,
would;
disuse
of
the
term
general
among the more with the old oaks of Holland Park on one Sore Throat, Co1<Im, Coughs, Dipfheria,
Bronchitis, Hpitling of Blood, and Pulintelligent members of the parly. People who side and the ivy-colored walls of Auburv House
It is a
monary Affections, generally.
know that they are not Democrats prefer to" on the other; for, though a part of London,
Kemar (cable Bcinedy for Kidney ComHill is rich in gardens, lawns, and
of Voiding
Hotting
Difficulty
Diabetes,
call themselves Conservatives.
riuc, Bleeding from the Kidneys and
parks, such as one sees only in England. Our
We observe that the semi-weekly Adveitis- way led us by Kensington Palace, the residenJBIaddcr, Gravel and other complaints.
For
Piles and Scurvy, it will be found
ces of Addison, tlie Duke of Argyle, Macaulay,
er, with its usual facility in drawing an un- and, better
very valuable.
than all the rest to me, the house of
handsome inference, undertakes to treat the
Thackeray. A low, long brick house, covered Give it a trial if you would loam the value of a
GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
with ivy to the chimney top; a sunny bit of
the definitions as forgeries—thus:
lawn in front,trees and flowers all about; and,
It is Pleasant Safe and Mure.
Sold
The above is from the N. Y. Tribune.
and Dealers in Medicines generally.
It is
no
haunted
the
Druggists
by
by
though
gonial preslonger
Sold at wholesale by
from beginning to end a misrepresentation, if ence of its former master, this unpretending
W.
F.
& €0.,
Phillips
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary of ISU3 ediplace is to many eyes more attractive than any
J. tV. Perkins & Co.,
tion be referred to. It contains no such definipalace in the land. I looked long and lovingly
And W. W. Whipple,
The definitions above given are the
tions.
at it, ieeling a strong desire to enter its hospiPORTLAND, ME.
conceptions of partisan spirit that has forged tably open door, recalling with ever fresh desep29-dcow6iuSN
proclamations aud praticod like deceptions up- light the evening spent in listening to the lecon the public.
ture on Swift, long ago in America, and expeSome Folks Can’t Sleep Nights.—We are
U1 Uel
A 1113 13 U
riencing again the sense of heavy loss which now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
(lUiUOlU^ LAIilUlbiUJl U1 1^110“
trade and the great public generally, with the standcame to mo with the tidings that the novelist
ranee and spleen.
Nobody who undf iBtands whom I most loved and admired would never aril and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all knowu preparations tor the cure
write again. Leaving my tribute of affection
oi al$lorm» of N ervousness. It is rapidly superceding
English speech needs to go to a dictionary to and
respect in a look, a smile, and a sigh, I every preparation of opium—the well-known result of
verify the definitions. These are the mean- gathered
a leaf of ivy as a relic, and went on
which is to produce costiveness and other serious
ings of the words, whenever l hey are correctly my way.
ditficullies; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms,
and induces regular action of the bowels and secre«ii>
Iasi
it
wiiKie
ail
used. But if one were to give a definition, he
ijnu hireei,
tive organs.
the houses were gay with window boxes lull ot
would of course prefer to fortify it by some
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
flowers, we reached Miss Ingelow’s. In the readily,
or met with such universal approval.
For
1
room
we
found the mother of the poacknowledged authority. And that i3 pre- drawing
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
a truly beautiiul old lady, in widow’s
cap
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all the fearful
cisely what theeditor of the Tribute liasdone. etess,
aud gown, with the sweetest, serenest face 1
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
He probably had a dictionary before the “1805 ever saw. Two daughters sat with her, both of nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remeknownTo science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.
older
than
I
had
'l'aucied
them
dy
to
but
both
be,
edition’- appeared. There lies upon our table
Geo. C. Goodwin & co.,
very attractive women. Eliza looked as if she
of
n
a
Webster’s
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
Dicaugllsnlyd&w
copy
Unabridged
wrote the poetry, Jean the prose,—for the forin
before mer wore curls, had a delicate face, fine eyes,
published
tionary,
1855,
H HITCU »
and that indescribable something which suglyUUgll DH18UIU.
the
the
rebellion, before
questions gests genius; the latter was
Tlie best Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
plain, rather stout,
which now agitate the community had hair touched with gray, shy, yet cordial man- Cough*, Cnfnrrh and Consumption, and all
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
arisen.
On turning to that dictionary, word
ners, aud a clear, straightforward glance,
KIP“For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
which I liked so mueh that I forgave her on
to. F. BKADBUK1,
we
find
the
definitions as quoted.— the
by word,
spat lor writing those dull stories.
octl5d&w8N6m
Druggist, Bangor.
The notion of charging Professor Goodrich,
Gerald Massey was with them, a dapper litAromatic
the accomplished editor of Web iter, with slan- tle man, with a large, fine head, and very unColgate's
Vegetable Soap.
English manners. Being oppressed with “the
A superior Toilet Soap, prepared lrom refined
dering Copperheads a dozen teats ago, in the mountainous me,” he rather bored the compain
Oils
combination
with Glycerine,
pages of so grave a work as a dictionary, by ny with “my poems, my plans, and my pub- Vegetable
till Mi3S Eliza politely devoted herself and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
lishers,”
is
premonition, delightiully absurd. Yet that to him, leaving my friend to chat with the love- for the Nursery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
is what the Adveitiser must insist upon, unly old lady, and myselt with Jean. Both be- washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr .igfel0*€Gsi<d ty
ing bashful, and both laboring under the delu- giets.
less it is prepared to withdraw Us whimsical
sion that it was proper to allude to each other’s
assertion that “the definitions above given
A Sure Pile Cure.
to
a
we
tried
few
works,
exchange
compliDR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively
are the conceptions of partisan
ments, blushed, laughed, and wisely took enres the worst cases of piles. Sent by mail
spirit.
on rerefuge in a safer subject. Jean had been ceipt of $4. Circulars fee.
Sold by druggists. Agents
abroad; so we pleasantly compared notes, and wanted everywhere. Address J. B. ROMAINE,
I eiyoyed the sound of her peculiarly musical
Meteoric Shower.
Manager, No. 676 Broadway, New-York. oc2Cd3m8N
voice, in which I seemed to hear the breezy
The much heralded meteoric shower of 1866
83P* Both Chronic and Inflammatory Rheumarythm of some of her charming songs. The
tism are being daily cored by Metcalfe’s Great
ice which surrounds every English man and
appears to be a fizzle. Something of a meteoric
Rheumatic
Remedy. Sold by all Druggids.
to
when
woman
was
was
on
the morning of the 14th,
beginning
melt,
Massey
display there
Novi, dlmsx
disturbed me to ask what was thought of his
but nothing like what a justly indignant pubbooks in America. As I really had not the reGENTLEMEN
lic were looking lor. lu 1833, they did things motest idea I said so; whereat he looked
blank, will find a
large slock of Boots and Shoes, of every
and tell upon Longfellow, who seems to be the
celestial
The
fireworks
ou
that
ocdifferently.
of style, both of French and American manvariety
only one of our poets whom the English know ufacture, at T. E. MOSELEY & CO’S, Summer
casion were wonderful and to the uneducated
St.,
The conversation became
or care much about.
Boston.
or superstitious, frightful to behold.
One of
aud soon after, it was necessary to
them appeared larger than a lull moon at riscave, lest the safety of the nation should be
You need not Suffer with Piles
ing. It was seen in North Carolina and New aendangered by overstepping the fixed limits of Since Carr’s Pilf. Remedy brings immediate recall.
morning
at
the
same
time.
At
lief, and speedily cures both recent and inveterate
Haven,
Poland, (Ohio, a
Later, L learned that Miss lugelow was ex- cases.
The only uniformly successful medicine for
luminous body was distinctly visible in the
tremely conservative, aud was very indignant Piles. Dealers want no other where it has been intronortheast lor more than an hour, ft was very when a petition tor woman’s right to vote was duced. Send for circulars and certificates. Ask the
nearest Druggist to get the medicine fin* you.
offered tor her signature. A rampant radical
brilliant, iu the form of a pi uuiug-huuk, and told me
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
this, an.l snook her handsome head pafeet
and
long
eighteen thetically over Jean’s narrowness; but when I rapidly selling medicine for Piles may apply to the
apparently twenty
Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. AnProprietors.
At
inches broad.
Niagara Palls a large lumi- heard that ouee a week several poor souls din- derson & Son, Bath:
H. H. Hay, Portland; B. F.
ed comfortably in the pleasant home of the ponous body, shaped like a square table, was seen
Horace Barbour, Vewiston, and
Bradbury,
Bangor;
f forgave her conservatism, and regretetess,
other
Druggists
near the zenith, remaining tor some time alted that an unconquerable aversion to dinnerWm. Carr &Co.
most stationary, and emitting large streams of
n
sepl9SN2tawtl'
Proprietors.
parties made me decline her invitation.
MISS COBBE.
light. A South Carolina planter thus describes
As 1 sat poring over Gustave Dore’s illustrathe effect of the exhibition upon his negroes:
tions of Dante one iuonr'iig, the door suddenly
Y' was suddenly awakened by the most disopened, and in rolled an immensely stout lady,
tressing cries that ever tell upon my ar. with skirts kilted up, a cane
iu her hand, a flyShrieks of horror and cries of mercy I could
MANUFACTURED BY THE
away green bonnet on her head,aud aloud
hear from most of the negroes on three plantafrom her lips, as she cast herself
laugh
tions, amounting in all to about 600 or 800. upon aissuing
New
Co.
sota, exclaiming breathlessly,
While earnestly listening lor the cause, I heard
“My dear creature, if ye love me, a glass of
the manufacture of Yellow Metal Sheathing, it
a faint voice near the door calling my name.
sherry!”
has
been
the
universal practice hitherto, as it still
I arose, and taking my sword stood at the door.
The wine being ordered, I was called from
i-with other manufacturers, to immerse the sheets,
At this moment, i heard the same voice still
alter all rolling is done, in an acid bath.
The effect
my nook, and introduced to Miss Cobbe. I
me
to
and
rise,
beseeching
saying, “Oh, my had imagined the author of “Intuitive Morals” sougi'f, and obtained, by this process, is to give the
God I the world is on fire!’’ I then opened the
metal the line yellow color to which it owes its disto lie a serious, severe lady, of the “Cornelia
tinctive name.
door, and it is difficult to say which excited mo Blimmer” school, and was much
surprised to
Bui tids effect is, of necessity, attended by results
the most—the awfulness of the scene, or the
see this merry, witty, Ealstaffian
personage.
injurious to the metal. The hard and highly polishdistressed cries of the negToes. Upwards of
For half an hour she entertained us with all
ed
suriace, formed on the sheets by successive heatone hundred lay prostrate oujtlie ground, some
manner of droll sayings, as full of sense a t ot
ing and cooling and the action ot the rolls, is respeechless and some uttering the bitterest cries, humor, one minute
and a surface left in its stead—bright, indeed,
talking earnestly and moved,
but most with their hands raised, imploring
gravely of the suffrage question, which just but rough, pimpled and unequally corroded, and con
God to 9s»ve the world and them. The scene
siderabiy softer .ban the suriace removed.
then absorbed the circle in which I found myNo one can doubr that any given sheet cl sheathwas truly awful; for never dill rain fall much
the next criticising an amateur poem in a
self,
meteors
fell
over
the earthing metal must be better with a hard, smooth surthicker than the
way that convulsed her hearers, aud iu the
face than with a softer and rougher suriace.
it
south
was
the
same.
north
and
east, west,
middle of it jumping tip to admire a picrure, or
This improvement in the art of sheathing ships has
trot about the room, enthusiastically applaudbeen ecuredby Letters Patent ol the United States
Now we have have had nothing to match
to the New Bedford Copper Company.
some welcome hit of news about 'our
ing
pethis display. After the most extensive adverThe composition of line metal Is exactly the same
tition.”
as that ol the yellow or Muntz
metal, the sole differtising, the exhibition b is failed, It is not a
Cheery, sensible, kindly aud keen she seem- ence
in the surface finish. It is believed that
case of postponement on account of weather,
ed; and when she went away, talking hard till this isbeing
very important and will add months to the
out of the gate, and vanishing with a
hearty wear ol the metal.
for the skies have been as calm and clear as
The Bronze Metal is sold at the s ime price as Yellaugh, it was as if a great sunbeam had left
could be desired. The explanation of our inlow Metal,
the room, so genial and friendly was the imthe
that
the
Samples and a moi e particular description at the
Argus,
display pression she made. I saw iter several times office
genious neighbor,
of
afterward, and always found her the same.
may have taken place in the daytime and been
McG livery, llyan & Davis,
Wherever she
people gathered a1 out her
overpowered by the sunlight, will not answer as if she were a was,
social fire, and every one seemAgent, of the Now Bedford Copper Co.,
unless it be shown that the constellation Leo,
ed to find warmth and pleasure in the attract1G1 Commercial Street*
ive circle winch surrounded Iter. It was truly
from which the meteors chiefly emanate, and
trSuits cf Yellow or Bronze Sheathing Metal deat any convenient port.
ivered
to
see a woman so useful,
\juue4dtf
delightful
been
happy,
in the habit of getting
which has lately
wise and beloved; and it confirmed still more
an about midnight, has changed its practice
belief
that
women
are a valuable
my
single
and honorable portion ot the human race, iu
and taken to rising in the daytime. The showof the sneers over “old maids” aud lamenspite
a
and
is
there
is
nothwe
taiiure;
repeat,
er,
Fin long’s National Key Fastener!
tations over their unhappy lot.
ing left for the newspapers except to discourse
Patented Not. c, 1866.
A Nice Distinction.—The Argus discrimiupon the phenomenon in general.
/'lONFINES tlie key in the lock and effectually
On the night of the 12th of November, 179ft,
V. provenls the door from being opened from the
nates between the advice tendered to the Presoutside.
It is a perfect safegard against the enan extensive display occurred.
Humbolt has ident by the New York Times and World. The croaciuncnls
of thieves and burglars. It is acknowldescribed this spectacle, and according to his Times, it 6cems, advised Mr. Johnson “to aban- edged by every one to lie the great desideratum. Its
simplicity and effectiveness commend it lliatanllv to
testimony it occurred toward the morning, don hi3
policy.” The World advises him to public favor, while its trifling cost places it within the
when thousands of meteors, aerolites, fire-balls,
of any one.
or falling stars, as they were variously denomi“quietly to leave Congress to pursue its own reach
A rare
is now offered to pattios of small
nated, succeeded each other during four hours course.” The Argus, we may add, assumes capital toopportunity
make money quickly and surely
—their direction being from north to south.
that the President will not “back down,”—for
l ir Apply immediately and secure the exclusive
They rose in the horizon at east-northeast, fol- “to back down is
right ol'the territory in which you wish to operate.—
to despair—to give up
lowed the direction of the meridian, and fi ll
hope,” Stale and County Rights for sale on reasonable terms
toward the south. There was little wind, and in Isliort to flummux, flax out, go to pot, miss at 220J Congr ess street, np stairs, Porlland, Me.
nol.-idlw
No trace of clouds was
this irom the west.
GOUKIAY, Agent.
stays anil go to the dogs generally.” The pracseen, and there was not a space in the firmatical difference between “backing down,”
SPECIAL, NOTICE.
ment equal to three diameters of the moon
which was not filled with burning stars, of va“abandoning his policy,” and “quietly leaving
DUNHAM, whose ability anil energy
rious sizes, which left luminious traces, or
Congress to pursue its own course” is not easi- WM
,are. wel* known, respeetfuHy informs the people
ot
from
five
in
to ten degrees
tails,
length.— ly perceptible. His private opinions Mr. John- ofJ this
city that lie is prepared to clear out ruins,
These traces were visible about eight seconds.
clean out and dig cellars in a manner and at a
price
Many of the stars had a distinct nucleus as son will undoubtedly hold unchanged. His that will certainly he satisfactory, l»v the dav or
the
official opposition to the
special contract. Refers by permission to A. w. H
apparent disc of Jupiter, while the
large as
declared
will
Clapp, Esq, John Mussey, Rsq, Jas. Todd. Esq, M. G.
largest were from 1 deg. to 1 deg. 13 rain, in di- of the people must cease, as
everybody under- Palmer. Esq, W. H. Fessenden, Esq.
ameter. Their light was white, and they seemAddress or call, WM. C. DUNHAM,
the
stands, except
Mussey's
Argus—and the Argus will
ed toburst as by explosion. All of the inhabiRow, or 77 Free street.
oc20dtt
learn. The inference which the
tants of Citmana witnessed the display, and it
draws
Argus
was asserted by the “oldest” that the earthfrom the President’s reply to Gorernor Throckquakes of 17fifi were preceded by similar phe- morton, of Texas, will
hardly hold. The Presnomena.
ident expresses unbounded confidence in the
Other authentic dates, from the time of the
Greeks are given in the subjoined table:
ultimate decision of the
john
people in favor of
Place.
Character.
Period, B. C. “complete restoration of the Union” by his
removed to Store No. 31 Free Street,
up
Stones.. .Thrace.. 452
slairs. where lie is prepared to oiler
method. That reply was written 011 the 30th
A. D.
Stars.Constantinople.472 of October before the recent elections. Since
A CHOICE STOCK
Stars.C nsiantinople.912
that time he must have seen that his method
OF
Stars.Constantinople.102
Stars.England..1015 of restoration will not he adopted.
Stars.England.12»1
S * r « W

As

England Remedy!

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

Compound,

Elnints,

Stones.Mount Vast

The llEsr Argument Yet.—The best
arguin favor of the impeachment of the President comes from an unexpected
quarter—from
the South. It is reported that the Southern
since
tho
result
of
leaders,
the elections has be-

...

Sulphurous ltain.Copenhagen.

r.1627
.u jr.

Stones.Lar.ssa, Macedonia.

i™

Fire.Quesnoy..if
Sand.Atlantic...WV'vM

come

known,

are

making

arrangements tor

a

hasty flitting in case the Republican majority
in Congress should seem clearly bent upon impeaching the President, whom they now regard
Stones.Bohemia.1753
If the PresiStones.Liponas.1755 as their sole surviving friend.
Stones.Verona.171:2 dent’s impeachment and removal would
really
Stone..Luce.1768
rid the
country of these impracticable gentry,
Stone.Aire.1768
that would he one
Stone.Lc Cotentin.1768
good result, at any rate.—
Stars.Quito.. They talk of
Meteor.The North Sea.1773
emigrating to South America
flare.Europe.17i-7 where no doubt they would find a field for the
Stones.Barbontau.17* 9 exercise of their
peculiar talents.
17:4)
Why don’t
.Agen.
they carry the war into Africa, and assert their
g;*n*».Tuscany.1791
Stone
Yorkshire.179S natural supremacy there?
Stone.Portugal.1790
Stony Mass.Normandy. .'.'.175S
Masses of Iron. .Bradscbina..

s.°]ic.\ Ilia Tranche.1798

Stogo.Rhone..
Stars...
'4793
Stones...*/.East Indies.
1798
Stars.Europe.
t73
iron.America."‘isao

Stones.Normandy. 3802
Stars.Canada. 1814
Stars.North Sea,...

1

i
*

Modern Democracy “used
ue.”—The New
York Herald (late Democratic) after

speaking

emphasis with which the people of the
“powerful North” have endorsed the Constituof the

tional Amendment

September

by rolling

up in the

and October elections a

grand

late
ag-

Portland. Sept

10._^

BAM !
Muskets

are

still

Going Off!

NOBODY HURT!
A new lot just received, brass mounted and patent
chamber; nice and clean.

NO. 9 FREE

Portland, Nov. H, 1866.

I y
oel3ii3m*

patrons to

our

Hanson A Swell.

h

AT

H»B-

Congress St., opposite

Belt

Mechanics’

W.

N.

dtl

GILMAN,

For the present occupies part ot the Store
U
FREE (STREET BLOCK,
with Messrs. J. M. Dyer &
Co., and is prepored toresume lus usual
business, and otters a choice assortment of Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, Silver Ware,

Spectacles, Cutlery,

&c.,

on

the most reasonable

_a

augldtl'

o. M. <£ H. W. NASH
v
have resumed business at the head of
Long Wharf
under J. W. Monger's Insurance
Office, and will be
to
pleased

their former customers and
orders as usual.
ii
July 10, 1666.
see

receive their
dtf

Insurance

|

Libbey.

BVKOIV,
Hats, Caps
Co.

Robes,

Bailey

T R1LE
Wholesale
No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St

H

Free, Corner Center Streets*
Have on hand a full supply ot

OM.
Street.
•

prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the
State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with
to all
Expresses
parts of the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor
freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian
Express Co., No.
JN.
WINSLOW.
“*F.?JeJireetjj’24 tf

■Short Sc I.oriiig.'dkt;
SI Free, Comer Center Stieo

K HOF8E—NOTICE—Persons l av
ng left
orders at 101 Exchange street, can now find
them at 324 Congress street, opposite Meehan cs’
Haii, where we shall continue our business in ali it*
various branches ar.d at lower rates.
Ladies’ Dresses dyeu for $1.00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates.

D^r

CONGRESS STREET,
ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
lo offer their friends and I he pubprepared
and well assorted stock of
a

large

•

they

Paper Hangings

New, Clean f«nd Desirable,

JySOdtf

We offer

the

to

J. WALKER «& CO. may be found at
No. 150 Commercial street, store
formerly occupied by N. O. Cram, where
resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or receive their orders.
JulylOtf

!

A full assortment of the above celebrated

Agency prices.

cial streets.

SHOES,

Alsa

T tf

r>'o

tj

v

to wait

CIC

street, is now perraa-

135,000
oc28u:;w*

S^ HP HAfKETT,*e >,y

NewGloucester Me

May 19—dly

CO.,

Killer. Last Summer I had the misforlose two ol my children by tbat dreadful
scourge—the cholera—and in all human piobability
should have iallen a victim to the pestilence myself
if a hind Provid nee had not
provided me help in
be hour of need. 1 first became acquainted with
the Pain Killer whilst traveling on the river with
my
husband. A gentleman passenger had some with
him which he recommended in the
highest terms as
a remedy lor the cholera.
1 thought no more of it
at the time, but the same night I was attacked
by
the cholera in its worst lorn. I resorted to various
remedies used to arrest its progress, but all in vain.
I was seized with violent cramps, and
my d scLarges
began to nssu i.e the same character as rid those of
my dear children p.evious to their death. 1 was
looked upon as lost, hut ail at once thought of the
PAIN KILLER.
My hnshand obtained a bottle
from a fellow passe igcr and admiirs cr d to me a
dose. lexpetieuccd almost immediately a cessation
OI pain.
The dose was repeated at intervals ol fiiDavis Pain

Provisions,

Groceries,

—AND—

COUIV TR Y
12

NO.

PRODUCE,

LIME

KTiffbcd €a.b Price*

STREET.

Paid

for

Conntry

Produce.

OoiisignniEn'B -will rec. iv« Fremp:

Attention.

Wo take pleasure in informing the trade that we
have resumed business at Store No. 12 Lime street,
where we should be pleased to receive customers to
any goods in our line. We offer goods at the
LOWEST

WAdKET

PRICES,

and shall constantly endeavor to make
of customers to purchase of us.

it the interest

JOH« T. SMALL & CO.
Portland,

Oct.

25,1FGG.

teen minu es, four

octCOolm

times, and

tire result

IN

family extensively,

I like it. As
Oct 25 lm

a

The

and the

l

jy9dtf

H.

TARNISHES,

by

each

machine, turning

hours.
We also manufacture

LEAD,

COLORS,
and

That

Manufactured by

BANKER &

Cough

can

he

Cough

CARPENTER,

According to directions.
street, or by

oct22dlm
Baiifr

& €•., Galt’s

BIocETnoTi

jul 13ood3m

LIME

!

1

•

jul

11

dtf

Mass.

If.

SIIEPLEY.

change

A. A.

on

ELS WORTH &

octlTdlm

Having taken the Shop Not 17 Union street, are
prepared to do all work entrusted to them In a superior manner.
The shop will be found onen through
all the business hours ot the day. All orders promptocMlm*
ly attended to

For sale at No. 15 Middle

sale a fulf stock of

I
Blank

School and Miscellaneous Books,
Books and Stationery on reasonable terms at

x -0eod&w2m

C.

near

ClIEMlCAbUblVE,

the foot of Exchange Street.

CRANK’S PATENT.

__

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All ol SUPERIOR
QUALITIES, in paekages suitable for the trade and family use.
Impel ling direct our chemicals, and nsing only tha
best materials, and as onr goods are manufactured
under <he personal supervision olonr senior partner,
who has bad thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condenee that we CAR and win. furnish the

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, con tiling all the modem Improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a supplv of
Soaps of the
Best (toalilies. adapted to the demand, lor Export and Domestic Cou.nmptlou.

Has Removed to

(A

lew

doors above the Preble
House.)

Dental

Notice /

a

4L.4

Dentistry

CVANH,

ot

Bangor, a skillful dentist of long experience, and take pleasure in introducing ana recammending him to them. Ether and Chloroform adminn

No. 8

H, OSGOOD,

Clapp’s Block, Congress

Kimball <C

No, 11

day
THE
ship under the style and
subscribers have this

St.

Prince,

Dentists.
CUapp's Block, 0ongres3 Street,
Opposite Old City Hnll,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

B. Kimball, D. D. S.

Notice.

forme 1

CARTER &

a

copartner-

DRESSER,

For the pnrpose of carrying on the Publishing, Bookselling and Stationery Business, at
176 Fere St, near the feat of
St.

Exchange

Oct

EZRA CARTER, JB.
A. L. DRESSER.
oc26cod*w1m

19, 1866.

R°

14
At

*
O ■ L K B Y,
the old stand ol E. Dana, dr

APOTHECARIES,

_

iJecrmg Block. Corner oi Congress and PidbleSta.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Mid Domestic Drugs, Chernies Is, FTuid Ex*
“tSt’
Ft’* rticlea, Pertair.ery. and Fancy Goods.
Physician’s prescriptions carefully prepared, either
_

C.
octGdtf

March 2C—dtl

1® 40 Inform my friends and patv
^avc a30ociatef' wHh me in the practice of
ALBERT

Formerly

Xieathe & Gore,

name o

339 Congress
Street,

No.
no7dti'

the Stats.

S8T Commercial St, 47 A 49 Brack Street,
PORTLAND. MAINE.

Copartnership

MOXCEY,

Dresser,

Hair

Publishers, Booksellers,
STATIONERS,
offer for

Croup Syrup

SOAPS,

Wholesale Grocers Throughout

istered when desired.

DRESSER,

REFINED
-Yir:-

EXTRA,

Ornamental Painters.

SOW

20 Market Square, Portland,
Opposite Dcering Hall Entrance.
&

STEAM

SOLD BY ALL THS

rrt_

CARTER

WOULk

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

Drnggists,

—ARD—

Ex-

Importers!

GOltE,

solicit the attention ol the trade and
consumers to tlielv Standard Brands of

LEATHE

J.

STBOCT.

so a i*s!

r© GORE'S
HANSON BROTHERS,
STEAM REFINED SOAPS I
Sign, Window Shade,

Crockery Ware

Cured!

CO.,

17-dli

atreet.

Jy9tf

Mf

MO. I,
OLEINE.

Particular attention paid to the renovating of
Matrasses, and remade equal to new. Blankets,

STROUT

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance

Congress st.

FAMILY,

Mo. 148 Fore Street.
oct

Photographs,

REATHE &

SAMUELS,

Hair Mattresses, Feather Beds, &e.

OFFICE,

In

REDDING!

W. F. PHILLIPS <&

choice selection of

imi\n>

Manufacturer of

Hair

a

30T

8op20d3m

BOSTON,
&

H.

Wholesale

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

Pumps,

FESSENDEN, Attorney
sellor, Deering Hall, opposite Preble House

P-

Rooms

n

Toy, Juvenile, Story
Books, Ac., Ac.

STB .A.

HUTCHINGST

attmd all orders from Portland
Painters, or others, on reasonable terms.
Etr P- o. Box 306 Biddeford, Me.
n >6dlm

V,

School,

t»«2dtl

House

American

We hope by selling at small profits, anil by strict
attention to business to merit a share of the public
patronage.
tySubscriptiona received for American and EngUsh Magazines. Also New York, Boston and Portland Dally and Weekly Parers.
C. It. CHISHOLM & BBO.,

8QUAKE,

BEDDING,

and

SELECT BOOKS, NOVELS, MAGAZINES AND
DAILY AND WEEKLY PAPERS.

Ihj found

Will promptly

BEDDING,

English

S TV# TlOJTEtt
Blank,

APOTHECARY,

A.

Street,

Congress

Albums and

BIDDBFORO,.Maine,

above the Post Oflice where lie will be

manner.

French,

MARK,

on

STREET,

SHEPLEY

O. F.

and Coun-

II.

fitted up

aug22—Cm_n_

eight

BURGE98, FOBES & CO.,
Wholesale Agents, No 80 Commercial st.,
nol5eod3m
Portland, Me.

s*»«
Commercial St.
DAVIS,

Neatly

BY TAKING DR. BASCOM’S

and

Dressing

Window

Aerie* Blsck, ever Perkins’, two doors
otJMM
above Preble Hssi.

TODDS

Pcnrhyn Marble Co.

of which was used to teed the boiler in the lute
Mechanic’s Exhibition, and received a Medal. The
Committee of Examination say ot it, that ho arrangement ol the valves La such, that the steam is
always in communication with the piston in one end
or the otlrni of the cylinder, which renders it certain
ani positive in its operation.
GEO. P. BLAKE & Co-,
14 Province St. Boston.
sepl2d3m

ZINC,

Port la lid, Maine.

Manufacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces,
Brackets, Pier Slabs, Grates
Tops. Importer and dealer in Engf-nI?
lish Floor lilcs, German and French Flower
Pots,
Hanging Vases, Parian. Bisque and Bronze Statuette
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut
BoheStands,
mian and Lava Vases and other wares
112 TKEMONT STREET Studio Building

Machines,

Blake’s Patent Steam

STUEET,

JOSEPH STORY

one

varieties, Imported

Mil liken & Col,
Wholesale Dry Goods,

use

out 12 M in about

Law,

tW7

We intend keeping a large assortment of

Boots and Shoes for Sale
Cheap.

Deering
angSl-dtf

jso.

UNDER LANCASTER I1ALL.

F.

BBO.

Having just commenced business at

GRAINER,

949 CONGRGIM STREET,
Chadwick Mansion, opposite United States Hotel,
rortland Maine.
Bion Bradbury.
nov 9tt
L. D. M. Sweat

satisfactory

undci'. izneil manufacture

can

CHISHOLM &

Also

H.

AT 29 MARKET

BRADBURY & SWEAT

31 COMMERCIAL

C. B.

O. CLARKE <€• CO.

jyiOdtf

Has saved his Library. Office al2 21-2 Free street,
in the Griffith
n
block, third story.

at

Mew Book Store.

Phystctaa prescript ions careftilly prepared.

attention paid
nug22—6m

D. M. C. Dunn.

scpSdtf

XTAS opened bis new store, 34 St. Lawrence street,
XT. and has a tuU stock ot Medicines
Perfumeries,
Combs and t ancy Goods, all new and cheap.

WOODMAN,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

A few doers

and believe them to be the best Erick Machine in use
for several r- asons; 1st, their simplicity of construction, rendering them sure in fbcdr operation, and not
liable to get out of repair: 2nd. the amount ol work
done by each machine daily, and finally, the low
price tor which they arc sold.
These Machines are the only ones used by the Bay
State Brick Company of Boston, in their extensive
Brick Yards where 350 M are manufactured in a day

dtt

n

Counsellors

and having bought them at Auction in Now
York.
wiU sell
correspondingly low.

New Goods l

CHARLES

UAHKZ, v.

it the better
great family medicine it has noeiiual.
SARAH SANDEBEltY, St. Louis.
more

Blake’s Patent Brick

25 Union St.,

All

Dealers in

Careful

Vranishes,
Glass, 4&c.,<£c.

DRUGGIST &

Boston,

happy to see old customers and new. He now has
every mcility lor conducting his business in the most

Brick Machines l

—AT—

AAD

CO.,

Street,

slatingnails.

Millinery & Fancy Goods

CO.,

Oil,

Street,

J. R. Corey & Co.,
where ho has operied a splendid stock of

FOBES,

New store :

Free
over

No. 3 Custom House Wharf,
Continues the Painting business as usual.
aug3dfm*

jyjff

n

A. WILBUR A

was

complete recovery. I feel confident that I owe
the Tain Killer, and only regret that I hail
no. known ol its extraordinary virtues earlier.
1
then might have saved the lives ot my dear children.
Since that time I have used the Pain Killer in my

FIXTURES

WHITE

five

my liiO to

\ H

G

tbe Store of F. & C. B. Nash. 174

and

29

Advertisements received for all papers iu Maine,
throughout the country. Orders left at the MercEanta Exchange, or sent through the Post Olliec, receive prompt attention.
augliO tf

CHARLES

*

has removed to

CUMBERLAND,
&

attended to.

CTdTOM

D. MI.

ADVERTISING AGENTS.

Me.

STOCK BROKER.

Importers

W0MLR8,

Dealers in

n_Portland,

promptly

18fi6._n
MILIXER Y andFANC Y GOOD8,

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

Paints,

will be

August 4,

and

PAINTER,

Tremont

Scarhoro

ORNAMENTAL

SCHUMACHER^
FRESCO PAINTER.

H. M. PAYSON,
Can be found at
Fore street.

Ache^.p>

girder Box at the Merchants’ Exchange, Nj.4 Long

No. 187 FORE STREET,
•ver Wall’s Clothing Store,

my

.JOHN KIDMAN
DEALER

or

FOR FIjAT OR STEEP ROOFS.
Ugbt, flexible, Are proof and water prooi
roofling. Pronounced by Solon HoLineon and
tue Farmer a Club of New
York, one of the greatest
*
inventions of the age.
We are satisfied that this article will
recommend
itself, and when known, will l*e in universal fcvor.
Tie subscribers are now ready to apply tte Plastic
Slate to roo& in Orunberland and York
Counties, ot
this State, at the low
price ot seven dollars per sauare
Orders sent to E. HARMON, Saco, or E. P fross.

FEENV,

ATWELL

Hoofing!

Warranted Water-Tight and Durable.

OrderF trom out ol town solicited.

244

Street, (Up Stairs.)

New Plastic Slate

Oak Street, f,3tweon, Congress and Free
Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

Has resumed business at

Hair

3imi■SH9resa

PLARTKEERB,
PLAIN
ANI)

Stamping

Done to Order.

1T4 middle Street, Portland, me.

beTale,

o. s.
SIGN

tune to

French

ME
GEO L. KIMBALL.
FREEMAN,
We
Cash
lor every thin* we bay.
tST
pay
JelPt.

n

of all colors, and
to shipping.

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

STRERT,.PORTLAND.

ROSS &

con-

Fader Clothing, merino You,
Collars,
CoS's, Wonted and Fancy Goods.

•

SAMUEL

ROOFING SLATES,

Perry Davis’ Pain Killer.
Messrs. Perry Davis if Sim, Providence, It. I.:
Dear Sir :—I feel that it Is a duty I owe to suilering humanity that 1 should give a relation of the
great benefits 1 have derived Irora the use ol Perry

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Salt

Congress Street•

OUT OF THE FLAMES /

Street,

HAVE

novfl’65dtf

LOVEJOY,

CO.,

opened a Ladies' Famishing Store,
taining a good assortment of

PEBLE8, KIDS, LININGS, *o.

JloOtt

floor from
PORTLAND. ME.

112

PORTLAND,

At present to be found at bis residence

VE ARSON,

Street, (Up Stairs.)

H. W. SIMONTON &
MR

CHAS. J.

Cleaves.

Store,

349 Congress

_

G.

y attended to.
May 22—dtl

WELCH mid AMERICAN-

A few doors below Lime street. He is now prepared to
attend to the wants of his numerous customers and
the public generally in the way of cleaning and repairing Clothing ot all kinds, and will he ai tended
to with his usnal
promptness. Also second-hand
oc30d3w
Clothing for sale at fair prices.

JOHN T. SMABB &

Nathan

n

Street, first

aaglg—tf

Woolens,

Wool and Wool Skins,
Al.o

Manufacturcr oi Silver Ware,

D. VERIIIf21,, Counsellor at Law.
No. 19 Free Street.
B1TROIV
jull4

WILLIAM BROWN,

_

Bricks tor Sale.

M.

corner

Federal

jy9tf

JosephHovvard,

&' WEBB, Attorneys nml
ConuMcIluiM, at the Boody House,
ol
Business ! DEBLOIM
Congress and Chestnut streets.
jy26

184

Law,

Near Middle Street.

on

.VRN. 200 M. imported and domestic Cigars
for sale by
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
jnll3ti
176 Fore Street.

St,, Portland, Me.

I

& Counsellors at

PORTLAND, M NE.
Oflice No. 17 Free Street,

Exchange.

Mew

Street,’

SrUOCIO AND MASTIO

CLEAVES,

Cleansed !

Cfcas. D. Itlahonry,\o. 33 Mmilh Street
Orders may be led at the store of MARK BROTHERS, corner of Middle and Federal sis.
septSdr.m

y
and

Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN & CO.,
Wool-pollers and Dealers In

GROVE

to

kind3 cleansed and repaire 1
good style, by

CLOTHING
promptly

Ac.

ManuiRctnrers ot

aug21dti

Clolhing.

Cra

Oct 10—d3mos

FORMERLY at 01 Federal
1
nently located at his

n

Small Warts, Ac.,
No. 18 Free Street, “Arcade.”

jylO—tt

tfliocN, fiat* ami
BOO
Benj. Fogo may be found
at N°’ 4 Mou,tcl1 stixet? foot
CUjul20

STJiVENS, IT A SZELL & CHA3E.

No.

iyii

cary store.

Wholesale only.

Ready for

e

Hcsiory, Gloves,

"AJATHAN GOULD. Merchant Tailor, has removed
1
to No. 16 Market Square, over Swectsir’s A no the

Bootss Himes & Moccasins,

33 Commercial

* S. E. SPRING may be found at the store of
Fletcher $ Co., corner ol Union and Commer-

A

Free

remove! 1

®l°ck, Commercial Street

of all
and in

Commercial Street,
Juneltl
__PORTLAND, ME.
FREEMAN * KIMBALL,

FANCY GOODS,

tfiey

trade

RUBBER BOOTS AND

in

Hardwar

HOWARD A

* ^alt

jylo0'

Lime, Cement and Plaster,
33

BAILEY A CO.,

Late Merrill Sc Small, Wholesale Dealers in

Temple

have

Wholesale Dealer in

MERRILL BROS. & CUSHING,

/SHARLES

Hayward’s Rubbers

J.

-ANDTTARIUS H. INGRA&AM, Counsellor at Law, 113
Federal street, up stairs.
ivll

18

H. MESERVE.
l. p. haskEll,
E. chapman.

Gold and Silver Plater

83f*First class Coat-makers wanted.

Purchasers of the ahovo goods arc respect fully invited to examine our stock which is

Arcade
DAVIS,

ME.

*•» Middle Street, Portland, Me.

Uniou Hall, entrance on Free St.,
ready with a good stock of Goods for
they will manufacture in gar-

GOODS, &c.,

CURTAIN

Stare

arc

Men’s wear, which
ments to order.

C.

Carriage Trimmings.

have taken
JE.
where

CARPETINGS!

F.

—AND—

-jul *70m__ H. Bl)RKE.
FEllSiAED <3t HO Pi, Merchant Tailors,

CLOTHING,

Importers and {Jobber8 of

and

CO.

Manufacturers of

Free.)
oct22-dlm»_(Between Congress
DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL k 00.,

Goods

,

Goods!

J. T. LEWIS rf

Clothing

STREET,

0~X

^^OMarkctSquare.

Law.

Gilding, Graining, Glazing,

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

Attorneys

Furnishing

178-Pore Street.

at

F A R R IX G T

AND

SON,

Fresco and Ornamental Painters

STURTEVANT,

OCtICdtl^PORTLARD,

Co.,

Having taken the Chambers

P.

CLOTHING

jyg_Junction of Froo & Middle Streets.
BYDER A REINHARDT,

Wldgery’s Wharf,

auglB—tf

are now

I.

BLOCK,

OFFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S

Commission Merchants,

jul ltdtf

PATENTS,
Congress Street

Dry

nt

CLOTHING,

septs___d3m

OF

Counsellors

♦

TAILORS,

English Broadcloths, Itoeskin.?, Cassimeres. Triwhich they will make up in the most
Rjc.,etc.,,
thahuHiable
style and substantial manner, andatth.
lowest possible cash prices.
Our stock of Ready-Made
wall
Clothing is
selected, bought for cash, which enables large,
ns to sell
cheaper than any other similar establishment in the
city.
WGood Coat, Pants and Vest makers wanted.
*» CONRRKSS STREET,
one door West or New City Hall,

McCOBB A KINGSBURY.

GENERAL

Saddlery

u_

Capes.

*"

Just returned ft°m New York and Boston
HATE
enlu.h £•«!?•? 5*“* °r German, French

IIOITRE, MSN,

STOBES,

Importers and dealers

ME.

CLIFFORD,

OAK

and

U* line

rca|^tjS
MATHIAS,

LEVY 4

BROKERS,

No. 3 Chase’s Block, Head Long Wharf
Portland, Me.

JAMES

SQUARE,

W. JET. WOOD A

Merchants,

k

MARKET

ang2dtl

Dealers in

PRODUCE AND SHIP

a.c*.ee, Talmas

WHIPPLE,

NO. 8 CLAPP’S

HannoW. Gaste

CHASE, GRAB!

W.

Overcoats,

Caster awl Moscow Beaver.
some of his goods tor Bualue,and Dress Coats are Tory elegant.
He has alto a flue assortment of Goods tor
Ladles'

AHB DEALERS

—AND—

<rjy7n°"

Winter

cus-

"f'rrlcot".
£??*,**j”g
OdnchlUaa, &c., awl

CUSTOM

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

Groceries, Flour,

near corner o

E1NTEI1S

_^_,

New

India Street,

on

EX 1’KENN «:o.
THE
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and

_

At

present

Fore

supply ol

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.

At

lor tbc

21

n
Jyiti
STAN WOOD & DODGE,

And

Fall and

rear o

Wholesale Druggist,

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

lound

be

WM.

SOLICITOR

strout”-& gage]
Attorneys and Counsellors,

*•>« Attention ol hi,
and the public to S*11
his stock of Cloths Ibr

READV-N.4DE

W. H.

|No. 8. Clapp’s Blech, Congress St.

iyl2dtf

Elder, Boots, Shoes, etc., may

Aug 8—tt

and Vest Goods,

Which he Is ready to make
up at short notice.

Portland. 'Maine.

[PORTLAND,

ty Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
July SI, MW.
dtf

ALL

and

PAPER HANGINGS,
New patterns and Clioice Styles.

lic

Congress St.,

may be
of Oak

corner

Address Post Office Box 1,968, or at the office
C. H. Stuart’s residence,

Attorney,

Sewell C. Stront

Coat, Pantaloon

NO. 80 CLARK STREET.

Furnaces,

and

,upplled hlm«elf with all the Style?

vlteit £ give blm<s<call.^

CONTRACTORS.

CO.,

DEANE,

Counsellor

.

READY recommence again. C. M. & II. T.
PLUMMER White Mid Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on the old site, No. 12 Union St, would be
pleased toonswer all orders tor Iron Railings, Doors
Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.

STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,

now

Stationer,

offices._

my

flash, Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let"
ter Presses, Pen Packs, 4c,

Are

found at No. 337

•

and

CO., can bo tound at the store
•
C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No.
9, where we
oiler a good assortment of
Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 16
CSMITH & REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Block, Congress St. Same entrance as U. S. Ar-

BORING,
Booksellers & Stationers,

311

H. P.

Commission

RS.ol

SHORT &

Marrett, Poor &

PACKARD, Bf&kscllcr

&

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
customers and receive orders as usual.
augl7dtf n

iy!2dtf

SL___JullOll
WFIBSTER

Mass.

_

jySflli

Geyer and Caleb

EAGLE

This most useful invention of (he age is a preparation of pure silver, and contains no mercury, arid,
or ether substance iujurious to metals or the hands.
It is a complete electro-plating battery in a bottle.
For sale by Druggists and Variety Stores.
HOU'i: A MEVEHS,

call.

with

Ml lLs, although burned np, the Proprietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co., are now prepared to furnish Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slato m iy be lound at Messrs.
Low,
Plummer & Go’s, No 83 Commerc.al St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 188 Fore Street.
All orders romptly attended to
Goods at I he low. st prices.
jullGtl

Silver & Silver Plated Ware.

us a

store

-AND-

NEW BUILDING ON LIME
ST.,

MERRILL, Dealer in
Watohes, .Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and Mili-

Same

C. H. STUART &
CO„

Can be ionnd in their

AMBROSE

tar>*Goo<is, No J3 Free street, Portland.

&

in^vear** <'*Uy

tomers
,

augSldfim___PORTLAND, ME.

Manufacturers and dealers In

Stoves, Ranges

HUDSON, JR,
T I s T

27 Market Square

,

son]

A. N. NOYES &

story._

J

sepSdtt

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,
No. 1 Clapp's Bloch-foot Chestnut
Street,
Portland.
W. P. Freeman, D. W. Deane.
L.
C.
Quinby.
n
auglOtf

M011CE.
H. J. LIBBY &
CO., Manufkcturers
and Commission Merchants.
Counting Room
First
National
Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
oyer
iyll tf

Urns**, Copper, (■ci-uinH Silver, & c.,
Restoring the plating where worn oft; and tor Cleaning and Polishing

Give

Middle St„ over T.
juU7tf

io.,

Silver Plating
Instantaneously
ARTICLES OF

cofOOTS
K

FURNITURE, LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

NO.

FOR

full

FREEMAN

Jobbers in Women's Misses'
Children’^

A y° SHOES,
Congress St. Up
Stars,_au*2T-d3m
J. B.

MS

n_ail Congress Street.

P.

LATEST FASHIONS,

CONGRESS STREET,

Leather, Masons, Builders, Plasterers

Lace

Sides,

Messrs. Pray &
receipt of the

a,,d

and Manufacturers of

OF CHBSTNNT
n

J.

343

houde,

with
°CCUpyJ™f5.ihe
,’tor*.heJolnt>v
Smith, where
U In the

V. C. HANSON * CO.,

Upholsterers

Congress Street,

CORNER
August 80, I860.

Backs &

JDOT ABOVE THE

EAW,

n

Manulhcturevs and

n

RIVETS aud BUBS,

HAS BEHOVED TO

Tullilniililiv

a

Leather,

septMlt

n_JylOdtt
G. G. DOWNES,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
No. 233 1-2

and warranted.

AT

Sept 24—dtt

d,

b R fj W E It

m

Has established himself at

27 Market Square.

dam

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
Mnnutnctnrcr of Leather Belling.
Also tor sale

n

removed to 328

Sold Out.
recommend our former
successor, E. M. THOMPSON.

31 dli

_

mutnal

novl3d3t*

FOUND

339 CONGRESS STREET.

Jtu 17—dtt

of MER-

day dissolved by

omrsent

CO?,

WM. C. BECKETT

■*hkblk

STREET.

F. TOD

ty Repairing done

GBEENduoiFft CoTPiirs,
and
164

Dissolution.
name

C. PEABODY.

H.

Street.

1Mt«h /Void his old stand by the late tire,

CARLETON,

ATTORNEY

GLASSES, &c„
So. 99 Free St., Portland.

660 Broadway, Boston.
For sale by Grocers and Dealers everywhere.

I,. BAILEY.

odder the firm
T^S^Partnership
BUCKi9thi9

66p5tfh

Law,

207 ConicretM St., Mortou Hlock,

PEARSON,

FREE

TOWN!

UP

tf

Dealer In

STEVENS,

We Lave just recieveil from New York

ME.

Watches, Olscks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

Agents,
will be found at No ll<
Commercial, comer of
exchange St. Home Office of New York; National
Office ot Boston, Nariagansett Office ol
Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of
New
VTork, ruid other reliable offices, are represented bv
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W.
jy25dtf

STREET,
O.

nov12<12w_

18

fmblic

Aug 20

BAM I

HOLDEN.

19

W.

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIfiT AMD CJOESEt
ST0EE,

And can be readily appreciated by a single trial.
The coat of washing for a family oi fivc or six persons,
will not exceed tjiree cents.
The manufacturers of this powder arc aware that
many useless compounds have been introduced to the
which have rotted the doth, or failed in removng the dirt, but knowing the intrinsic excellence of
this article they confidently proclaim it as being adapted to meet a demand which lias long existed, and
which has heretofore remained unsupplied.
MANUFACTURED BY

Law,

S. L.

House

EVE

CALVIN EDWARDS &

PORTLAND.

PA“|ff-

B.

A.

■Directions with each package.

School, Miscellaneous
Blank Books.

N®.

sepHS

Near the Court House.

accordance with chemical science, and upon a process peculiar to itself,
which is secured by letters Patent. It has been in
use for more than a year, and lias proved itself an universal favorite wherever i lias been used. Among
the advantages claimed are the following;
It saves all the expense of soap used on cotton and
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor of rubbing, and wear and
tear.
Also for cleaning windows it is unsurpassed. With
one quarter the time and labor usually required it imparts a beautiful gloss and lustre, much superior to
any other mode. No water required except to moisten the i*owder.

31

Preble

Gold, Silver and Steel Spectacles, Teels,
Elies, Ac.

dtf

Office, 2291-2 Congress Street,

entirely remove it.
'Tnis powder is prepared in

MANUFACTURERS,.BOSTON,
sept28-d3m

the

at

Housk,]

Congress

octB-dly

Silver and Plated Ware,

Jewelry,

and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

Patented May 66, 1866*
This is an article tor washing without rubbing, exwhich will require a very
in
cept
very dirty places,
slight rub, and unlike other preperations offered for «
like purpose, will not rot the clothes, but will
leave them much whiter than ordinary methods, without the usual wear and tear.
It removes grease spots as it by magic, and softens
the dirt by soaking, so that rinsing in ordinary cases,

sep28-(13m

Law,

Counseller
Attorney and
[Chadwick

WATCHES,

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.

»ug20__n
HOLDEN & PEABODY,

July

&

above

GJER'RISH &

*

—AT—

HAY BE

no WE

at

_j>9_PORTLAND,

FIRE 1

Photograph Rooms,

NO.

PRICES !
E'

New

Trent out Street,
Boston,
Nearly opposite Park St. Church.

Wo. 1 16

DENNETT,

Block, Congas,.,

Doors

CLOTHING.

W. W. THOMAS. Jr.,

Dealers in

CHILDS, CKOS BY & LANE,
sepl8d3m

THE

B. E. SMITH A. SON’S

Foreign Goods by every Steauiei.
Domestic Goods daily from Manufacturers and
N*w York Auctions.
Window Shade and Draperies made to oi der
Lace Curtains, in groat variety, at LOW PRICES.

Goods,

SATISFACTORY

HALLS,

Morton
Two

OF

OUT

PRICES!

A SI) MILLINERY !
AT

being opened

Will lie sold at very

LOW

HAS

ment

sep7-dtf

Upholstery Goods,

Wholesale Millinery!
eTralmrr,

.12in
Stars.England..
Stars.Eng ami.13611
.1492
Stones.r.nslsshetm..
Slones.I'adua.
1540

now

('A JiPLT

Window Shados and

Bedford Copper

Jt^N.

is

LAW, Counsellors

a

BUISNESS CARDS.

MILLER,
AND
Ii. B.

(Mice iu Chadwick’i Houmi.
Congress St, next above Stone Chorch.

249

110 TREITIONT STREET,
Which, together with a large Stock ol

Patent Bronze Metal Sheathing!

Outwitted!

COUNSELLOR at

Low Priced

ever exhibited In Boston,
at the

NEW

f'eneral,

IN

was

JAMES E.

JAMES O’DONNELL

assortment of
and

HUSINESS CARDS.

REMOVAL.

CARPETINGS!

«

Burglars

an

Pine, Medium

SPEtTALNOTICES.

REMOVALS.

and Curtains!

Carpetings

so.

are

Party .Vouivh.

irltSCE LI.AJVEOES.

oclOeodtf

Fred A. Prince.

by day or night.

Mr. Charles B. Greenloaf, ^bo has been at this
a number of rears, will remain as
preacrip8cpL*t-co(LS:wtf

stand lor
tion

clerk.__

Chambers to Let.
Chambers to lot in Free street Block 24 x
86, suitable for Jobbing, dry goods, lulUiuerr or
fancy goods. Powewdon given immediately. ErCHAD GO URN Sc
quire of
Ware's Hail, KENDALL,
nov7d2w
Federal street*

THREE

COP A HTNERSillP.

BUILDING.

Notice.

Copartnership

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm of.

Copart-

a

THE

FOGG,

WEBB

and have purchased of ALBEBT
their Stock and lease of Store

A I

WEBB

CO.,

MKBBILL'H

HEAD OF

tor the purpose of transacting
Flour and drain business.

a

Portland, Nov. 5,1866.

•“THE MART.”
The subscriber having purchased the stock ol
Cloths. Ready-Made Clothing and Furnishing Goods
of S. H. SAWYER & CO., would inform the public that he intends to keep as good an assortment of
Goods as can be found in tbe city, and has secured
the services of
MR. ARTHUR NOBLE,
who will superintend the business as heretofore.

RANDALL,

F.

CongifM Street,
Portland, Maine.
Portland. Oct. 31. 18CC.
nov ld3w
360

have this

copart-

a

IPHAJI A

ADA9I8,

For the transaction ol a general Commission Business, and have take tho Store and Counting Rooms
lately occupied bv Messrs. K. E. UPHAM & SON.
head ol Rrchaiuson’s Wharf.
Liberal advances

made, and

con

ignments solicited.

li. E. UPHAM,
oct-kltfC1HAS. H. ADAMS.

undersigned have (his day formed
partnershp under the style and firm of

THE

co-

Co.,

&

Morgan, Dyer

a

purchased of Messrs. LORI) & CRAWF< )RD their Stock and .'ease of store

And have

No. 143 Commercial Street,
a general wholesale

For the purpose of transacting
business m

Head Hobson m
Wharf,
Portland Aug, loth 166C.

WM

Copartnership Notice
undersigned have this day formed a coparfcJL nership under the name of O’Brion, Pierce &
Co., for the purpose of doing a wholesale Flour and.
Grain Business, as successors of L. & E. A. O’Brion,
No. 152 Commercial street, and hope by Btrict attention to business and fair dealings to merit and reFT1HE

ceive

fair share of

a

patronage.

sep 4d3m

Marshall

n

Forge
ttom

of

P.

High Street.

Coal.

332 1-2

:lu-. .John ( looker, 3C3 tons
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, fir m (lie Midland
mines. It is fresh mined. t>f extra
strength, and just
the article for heavy work.
Also the usual variety or Anthracites, viz:—
Lkukiii—Harloigh, L.liigh Nav. Co’s. Hazclion and
Sugar Loaf.
White Asn—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountaiu.
Bed Ash—New England &c.
s

and

Coal,

Coal,

auglt—:’m

to

call and examine their

S

One

GOODS AND PRICES
betore making their selections.

We have

one

of the

best stocks of

Fall and Winter

Lawrence Sti-eet,

E.

Dress
of

Goods

every variety, snch

a

full

Emery & Waterhouse; Ckaa. E. Jose
& Co.; Woodman, True & Co ; Hobbs, Chase & Co.;
K. B. Henry & Co., J. C. Broods and Lyman, Son &
Portland: W. H. Kinsman A-Co., Bost n;
Tobey,
Walsh & Carver, New York: Curtis & Knight,

Worcestershire Sauce !
PRONOUNCED BY

Connoisseurs

Goods !

And

Gloves !

full stock of

Beavers, Pilot Cloths, Broadcloths, Tricots, Tweeds,
Doeskins and Cassimeres
both Plain and Fancy, and all at the

LOWEST CASH PRICES !
attention
special
lection of

to

ills
1851.

“Tell Lea &- Pitrins that their Sauce
is highly esteemed in
India, and is in my
opinion the most pnlstable as well as the
Imost wholesome
Sauce that is made.”

OF

DISH.
of this most

delicious and unrivaled

condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names of Lea & Perrins are upon the Wrapper, Label. Stopper and Bottle.

PJERBIWS, Worcester.

Duncan’s

to

our

fine

At

CLOAKS
—AND—

Sons,

.ptizena ot Portland and vicinity, icnlii I
rc-orenl 10 my headquarters, £5Milk Street, Boston,
where ere kept every variety of goods made from
India Rubber comprising in part Rubber and Leather Machine Belting, Steam
Packing, Gaskets, Kings,
Nose tor conducting and hydrant pm poses. Rubber
Clothing of every description, Combs, Balls, Toys.
Umlersheeting for beds in cases of sicknc is. Rubber
Boots and Shoes, Tnlung, Spittoons, Syringes,
Gloves and Mittens, Elastic Jtingsnnd Bands, Piano
Covers, Horse Covers with and without hood, Wagon
Covers, Air Beds, Pillows, Cushions, and Life Preservers, Mechanics’ Aprons, Rubber Jewelry, ct
beautiful patters, and all kinds of Rubber Goods that
may be desired, all of which 1 will sell at manufacturers lowest prices.
Please forward your orders tor the present to
H. A. HALL,
85 Milk Street, Boston.
jul 1 food if

quality

j 2dif

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
Having engaged some of the best Cloak makers in
the city, we are prepared to manui'acture

DRAWING-ROOM, LIBRARY,

at short

of every description, which they will sell at great
bargains.
Goods packed in the best
possible manner., and forwarded without expense to the purchaser.

BAKING

5 DEERING BLOCK,
CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

oct23

FRANK

HIII.LKR’N

Prepared Harness

Oil

Blacking

!

In Cans Ready tor Ck,
With direction* for using. For sale at the Manufacturer's

price, by

JAMES BAILEY Me CO.,
162 Middle street, Portland.

oc26d3w*_

LAMH S

TONGUES.

Just received FIVE BARBELS extra quality, at
TIMMONS A- HAWES,

OYSTER AND EATING HOUSE,
MARKET SQUARE.
HP" Families and Parties supplied.
November 5.1066. dtf

HAVE FOUND
The placo to buy Whips and Cigars, cheap at
I

sale

LEE &
360

and

whole-

and retail.

BUSINESS

THE

OLD

STAND,

No

October 1.180C.

dtf_

like the Rattle-Snake, always givrs
warning of its approach. A backing cough, dull
in
chest,
the
difficulty of breaming, are the inpain
dications that there is more o .- less irritation of the
be
II
tikis
neglected, and go on until pustules
lungs.
arc formed, loilowed bv tubercles, which sometimes
eat off the blood ves3cl3, Death will be the result.
A lion’s Lung Balsam will heal all the irrii afedmarts,
allay the innarnation, removing the phlegm and matter. Thus stopping the cough and prevent fatal consumption.—l-'or f;ale by T. W. PEItKINS & CO.,
and AV. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland. Also, by the
Oct 25 lm
Dealers in Family Me idne generally.

Consumption,

Bounties, Bens ions, BiHze Money
And all other Government claims prosecuted by

Emery &

STEBBINS,

Drummond.

Congress Street,

Queen._n

SURE REMEDIES.
DR. T. K. TAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston
Frencn

Remedies and modes of
Dumas and Ricord—Safe
Positively effectual in all
Dlseasesofthe Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Organa, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive full particun
lars by mail.
oct3-daw3m

has received the new
treatment practised by DrB.
pleasant and warranted

R

V AL !

the

National

Merchants
Will remove on

OFFICE

Bridgeton Academy.
Winter Term of this Institution will comA menoe Tuesdav, December 4th, and continue ten
weeks.
C. E. HULTON, A. M., Principal.
T. H. MEAD, Secretary.
uol5d2awftw3w47
No. Bridgeton, Oct. 27,1806.

EM7>

onlOdtf

38

Bank

MONDAY, Nov. 12,

OF

H.

M.

to Uie

PAYSON,

Exchanffc St.
__

Free to

All f

free
l2Jl,1Xonc- Address “PHOTOGRAPH" Lock
09X 5087, Boston Mass.
aug24-d3m

A

BEAUTIFUL, CABD PHOTOGRAPH

sent

0F

etc.,

464

More

Only

The

Whitmore,

Stock

Vexatious

I3ei-ixianent

FURNITURE

Notes !

Dividends
RATES

REDUCED PRICES

Divides all its

Profits

Once Credited

$10,000

FOR

Age 44. Payable

are

Forfeited

ENDOWMENT

St, if Living, or

at

Never

at

THE NEXT

MANHATTAN.

8*6 90
S>-6 4!)
880 40
886 40
859 00
841 40
819 20
819 20
819 20
819 20
808 90
777.30
772 50
705 80
757 10

BENEFIT,.
KNICKERBOCKER.

OAK.
HOME.
BROOKLYN.
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL.
SECURITV.
JOHN HANCOCK.
PROVIDENCE LIFE AND TRUST CO..
UNION MUTUAL,.
GERMANIA...
NORTH AMERICAN,.
NATIONAL, VT.
CHARTER

BAYS

The undersigned will sell from their

STOCK

N. Y.

LIFE,...

MUTUAL LIFE,.

751
751
751
751
781

MASS. MUTUAL.
WIDOWS ANB ORPHANS’.

each

••

vear
<!
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80
80
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00

4291 CO
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S XX
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S

20
S 20
*20
3 2o
7 40

companies. They
Agents and Solicitors

iair

A.

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

B.

Office 123 Commercial Street. Portland.
oct9eodtf

GAS

CASH.

Consiuners.

octl2dtf

Stratton’s Patent

Mew Music
—AND—

Gat

The

Regulators

are

exhibition and
lor tale at Horse Rail
Road Ofliee, comer ot
Congress and Centre
streets.

No. 355 Congress Street,

now on

lound a good assortment ol MoInstruments, Sheet Music, Picture
Frames, Pictures, Looking Glasses, Clocks, Music
Stools, Umbrellas. Canes. Feather Dusters, Basket*,
may be
■\X7irERE
»
sical

GEO. F. McINTlRE,
Agent for N. E. States.
oclTeodlm n

Carriages, Ladies’ Travelling Bags.
Piano Fortes aud Melodeons

Children's

BLANCHARD’S

Improvement

Congress St.

on

Steam Boilers!

boilers 700 (legs, ofheat is thrown away.
a
oil-3 the fool. The question is
con this be saved.
Mr Blanchard
a
boiler
that takes periect control ot all
basgnvcntcd
the beat end makc3 It do duty in the engine. This is
very sim pie in its construction; alter the engine is in
morion the smote pipe to closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating (he steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 1»0dogs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars lnq uirc oi
*
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wliarf avnl Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly
some

OKmating loss
CAMDLES. oiten
asked how

LABD, SrEP.M AND WHALE OIL,

OLIVE. ELAINE AND RED OIL.
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, & SOAP,
For sale by BRADSHAW A t* AT I'll,
No. 7 Central Wharl, Bosion
ang D —6m
■

$100.

$100
WAR CLAIM OFFICE.

Patterson & Chadboumc.

M. & A. P. DARLING,

Block, 2 doors

Tn?o^cT«,E01intics’ un,Ler

n

n

for sale the balance of their goods saved
from the late fire, at reduced prices. Bilk Velvets in all colors. Also a variety ot Cloak aod
Kress Trimmia*". No. 13 Casco St. oc27eod«w

OFFER

DYER, can

be

round with

a

new

stock

of Sewing Machines, ot vnriona kinds; Silk
WN.
Twist. Cotton—all kinds and colors. Needles, Oil, &C.
166

Middle street, up one flight stairs.

HENDRICKSON,

in

1831.

DOLL & RICHARDS,

Looking Glasses,

Jull7eod

Picture Frames,

MOULDINGS,
And Boston Crystal
Looking Glass Plates.
Dealers in

Oil

Combustion

Regulator.

Variety Store.

Business Established

Mtnn&ctnrere of

Greater (llnminnlion with Economy in the ««
of Go*!

& Co.

inducements will be offered.

ADAMS, General Agent for Maine,

SMsYLL, M. D., Medical Examiner.

-FOR-

For Sale and to Bent. With many other articles too
numerous to particularize.
Qggr’Piano Forces and Melodeons tuned and reSAMTXEL F. COBB,
paired.

*<

comparison of the rates at any other ages.
want®I in all partsot the State, to whom liberal

Paintings, Engravings. &c.
Importers

Ami

ot

French & Grrman Iioaklnr Glass Plates,
nuil Picture Gtu.es.
AS (formorly 14) SUMMER STREET,
Factories Noe. 76 & 78 Albany st.
Boston.
C. E. Hendrickson,
E. A. Doll,
oc20eodlm
J. Dudley Richards.

C. A. GAYLOUD,
AQENT FOE

Lillie’s Patent Combined Wrought and
Chilled Iron

COMBINATION LOCKS,

Wronght

Iron Fire-Proof Safes,
NO. U CONGRESS SQUARE,
QctSeodSm
BOSTON.
_

N E W
P-

FROST,

Merchant Tailor,
3321-2

Congress

Has just received

fall

a

Street,

fine let of

goods

SnRablo for the season, which will be made up in

the most

CYLINDER

SAFE!
■

uiij

ou>juiut-c

w*

una

ire

ana

x>uigiar

r'rooi

A Sale consists in its peculiar construction. The
serious objection to Sales heretofore in use, has
been their liability to destruction by lulling from
heights, andtotlie impossibility of rendering the doors
impervious
heat; particularly iu large safes, where
the door is double; and, in lhct, the whole front of a
sate
is
door. These and other objections apsquare
plicable to the present mode of making safes, are obviated by this patont, by constructing it in a cylindrical sliape, with convex tops and bottoms, thus securing the greatest possible Btrength; and, by making the interior to revolve upon pivots, bringing a
smooth, impenetrable surface of irbn entirely across
tbe outer dpening, with no inlet or seam.
Between this inner compartment and the outer
cylinder, is an air chamber, extending completely
around, leaving no connection between tbe two
structures but the pivots upon which the interior
cylinder revolves. These advantages are manifold;

but we call attention to a singular feature of the invention ; it is, that tbe inner safe is
moveable, and
when the outer door is opened, tlie snrtkce of tlie latter presents an appearance that indicates that the
whole safe is a solid mass. The signal importance of
this lhct is evident; for when the inner sale is unlocked and made to turn, its door is immediately exposed
to view, when the compartments for books, drawers
and pigeon holes are exposed. The frame which contains them is also moveable, and revolves upon pivots ; so that, w hen pushed around,
brings another series of divisions for books, drawers and pigeon holes
lo the hand; thus it is double the capacity of
square
safes. Not only does this system present
greater resistance to fire, but, for tlic reason that the sheets of
iron cannot part from tlie tilling, and of there being
no contact of the inner with the outer
sunace, (except at the pivots, where the filling is made purposely thicker,) but tlie bulging front of tbe interior surlace, without orifice when turned, is equally proof

against burglars.

The contour of this safe is more symmetrical and
durable than the old style, is susceptible of higher ornamentation, and is, from the very nature of the case,
easier of transportation, as it can be rolled about like
a barrel or a hoop.
LIST

thorough misnuor.

OF

inches, *400.

EST Priecs subject to change in the market.

A. E. Stevens &

Co., Agents,

14B COMMERCIAL STREET,
septtcodtl
t'OItTLAN J>.

Furniture Warehouse!
BLAKE
SO

Brattle

A.LDEN,
St.,

septld—cod

Notice.
T>ERSONS clearing tlie mins or digging cellars can
L
find a good pfctoc to deposit their rubbish on
Franklin Wharf.
S. BOUNDS,
sepllo-<itf
Wharfinger.

Boston,

Next to City Hotel,
Invite the attention of tlic
respectftilly
Citizens of Portland, to tlie large stock of

WOULD

Glasses,

Upholstery Goods, Waitresses,

Feathers, etc.,
Which they offer for sale at the Lowest Cash Prices.
Purchasers of Household Fnrnitnre, in large nr
small lots, will find a full assortment, suited to their

wants.

ALSO, FOR

Black

SALE

Walnut, Mahogany,

Chestnut and other Lumber.
oruuiiKjr.

Oct22eod3w*

Notice.

FRIDAY—

on

room*

■’■"mb

I

I

nol3dtd

p.

«.

sale of paintings
Artist
did not arrive in
t* eihlbl<Unr>^£fiU?*

Used,

but
ask

in store, and wo gii
deuce
the public to examine,
will command the attention of connoiaseuni
consist of Landscape and Marine views -from the
lowing masters of the art, vizSominehino.
are now

believing tha^thfv

°v.

New York, has returned to
be consulted at her office, No. 11

Certificate, of Cure.
This is to certify that I haro been cured of Catarrh
in tne worst
form, by Mrs. Manchester. 1 have boon
to New York and
Boston, have paid out largo sums oi
money, and was never bench tted, but in most all cases made worse. 1 saw Mrs. M. in June.
She told me
my case was a bad one, the tubes in the throat and
upper parts of the lungs had become very much affected, all oi which 1 knew was the ease. 1 commenced taking her medicine in
June, and can truly
say that I tun now a well man. 1 am a trader, and hi
talking a- great deal, and her curing me
lt°
'rill be the means oi hundreds of dollars in
my lockets, as now I can talk without hurting me. Go and
consult her, and you will be perfectly satisfied
S. H. Stephens,
Me.

Bangor, May 15, ISCG.
Manchester—Dear Madam:—When you
Bangor last summer, I called to see you with

Mrs.
in
a child of mine that hail been sick for four years.
1
had taken her to a number of physicians, and none
could tell what ailed her or oven her symptoms. You
examined her case, and told me exactly her symptoms from the commencement of her siekne.-s, which
also told mo that there was
were very peculiar;
something alive in her, ami also said there was a number of them, and told me that she drank them from a
rain-water cistern. Y.ou said that you would not
warrant a euro, but would try and do the best you
could for her. fcihe commenced taking your medicine
in August last, and from that time until December,
the child has passed off large quantities of what wo
call Tadpoles, from rain-water, and I thinlc, and am
certain that tne child must have diod had it not been
for you. And 1 advise evorybodv to see Mrs. Manchester, for I know that she has the power of know
ing the condition of a person diseased better than any
peysician thet I have ever heard of. My child is now
perfectly healthy. Please have tliis published, and
let the world know that there is one w*ho practises
what they profess to.
Very truly aud gratefully yours,

George K.‘ Martin,
Mary L. Martin.

l)K.J.U.IKUGHi:«i
CAN BE FOUND

AT

HIS

Al-

Brcughell, Wilson, N. Poussin, V'emet, and many
°£«* The above will be on exhibition at our rooms
this lliursilay, Nov. 15th,and we ask ourfriends to look
at them, with the assuiance that the
Paintings on
view will bo found to be works oi art ana merit,
rranicj will be tarnished at the lowest
manufacturers

Broadway,
can

Fore Street.

Friday, Not. lo.b,
n
SPECIAL NOTICF

carin'
Marrattl. Tintorell, Patel, Breughell, called’Velvet

Eclectic Physician!
Portland, and
Clapp’s block.

near

Aucliourer,,

tSIZ

AND

From 018

4to"

aoaaon

CL A lit VO YANT!

l'rit'l'H-__
E.

PATTEN

ill.

novisd'it

&

CO.. Auctioneers,
IT.U MU STREET.

Furniture, Carpels, Beds, Ac, at
Auction.
kN SATURDAY, Nov. 17th, at 10
i
A.M., a good
V/ assorrnicnt oi new

1

and second

Furniture,

hand

Bedsteads, Tables, Bureaus, Chairs What
Nots, Refrigerators, Mattresses, Beds, blankets
Quilts, Tablo Cutlery, Silver Plated ice Pitchers'
Coke Baskets, Castors, Goblets, Mugs, Forks ami
Spoons, Table Linen, Room Papers; ai»o a great variety of Shirts and Drawers, Woolen and Linen
Goods, Belknap Shirts, $tc.
At 11 o’clock, 75 barrels of the choicest Bread from
one of the most celebrated bakers in New
Enghmd
such as Navy, Pilot Crackers and A & B
Bread'
Samples at oth«*e.
_At private sale during the week a full stock of Dry
at auction prices. All remaining on hand will
Jiixvls
DC
such

as

closed at auction
novl2atd

1*1.

E.

as

on

Saturday.

PATTEN A- CO., Auclianerr*,
PLUMB STREET.

STOCK

OF

DRY

ilrion

«p?p Mlc

-Oth

above

GOODS, Ac.,

and ln,,st 1,c "°ld w‘thout retoc®‘“1“cnoj TUESDAY, Nor.

Woolens, such as Pilots, llcavers,
Caasimurcs. Doeskins. Satinet’s, Tricots,Broadcloths
Corderoys’and

bcotcli 1 needs. h tunnels <>f all
shade?and colors
80ch
Toplins, DoLalnes, plain
Fnnts and CcburgH. Ladies and

V^,K

T ?ich

mkler-Shlit^ Drawers, Linen SheetSBir#1,,*4H, iowcllcg, Nnpkius, Doylies, Linen
Damask (brown and
while), Linen Cambric Hdkls
bilks, 1‘iench, English and American Quilts, Rhh
Cashmere Shawls of all descriptions;
BlanieUol
every size and quality, white and colored; an assort*ur
such as Muffs, Capes,
?!
Victorines,
Cuffs, Collars, and Caps, together with a large
assort-

other goods, all of which will be on
exhibition
Mondav P. M, previous to sale.
Will the public please examine this
Li/
stock as
No. 14 Preble Street,
every lot must l^sold without the least regard to
tVrar the Preble House,
No postponement on account of westliff
i P™0*
Nov
l;;—utd
'ITTliEItE he can be consultc:l privately, and with
▼ ?
the utmost conlideiicc by the afflicted, at
E. 1*1. PATTEN 4-UO
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
PLUMB STREET.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of p rivate diseases, whether arising from
of
connection
or
the
terrible
vice
sclt-alnue.
Household
impure
Furniture at Auction.
lus entire time to tluit particular branch of
Devoting
TUESD-AY, N.0?- 27lb, at 10 A. M.,*t Houm
the medical profession, be leels warranted in Gtiut:‘G
Furniture, <So., conalatin*
ASTi'i'.ieg a Omi in am. Cases, win llwr of long
•{**•*• nUChestnut
''‘l'nrt‘i* Mahogany.
and jointed Chamber
standing or recently coulrocted, entirely removing the
Bari-au* aud Sink.*, Wardrobe*,
Sclte,
Lounifcs, Pardregs of disease from the system, and making a perExtension and ToU*t
fect and PERMANENT CURE.
L.a.7J’
fables, Chans, Mirrors. Curtains, Hair, Excesior
would call the attention of the afflicted to the
leather Bed*. Chimb Ulau
of his long-standing and well-carnod reputation
MatI.7'«*CB>
and Crockery
Wire, fable Uullery, Silver Plated
furnishing suitieient assurance of Ids skill tmd suc- Ware,
Table Linen, Blanket*, Qul t*.
cess.
Carpel*.
Rup,
Sheets, Kitchen Furniture, with a meat variety ni
other j{.>.ida. All of ihe above inuat be
*old without
Caution to the Public.
the least reserve, as the premises must
be vacated at
and
must
know
thinking person
Every intelligent
that remedies handed out tor general use should have
their ellicacy established by well tested experience in
Dwelling: Houses on D an forth SG,
the hands of a regularly educated
physician, whoso
for Sale at A action.
preparatory studies lit him for all tho dkilius ho must
mini; y«t Uu» «wuntry ia ilouJod wtijj mpr nostrums
IJURSUANT (oa lieenac from ihe Jn.ir... nf p_n
aud cure-alls, purporting to be the liesfcln the world,
1. bate for the County of
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
the subscri"
Cumberland,
ber a* trustee under ihe Will
oi s.miuel Eldw
The uuibrtunale should be particular in selecting
Wffl
r.r wile, at puliHe
Oder.
Unction, „u
lus physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertitbi *th
ot December next, »t n o’clockSaturday
day
a
ble fact, that many syphilitic patients are made misDwelling Houses, N* s. is an
out he
0 **
erable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
°*
Danforili Street in Portland.
from inexperienced physbd.ins in general practice; for
The two Houses w ill be sold
separate-|lh
itisa point generally conceded by the best syfRUIograand convenient lot of laud for each—a
phers, that the study and management, of these come
of entrance on the lot No.
20, and a five footrSJl!!!
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
way win be secured on the cast side of No 18
would 1)0 competent an*I successful in their treaton the premises.
Teims
cash.
gale
ment and cure. The inexperienced general practiFor farther particulars inquire of the
subscriber, or
tioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makot P. harm s, No. 19 Free Street.
ldmsclf acquainted with their pathology, commonly
SARAH 8. ELDER.
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases mak—n-Py 8 dlaw 3w
ing an indiscriminate use ol that antiquated and dan-

PRIVATE MEDICAL

ROOMS

ot

^AKUMam,

ON

iZJE&SZr’
falnL

Se

onc*~___novisdtd

?i.

w* capon,

the

Mercury.

C.

Conlideuce*
All who liavo committed an excess of quy kind,
whether it l»e the solitary vice of youth, or Hie stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in inaturcr years,

W.

HOLMES

Have

AN

ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, lor l^ossof Beauty
and Complexion.

HiwMony Thousand** C'mi Testify lo Thin
by Unhappy Experience!

Young

troubled wltli emissions in

men

sleep,—a

complaint generally the result of a bad babit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

voiy-fvj^r.pqcharge
Hardly a day pusses trot

made.

we nrccou. uiou.1
^
young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

more

Middle-Aged

dim.

There are many men of the ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smaiting sr burn-

ing sensation, and weakening the ay stem in a manthe patient cannot account for.* On examining
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be

ner

the

found,and

sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a tliin urilkisli hue, again changing to a dark ami turbid appearance. There arc many men who'die of tliis
diilicultv,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
8ECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will bo forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, ami will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DU. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 11 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Toadies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other rcme lies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and ranv bo taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.
N. B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own sex.
ance.

ianl.lWVfcl&w.

AU

CTIONEER,

309 Congress Street,
tySales of any kind of property In the OUy or vicinity, promptly attended to on the most favorable
terms.

novlSdtf

MEDICA L ELECTHl CITY

W.

OR.

N.

DEWING,
Electrician

Medical

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Opposite the trailed Slates Hotel
he would
respcctiuUy announce io
\\;1I1.LE
» c.u;'.cns ol Portland and
vicinity, that he a
pormou.ua, located in this citv. During the three
3 ears we have been In this city, we have cured
oi the worst forms of
tried other fornm ol treatment in vain and
enrinv
patients in ..o short a lime that! he
asked do they stay cured? To
we w ill say that allihat do not
stay cured we
doctor tho second time without charge
Dr. D. luts been a practical Electric
bin lor twent.
ono years, and is also a regular graduated ni.V.0,1.:
r

dUeaee'ln

cSttolS

hllectrieltyisperieeUye,k?ptcd
f.ch"tefijSSf,
the form of
tick headache;
neural*
nervous or

m m

the

head, neck, or extremities;
nthe acute stages or " here the eoneumptkroVhei
lungs ale not ItaUv
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrothla ^
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseaiis, curvature
ol the spine, contracted
muscles, distorted limfoj
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dauco. doaluera mm
or

hesitancy oi speech, dyspepsia, iidlmsl
tion, spnelipallou and liver complaint,
pE-wecm^
incnng

that

case

every

Rv
rhe

a»tlunjl,rencht!

be presented;
the chest, and aU forms 01'
lemale

can

compfoi?"

Electricity
the lame

Rheumatic. tlie

the lair
leap with Joy, ami movegouty,
with the agility and elaeUctbe hettted brain is
the
cooled;
.1
D-ostkiTt0*
>i?U
bitten l»mbs
the
and

uncouth deformities rerestored,
moved; tuhiti.esa converted to vigor, weakneaa to
bUnd made ,0 scc’tho ,lea< to
hearand
?fr«enS,i“i‘ih.?
the palsied form tomovo
upright; tlic blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accihenth ol mature Hie
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and
active circulation maintained.

in

b A D I E S
Who havo cold ham«8 ana foet; weak
1amaml weak uacks; nervous and nick stomachs.
headache: dla«ine»H

and

swimming

in the

head,

with

indigestion and

constipation ot the bowels: pain !n the side and back:
leucori'htjca, (or w hites); tailing of the womb with internal cancers; tumor8,
and all that long
tram of diseases will find polypus,
in Electricity a sur* mean*
of core,
kor paintul
too ...oftae
menstruation,
menstruation, and ail ol those long line o! troubles
with young ladies,
Electricity Is a certain specific.
h°rt t,D,e’ restore the sufferer to the
health

vSwrof

17®Sri11

teeth:

teeth:

T,
l>r. D. still continues to Lxtroct
teeth bv Kiteo.
TRICITY without paw.
Lavb.gd*-avcd
teeth or stumps they wish to have
removed for resetho
would give a polite mritaifeii to call
ting

Person]

Superior Elbctho MaoneticTIa^iuhm for sale

w ll1 thorough instructions.
*2r/au»" v Use»accommodate
D\cai1 at his house.0 few patients with board
en»l treatment

^

CHEROKEE

PILLS.,

Or Female Ilegulator,
Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Ot ten
Sickness, Ferrous and Spinal Affections, Pains in the Back, Si, kHeadache, O'iddme**, and all diseases that sprint* from irregularity,
by removing the cause anil all the

effects that arise fiom it. They
are perfectly safe in ail eases, except when forbulden by dlrecL tions, and are easy to administer,
as they arc nicel} surjar coated.
[ They should be in the hands of
■ every Maiden, Wife, and
Mother
f in the land.
t
Ladies can address ns in perfect
connuonce, ana state their complaints in fall, ns we treat all Female Complaints,
and
Medicines suitable for all diseases to
prepare
whieh they are subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
In a scaled
free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at f 1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

envolojne,

Dr. W. B.

the price

of

Otttw
from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to G P. BI., and 7 to it iu the evening.

.hour,

each box.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

Having opened the
So. 33 Free
Arc

wHEWUCL
••

a

e

\

tSs JVrinS
fiT. JntmJZ
Ufe"—to doett,on-

th«
removing Jnipr,tear,/ and

new

22/"*,

(’M,,ra:

thi, F.lixtr rejuven- Debility, revtortng Maniineu
ate the tyetem and and full vigor, thus proving a
overcome Ilieeam.
perfect “Elixir of /.ora* removing Sterility and Barrenness In both Mixes. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life.1* It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.
one bottle f?; three bottles $5; sent by
to any address.
medicines are aold nnd recommended hy *“
respectable druggists in every part ef the civilized
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not
no
deceived—ask for these medicines and tako
Others. If the druggist does not keep them, v te
to ns, and we will send them byeipress. earefrdlj
we »ill he pleaanl
packed, free from observation.
to
to recoivelctters with full statements in regard
or gentlemen nre
ladies
which
with
anv disease
Address all letters for medicines, t>«mphafflicted
,c«-or advice, to the sole proprietor
jV. W. B. MEBWUf, 37 Walker at., If. Y.

Our

a n o

cej\s ,

attention:

.Him K. ABBOTT A CO.’S
CORN CAKES, COCOA-NUT CAKES, QINGETt
AND LEMON SNAPS,
And Other Fancy Cakea, in fans!
Constantly on hand and tor sale hy

rrulE undersigned offer their services fo the pubA Uc ad Ileal Estate Agents. ATI persons desirmx to buy, sell °r lease
property, are requested to
call at onr oitice 340
Congress street up stairs. All
DuvlneHs’eutrusted to onr carashall have prompt attention.
HANSON A' DOW.
|
JOSIAU I.. BOSTON.
V. C. Hanson,
aug27-dtt
Hue street, opposite the Market.
noloodlm*
M. G. DOW*

new

More

Street.

prepared to oiler their friends and the
public a
f.nrgr, iVir and well A Marts d Slack af
now

CARPF/TINGS,
CURTAIN GOODS.
MATS,.
And all Goods
a

usually found in a

CARPET
To which

respeelfully

wc

migi.'Sdti

STORE.

invite year

attention.

REMOVAL!
Dr. W. R. Johnson,

DENTIST,

Rfuijrrd hi* Office to 13 1-2 Free Si

Haw

«3Sr* u™,mn&£: *****«*%&,
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.
Elliot & McCaUar,
No. 11 !?larkcl Square.
Oar goods

arc

in tlic

of the best material and manufactare

market, and our price* aro a*
Low a« the Lowest I
nr'E. C. Bart’s splendid Boot tor Ladies, or vari-

stylos,
iff" Call and examine before yon purchase.

ous

KM.IAT
Nov

If

Pattern

P. PINGREE,
and Model Maker,

Machinist and
Shop

lilrfALLAR,
No. 11 Market Sgnarc.

.l-.12w-_
E.

rnce,

oxnress

1

ncvltt

iHLitoRiTj^coTr

w. r.

Or, Essence or t.ife,
foal%|Cures General Debility,
***** Hysterics in Females,
^rmm& Palpitation of the Heart and
Herrons Diseases. It restores new life and vigor to the
<tged» causing the hot blood of
youth to course the veins, res-

W.; from

EoiiHiiitatiou free.

MERWIN,

37 Walker St., N. T.
N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are
prepared for
when
milder
special cases,
medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of
postage, on receipt of $5,

PRICES.

1.—Outside diameter 21 inches, heighth 30
inches, *200.
No. 2.—Outside diameter 30 inches, heighth 3G
*
inches, *300.
No. 3.—Outside diameter 36 inchcB, heighth 48
*

Paintings

of

^

Dr. WRIGHT'S

No.

Furniture, Looking/

GO CDS!
B.

INDEPENUKNT

especial

FIRE AND HURCil.AR PROOF

SAFES, VAIJI/FS,
And

TUB

Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

most

«

«

IHENZEL’S

RATENT REVOLVING

■

..
.<
UNITED STATES,.
«
*•
«
BERKSHIRE.
The above comparisons were made to meet the specific application of a gentleman aged 42, who 0 tailed
on insurance of $10,000 as above stated, but who would not Insure until he had learned the rates of other

Furniture

GREGOR

INSURANCE.

WASHINGTON,.9743, tiO
9i4 60 Excess over Wasliington Rates,
MUTUAL,.
•<
942 80
2ETNA,..
MUTUAL

Oct 16-dtf

£■

Mansi!eld’s Vegetable Mitigaior

DOUBLE

/

Death if previous.

CONN.

above Preble House.
law approved Jub
Increase
of
1869,
28th,
Pensions, Arrears of Pa j
nrtze Money, and all other claims
against the Qov
ernment, collected at short notice.
The neoessary Hanks hare been received, and claim
ants should file their claims promptly.
Frank G. Pattkrson, late Tjcut. 6th. Me. Vols
Paul Chabbopbne, late Mnj. 1st Me. Cav.

TOR.

VEGETABLE MITIGATOB
VEGETABLE MITIGATOB
VEGETABLE MITIGATOB
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
or Throat Disease;
Bronchitis;
Rheumatism; Pains in any form; Pain, Swelling and
Stilt ness of the Joints; Pain or Lamoucss ill the
Back. Breast or Side, ate., ate.
In Fevers, t anker, Rush, Measles. Fever and
Ague,
its virtue is experienced to admiration,
especially
among children. It cures Cholera, Crumps, old Ulcerous Sores, Sores exposed to salt water, Sprains,
Flesh wa,in.Is,I>vscdterry,Diarrhea. Inflammation of
the Bowels, Neuralgia, Colds. Tooth Aclic. Burns,
Pains in the Stomach, and ali morbid conditions ol
the system.
t3r" For internal and external use, it is, in fact, the
most effectual family Mediciuc now knowu in Amcraug22 oodxwCm

Rapidly Increasing Business.

a

WITH PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.

and

G~A

I

MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
Cures Diphtheria,

Oapital #125,000

With Heavy Assets and

—AT—

OIL

tT V

Offers More Advantages to Insurers than any j**-_
other Co. in the United States.

augTdtf

\

Sale

Manchester

SEEK FOR

entirely diderent and unlike any oilier preparation
existence, andoiily re i uircs a trial lo prove il worthy of the high recommendation we claim for it. Prepared only by
DR. W. P. MilvgFiei.lt,
Portland, Me.
PRICE 25 AND 00 CENTS,
General Agency and Manufactory No. 27 Green St.
Portland, Me.
Is
in

Among Policy-Holders !

Churchill,Drowns & Manson

JTIrs.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration tliat may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.

ority

YORK.

which

Company

FOR SALE BY

No. 3B5

BROADWAY,

thousands who have used il, ot its power and superiover all medicines now known in America. /or
the c lass of diseases that it is calculated to ciu-e.

Slock,

Washington Street,

OF NEW

Amaranto,

ang 9—3med

594

Drug

M.PATTKf*
"

gerous
and

ch?^fe'il’Uraa' acufc"^,

THE WASHINGTON LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Tragical,

Burroughs

B17CUIT.

S3P* Sold by all the Druggists
Principal Depot. IVelmbold’s
Chemical Warehouse.

M I T I

----

Eagit,

I.

Fluid

METROPOLITAN HOTEL,
New YLbk.

A PURELY CASH COMPANY !

Dictator,

George

OF

apro-codtl__
M. V T. V

Brilliant XXX,

NO. 10T FORK, COR. TINE STREET,
Where we shall be haapy to^gee our old customers,
and as many new ones as may favor us with their patPEARSON & SMITH.
ronage.
October 1,18C6. dtf

Highly Concentrated

THERE IS HO TOHIC LIKE IT.

BOSTOTST.

U. N.

The subscriber having disposed of his Bakery to
Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would clicerftilly recommend them to Ids former patrons, being assured that,
from their well known reputation, they will continue
the business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully acknowledge the many favors bestowed upon him by
Ids patrons for many years.
REUBEN KENT.

CHURCH.

©ct 20—d2m

are a

I At No. S Clnpp’a Rlock, opposite City Hall.—
Troasurv certificates cashed, and pensions collected.
Is the place.
Geo. f. Emery.
d. h drttmmond.
THEY WARRANT
Messrs. Emery & Drummond have formed a genall goods as represented. Don’t forget the place. Sign eral copartnership, and will also attend promptly to
all business entrusted to them as Attorneys ana Counot the Indian
septl8d3m
sellors at law.
aug7—dtf
n_

rpHE

460

undersigned having purchased the Bakery,
THE
&e.., of Mr. R. Kent, will continue the

notice and in all the newest styles.

quences—

would call the attention of all to a new compound. never before offered to the American
people. In r gard to this medicine we shall sav but
little.
Its cures arc too numerous, and its qualifies

Tree

Liberty

Notice.

AT

NO.

Feathers,

T. Harrison &. Co..

n

During the Superintendence of Dr. Wilson, at the
Bloomingdale Asylum, this sad result occurred in
two patients: reason h„d for a time left
them, and
both di.d of epilepsy. They were of both sexes
and
about twenty years of age.
Who can say that the e excesses are not
frequently
followed by those direlul diseases
Insanity anrl O.vswuiption? The records of the Insane Asylums, and
the melancholy deaths
by Consumption, bear ample
witness to tlio truth ot the e assertions. In Lunatic
Asylums the most melancholy exhibition appears.
The countenance is actually sodden anil
quite destitute—neither Mirth or Grief ever visits it. Should a
sound of the voice occur, it Is rarely articulate.
• With woeftil
measures, wan Dispair
Low sullen sounds his
grief beguiled.”
Whilst we regret the existence ol the above diseases
and symptoms, we are prepared to oiler an
invaluable gift of chemistry, for the removal ot the conse-

Upholstery Goods,Looking-Glasses,Mattresses WE

tST* WARE KOOHIH in the BPACiotrs
halls, over the passenger station of the Boston &
Maine railroad.

augl3cod3m

STREET

CO.,

KINDS

E.

question to anoth-

11 is an anchor of hope to the
surgeon and patient ; ami this is the testimony of ail who
have used or prescribed it.

&

ALL

one

Thcsd'symptoms if allowed to go on,—which this
Medicine invariably removes—soon follow Loss
q)
rover, Fatuity, anrl Epileptic Fits, in one oi which
the Patient may expire.

CO.,

CASCO

%

New Wheat Family Flour of the most
Celebrated brands.

EXTENSIVE

hurried Transition from

a

EXTRACT

Decorators !

AND DEALERS IN

Flour! !

SIXTY

:_

Sale

WiLL uko place at our
*ap*C!li!SfrB bweattor.
_fcjryiuxftibiUo|i on

Wednesday morning.

er.

Manufacturers of Furniture,

dispatch at any convenient port.
McJILVERT, RYAN & DAVIS
April 17—dlf
101 Commercial St.

Respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland
and vicinity, that they have on hand a LARGE and
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

symptoms

HELXBOLD’S

Balmoral Skirls, Very Much Under Price.

Upholsterers,

arc

Plants.

Goods!

DEPARTMENT

ElDESf &

fiOIBALL

to execute orders for SOUTH.
WEERN prepared
PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivered with

Hay Market Square, Boston.

CHILDBE.'VS’

Garments

Ontsida

0cAwJu?SeH Brl,ners

WOOD !

Louis

White

GOODS.

VESTRY

Souther?i Pine Lumber

Saint

T.

Artists

throat.

were

desirable to stub Patients than Solitude, and

MACHINES.

ONE PRICE,

fOft WIIALLJ?.
SIMEOS SUURTLEFF & CO.

aTBANCROFT

F URNIT'URE

able to furnish at

Shawls and

Cloakings,

°‘the Celebrated (IROYER & BAKER,
a!’.tlm?.s
Manufacturing ani Fami&nd Machule
Fin(Un88»at Manufacturers’ Trices. Every Machine Warranted to give

E.

constantly on hand the various
ofter their customers at the loW-

ni

CLOAKING MATERIALS

LADIES’ AND

Under-Clothing,

rat’ietMtionMaCWne’

QUALITY,

SCOTIA

may be expected in Rich and Low-

GOODS.

SEWING

The subscribers has just received a lot oi good

NOVA

9

TriCOt9 aU C0l0r8’ Cnssimeres,

WOOD j WOOD! WOOD!

ItEBEK GOODS!

BUCKLEY

Bargains

PRICE**.
Priced

free ht

May bo found at nstpnMitagly I,OW PRICES, Blankets-ali sizes and qualities: Foreign and American Quilts, lable
Linens of every description; Bleached and Brown
Sheetings, Crashes, Tickings, &c.

Delivered in any part of tlic citi which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICE'S.
Wo are now dischargingfrom vessels Red Ash, Kgg and Stove, free
burning and pore: White Ash. Egg and Srhvc
Also
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for furnace anil stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and deliverad in the best possible manlier. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please those who may
patronize us with tlietr orders.
June IJ—dtl

and intend to keep
kinds and
to
est cash price.
I t KA i >- T

Co.,

Si

DAYS !

IN OUR HOUSEKEEPING

WOOD /

OF THE BEST

been burned eut
ray Rubber Store,
HAVING
1« Middle St., I would solicit the trade
of the

CHAMBER and DINING-ROOM

we are

great reduction from their former LOW

Wharf,

COAL AND

following

Ear

or

Indisposition to Exertion, toss ol Power, toss ol
Memory, Difficulty ol Breathing. General Weakness,
Horror ot Disease, Weak
Nerves, Trembling, Dreadful horror ol
Death, Night Sweats, Cold Feet, Wakeftilness, Dimness of Visa* Languor, Universal LasBitude, ot the Muscular System, Often enormous
Appetite with Dyspeptic Symptoms, Hot
Hands,
Flushing ot the Body, Dryness of the Skin. PaUed
Coun enance and Ernptions on the
thee, Pain in the
Back, Heaviness ol the Eyelids, Frequently Black
spols flying before the eyes with temporary Suffusion
and loss ot Sight, Want ol
Attention, Great Mobility,
Restlessness, with Horror of Society. Nothing is

but

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

HAVE
now

from Excesses,
Indiscretion.

more

&

THIRTY

DRESS

taken the stand formerly occupied by the
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO. and are
prepared to furnish the different varieties of

FG1I

every description, which

a

FURNITURE!
se-

DOWN I

Elclen

CHOICE

Manufactured by
IaEA &r

INDIA

T.
FOR

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

ocl7dly

FLANNELS!

We would also call

Gentleman

Madras,

Worcester, May,

EVERT VARIETY

GOOD©

In order to reduce their Stock previous to removal to their NEW STORE NO.
offer to the trade their entire assortment

WOOD!

NEW YORK, Agents fur the United States.

Domestics, Hosiers- and

a

a

Brother at

applicable to

success

letter from

a

Medical
at

John

qualities, very cheap.

complete assortment. And

'j|

Good bauce !”

BLANKETS !

A

of

The “Only

The

Tabie Lmens in bleached, half bleached and
brown,
BleacUed and Brown Covers, Napkins and Dovlics.
English Toilet Qnilis, Manchester, Lancaster and
Bates Quilts.

all

EXTRACT

To be

line of

Housekeeping

to

CELEBRATED

as

BEAUTIFUL C OLORED
SILKS,
PLAIN AND FIOU’D BLACK
SILKS,
RICH SILK AND WOOL POPLINS,
fine all wool poplins,
PLAID & STRIPED WOOL
POPLINS.
BLACK ALPACC4,
COLORED ALPACCA,
TWIBETS fa afl shades,
Ac, Ac.
We have also

on

Philadelphia._
Lea Sc Perrins’

Ever opene# in this city, and we feel confident that
our prices wgl be found to
compare favorably with
those of any other establishment.
Wo have In stock a beautiful line of

Variation!

now

& SON.

Head Union
4c.

weshtess arisiny

nothing they more dread lor fear ot themselves, no
repose of Manner, r.o earnest uess, no Speculation,

COAL, COAL, COAL,

Merchants,

mos.

1866.

No

and

MOURNING

oc22—codSw.

Goods

Dry

18,

HARKED

Flannels,

Dry Goods^nd f'loihinjf,

Refer

Price

DRY

LOBERY,

S-

Terms Cash under JOrt, and orcr (hat 1
approved credi..
gy Cash advanced on consignments.

Stairs.

Up

For

HI. PATTEN A CO., Auctioneer*,
Plumb tUree*.

E.

Catarrh

Belfast,

<>»■-

--

Coal.

CO.,

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS, FLOUR,

Helm bold’s Extract Buchu,

Street Church.

of Casco

AtfD EOCI SIZE.

200 TONS

Hardware, Crockery & Glass Ware,

GOODS!

STREET,

OCTOBER

AND DEALERS IN

DRY

CONGRESS

Vestry

EGG AND STOVE SIZE.

PORTLAND, ME.,

Would respectfully invite purchasers of

Yourself.

.300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

JOHNS9

Leach, Parker & Co. Commission

CALL !

Eye, Ear,
AND

Attended with the

Cor. Franklin Whkrf & Commercial St.,
275 Tons Hazdton Lelilgh,
DEOKEIT

A

The

In the young and rising generation, the vegetative
powers of life are strong, but in a few year* how often
the pallid hne the lack lustre eye and omaciatcd form
and the impossibility ol application to mental effort,
show its banc fill intluence. It soon becomes evident
to the observer that some depressing influence is
checking the devolopmeut of the body. Consumption
is talked of, and perhaps the youth is removed from
school and sent into the country. This i&4>ne ot the
worst movements. Removed from ordinary diversions of the ever changing scenes ot the city, the
powers of the body too much enfeebled to give zest
to healtlilhl and rural exercise,
thoughts are turned
inwards upon themselves.
If the patient be a temale, the approach of the menses is looked tor with anxiety, as the first
symptoms
in which Nature is to show her saving power in ditftising the circulation, and visiting the c\eek with
the bloom ot health. Alas ! increase of appetite has
grown by what it fed on, and the energies of the
system are prostrated, and the whole
economy is deranged. The beautiml and wonderful period in
which body and mind undergo so
acinating a change
from child to woman, is looked for in vain
; the parent’s heart bleeds in anxioty, and fancies
the grave
but waiting for ts
tim.

FROST,

oct24dlm

RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,
JUST

Improved Roofing,

Pierce.

B.

BAKER,
BepHdvfIiicharilson’3 Wharf.

RUFUS DEERING,
Commercial Street,

HEABN &

Judge for

JAMES H.

order.

ME

GIVE
And

Free burning end VERY PURE, and all kinds
For buildings ol all kinds.
CAR and STEAMBOAT DECKING. ROOFING
for coatWhite and Red Ash Coal.
CEMENT,
ing and repairing all kinds ol roofs. PRESERVAThese Coals are ot the vory best quality, and warTIVE PAINT for iron and wood work, Mela! Roofs
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for
satisfaction.
repairing leaky I anted logive
Also, 600 cords ci best quality of HARD and
shingled l-ools. BLACK VARNISH, for OniamenSOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
tal Iron work s.c. Pull descriptions, c rcular.
prices,
lowest prioc and deliver it to any part ol the city a1
lMc. furnished by mail or on application at the office,
short notice.
where samples and testimonials can I e seen,
63P’Give us a call and try us.
seplgdtf

44 St.

O’Brion,
Edwtn A. O’Brion,
Lewis

High St. Wharf, foot

«

can

on Winter street, BosOver Garments, of any
any
J Lady’s
J

PLEASE

PERKINS, JACKSON# CO.

WALKER,

W

style,

this date

om

'If!

General Agent lor the State for

II.

undersigned will

Portland I

oi

of Chandler’s large Cloak Estahlialunent,
1^£nkton ¥S1,ad charS°
and is competent to cut and fit

toe last three or four
years,
K
in tlie most desirable manner.

sell their McNeal Lehigli
until farther notice at
of
4000
lbs delivered.
$ IO per ion
Also now unloading a cargo of Locust Mountain
Coal which they offer tor
$0 per lou of 4000 lbs delivered,

241 COMMERCIAL STREET,
Foot of Map'e Street.

Provisions,
j£3P*Con.signmcutsof Cooperage, Lumber, Country

H.

LANKTON,

fe char«« °{ the cutting and fitting department, I think I can assure the Ladies
as good a style garments as
they can procure in any other city.

Reduction in Coal 1
The
Coal fr

rougli.

to

MADAME
give them

1\]

band,

notice.

Head of MaincsSVharr.

n

Lumber !

An assortment ol Spruce dimension on
sawed (o order.
Doors ami Blinds on hand and made
Sashea glazed and unglnzeil. For .Sale by

W. 1. Goods, Groceries, Flour and
Produce, Aj j., solicited, and shall receive personal
and prompt attention.
A. P. MORGAN.
J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNAFORD.
Po-t and, Sept 10,1«G6.
sep25dtf

oc25.lt t

J B. BROWN ^BONS.

Pickets.

■■

short

at

OVER-COATS!

arrangements to resume the manufacture of Ladies’ Over Garments for the
r
and have selected the largest and choicest stock of
goods ever offered in Portland, com*iJ™u and Winter, color
prising
and fabric known to the trade, and having secured the services of
every style,

COMMERCIAL ST.,

No. 60

XI. Messim. ANDERSON. BON NELL \ CO., have
made arrangements with Mr.
STEAD, an Architect
of established reputation, and will in future carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited to call at their
otiice, No, 306 Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ot churches, banks, stores, blocks ol
j 12
buildings, /fC.

10

L AD J ES’

Randall, McAllister & Co.,

Portland, May 3, 1865.
ma 3H
A BCHITECTFBK 4k KNGINEEBim

Laths,

Copartnership Notice.

Delivered at any part of Die city

immediately, no cjhh payments required.
Apply at the otiice ot the subscribers, where full
particulars may be obtained.

200 M seasoned shipping boards and plank,
'•
100
plaining
“
ICO <•
I*ino Outs
•<
100
Hemlock
160
Exlra Shaved Shingles.
200
extra Sawed Pine
•<
400
Cedar
>•
000 •<
No. 1
«
200
Spruco
800
Exira Spruce
50
Pine ami Spruce Clapboards dressed and

-for-

WOOD

SOFT

AND

build

Monday, *October 29, 1866,

On

purchasing.

HARD

GOODS !

free of all

tlWe keep constantly on hand a frill assortment of
Choice Family Coal. These wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give us a call before

11HE

..

are

for Foundry Use!

Lehigh Lump,

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers otter Ibr sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End ol the
city, lying on Vaughan, P ine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danfortli,Orange and Salem Streets.
Thev will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
il deslreu uv the pure!lasers. From parties who

A1

Red Ash. which

OF

While

impurities and very nice. Also Cumberland ! A
cargo just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

ISAAC DYER.
No. OJ Union Wharf.

Lumber !

name

Ash, Diamond,

sizes

OPEN ING

Fiiruaces.

For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’s

Inducements

Great

Copartnership Notice.
day formed
undersigned
of
THE
nership in business under the

For

to order.

augUtl

Lehigh,
LOAF LEHIGH,

AUCTION SALES.

MEDICAL.

~M A N H O O n

Vicinity!

Fo&IjE .f.VO WIJTTEM

Co.

SUGAR

hand.

on

Building material sawed

and

offer nice CHESTNUT COAL
ton, delivered at any part of the
sale at the lowest market price,

Also for

Old

_Brown's Wliarl.
LUMBER,

BOARDS,
constantly

uo8dlm

of Portland

To the Ladies

can now

BROWN,

W. W.

$8.

MEDICAL.

WEat $8.00 per
city.

Wholesale and Retail.
l'iank, Shingles andScantllngol ali

The subscribers having disposed of their stock In
trade to Messrs. Webb &
Fogg, would recommend them to their former patronB.
All persons having business with oar lirm will
please call at the Counting Room of Messrs. WEBB
* FOGG, Head of Merrill’s Wharf.
ALBERT WEBB & CO.
Nov 8—dim

n.

10x10

7

MISCELLANEOUS.

CHEAP COAL!

$8.

tud 6 lack Plank.
and 12 Inch.
12x12,13 and 14 Inch.
1x5,6 and 7 inch.
11x12 and 13 inch.
l}xl2 and 13 inch.
For sale at retail bv

2,

wholesale Corn,

STEPHEN H. WEBB,
JAMES L. FOGG.

No.

Southern Pine.
3, 4, 3

nol5d3t*

WHARF.

MERCHANDISE.

Mill-wright,

KIMBALL'S Carriage Factory No. 2
No. IB PnBr.LE Bx., Portland, Me.

ate. r.

fjr'Or.iors Irom Pounders, Manuiacturers, Prlntr.-iln»ers. Surjeons, Hatters, and
Shoo-Makers

o-s.

mptlycvwutod._seplwdawSm
Taunton Copper Co.,

pr.

ESTABLISHED 1831.

Copper, Yellow Metal and
Sheathing and Fails,

Oop^er and Yellow

Metal Bolts and

Zinc

Spike*.

Itimrns'ou and Itm-i.r. CVsnpvr roiled to

order.

Fo» sale at New York and Boston prices by
LYMAN, SON V T»B> Y, Agents,
llSCommcreia Street.
Portland, Sept. 21, iseo.

"*11 IT vein'll-

T-1

111

A

Mirny lit,#
li'towi». now volume

ginia Campaign,"

■*■■

T1

[ktiMrfi

UMfH’htVAttt"
entitled "MUerid»u’i Virtaka the

ws

*"

rtrtVmWi

following

ac-

count of a character encountered by the General during a chase after a fragment of Lee’s ar-

my:

of
The General dismounted here, at the fence
on his
a stiff old gentleman, who was sitting
«
high piazza and scowling severely as of titty
up. lie was the typical southerner
conn
the
years: his long gray hair fell over
of his coat behind his ears; he was h
a
the swallow-tail of a bygone mode,
pantaloo. e
vest, cut low, and
"
adorn,ng far over the foot, Ithat l.
* gLirt.frill
m morocco slippers, abns
MUre of bis
in
ed bis bosom, and from
g at u3 aa
waU-like
Prince
m hisliouse.
a
was
stranger to w ar,
was looking now for
,md rmr indhftmnt friend
and certainly
time on the like of us,
like our look. He bowed in
he did not seem to
bobbed at
who
ilie General,
a dignified way to
step, drew
himcarelessly, and sat down onaa lresh
cigar,
out his inevitable map, lighted
had
and asked our host if any oi Lee s troops
answerhe
been seen about here to-day. “Sir,”
been
ed “as 1 can truly say that none have
if I had seen any
seen by me I will say so; hut
to
1 should feel it my duty to refuse to reply
informayour question. 1 cannot give you any
tion to the disadvantage of General fee.
'Phis little speech clothed in unexceptionaoie
us
diction, which no doubt had been atawaiting
the gate,
from the time we tied our horses
and
missed fire hadlv. It was very patriotic,
in a humor
all that; but the General was not
he
so
only' 8»yo< a
to chop patriotism just then,
the atsoft whistle of surprise, and return- d to
tack quite unscathed.
“How far is it to Buffalo River.

?. ...*. JLjj,

WlftEllANtOI*.

Si-IO^’ISAMISM

OKPASTPrHK OP

:;:i:«a&;:;fi|
: &SS&:: :h i!
S&&Tiii&Z
a/tlo

ATLANTIC

MT"*-

-New York. .Havana
(
rltvof Dublin.New iork. .Liverpool
York.. Liverpool
.New
java

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

MoVo

nanteeu

p1wlard CourtPHowe

“Sir, I don’t know.”
"The devil you don’t!

How long have you

lived here?”
“All my life.”

“Very well, sir, it,s time you did know. Captain! put this gentleman ill charge of a guard,
and when we move, walk him down to Buffalo
River, and show it to him.”
And so he was marched off, leaving us a savage glance at parting ; and that evening tramped five miles away from home to look at a river which was as familiar to him as his own
family. Doubtless to this day he regales the
neighbors with the story of tliis insult that was
put upon him, and still prings up his children
to the faith for whose dogmas he suffered.—
Doubtless, too, he considers General Sheridan
a

perfect gentleman.

I'ORI

51 Wait Si,

27
21
22

21

Afau de Magnolia.—The prettiest thing, tho
“sweetest thing,” and the most of it for the least
money. It overcomes the ouorof perspiration; softens and adds delicacy to the skin; is a delightful perlUine; allays headache and infiamation, and is a necessary companion in the sick room, in the nursery
ami upon the toilet sideboard. It can be obtained
everywhere at one dollar per bottle.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

28

POBTti«B.

Of

Thar.,.lay. Noyouiber 13.
ARRIVED.

TELEGRAPHIC

REPORTS.

Finmacinl.
New York, Nov. IK
The Commercial says money is somewhat unsettled;
others at 5 per cent.
at
6
and
banks
are
some
lending
Prime paper enrrant at 6. Foreign Exchange <luii;
in stocks continues.
weakness
The
bills9
6) day
®9j.

Governments are quiet but iirm. The miscellaneous
list is weak under a heavy decline in railroad shares.

New York market.
New Yore, Nov. 16.
Cotton—}@ lc lower; sides 121)0 bales. Middling
uplands at 34 @ 36c.
State at 9 10 faFlour—quiet: sales 9,400 l-l-ls.
12 80; Round Hoop Ohio 11 60® 14 00: Western 910
■SO 13 10; Southern quiet.
Wheat—dull; Bales 41,000 bush. Milwaukee No. 2,
timber Stale at 3 12.
at 2 45 ® 2 47.
Corn—heavy, unsettled and declining; s;de3 25,400

CLEARED.
Sell J G Craig. Craig, New York.
Sch Osear, Mallock, Eastnort— J B Kniglit.
Eastern
Sell Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth
—

Packet Co.

Sch Nile, Oliver, Augusta—W & 0 R MilliKen.

“In lining the kettle from the fire I scalded myself
very severely—one hand almost to a crisp. The torture was unbearable. * * * The Mexican Mustang Liniment relieved the pain almost immediately.
It healed rapidly and left very tittle scar.
Crab. FosIer, 420 Broad
Philadelphia.”
This is mer ely a sample of what the Mustang Liniment will do. it is invaluabe in all cases of wounds,
swellings, sprains, cuts, bruises, spavins, etc., either
upon man or beast.
Beware of counterfeits. None is genuine unless
wrapped in the steel-plate engravings, hearing the
signature of Q. W. Westbrook, Chemist, and the prirate stamp of Demis Barnes & Co, New York.

1 ioHton.

Barque Gen%lierman. Oapt Russ, from Piiiladelphia tor Galveston, saied trom Delaware Breakwater
Sept 24th, since which nothing ha> been heard fr om
her, and it is feared that she loundered in the gale ot
Oct 1st and 2d. ('apt Russ and most of the crew be
longed in Belfast.

Saratoga Spring Water, sold

by all

Druggists.

All who value a valuable head of
hair, and its preservation from premature baldness and
turning grey,
will not tall to use Lyon’s celebrated Katliarion. It
makes the hair rich, soft and glossy, eradicates dandruff, and causes the hair to grow with luxuriant
beauty. It is sold everywhere.

E. Thomas Lyon, Chemist, N.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by allDruggists.

New London.

What Did

It?

A

young lady returning to her
country homo alter a sojourn ofa few months in New
was
York,
hardly recognized by her friends. In place
of a rustic flushed face, she had a soft ruby complexion of almost marble smoothness, and instead of 23,
she really appeared but 17. She told them plainly
she used Aagan’s Magnolia Balm, and would not be
without it. Any lady can improve her appearance
very much by using this article. It can be offered

druggist

of any

for 58 cents

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by allDruggists.

inimitable Hair Coloring has been
inlavor lor over twenty yearn. It
acts upoirthe absorbents at tho roots of tlie hair, and
changes to its original color by degrees. All instnntancous dyes deaden and injure the hair, lleimstror-ts is not a dye but is ccrtlin in its results, promotes its growth, and is a beautiful Hair Dressing,
Price 50 cents and $1.00. Sold by all dealers.
Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.

Lyon’s Extract op Pure Jamaica Gingerfor Indigestion, Nausea, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
Cholera Morbus, &c., where a wanning, genial stimuianc is required. Its caroiul preparation aijd entire
purity makes it a cheap and reliable article lor culinary pul-poses. Sold everywhere at 50 cents per bot-

Saratoga Spring Water, sold by all Druggists.
n
Juno 14, ’6C—eod&wly

H AIR

MAGIO

NO.
1

win

1,

Gray or-Faded Hair

i&CNtdrc

ORIGINAL

the hair and

or brown.

gives nourishment

Slakes the hair soft and moist.
and cures Dandrufl

A

..

112J
iic§

Michigan Southern,. 8*3
Michigan Central,.1134

S plendid

Hair

Ht'essing,

1st series.
small.
2d series.
3d aeries.

United States 5-20s, 1862

1*U.
1865.
United States Ten-lortie.«.
Augusta City Sixes, lb78.
Maine State Sixes, 1878.
Western Railroad..
Rutland 1st Mortgage B «nds.
Vermont Central 1st mortgage hands.
Vermont Central 2d mortgage bonds.
Hill Manufacturing
Compauv.
New Hampshire State
Sixes,.

107\

HAIR

barque Sarah Elizabeth,

DYE

107^
l(*5i

105?

107
1075

107$

loog
100
100

14<4
123
ll‘»
38

236^
100

SHOULD
should have

It should be in the hands of
every soldier who would point out to his children the
field on which he fought m the war for the preservation of the Nation’s life. It has received the warmest,
endorsement of Lieutenant General Grant and other
heroes, both civil and military.

adelph a, by Railroad, in New Jersey, on the saae
line oi latitude na Rairiioore, Md.
The soil is ric-b and productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy ioa
suitable tor wheat, tirass, Con
Tobacco, Fruit and vegetables. Thu is a treat ft* ii
Country. Five bundled Vineyards and Orchard*,
have been planted out by experienced fruit
growers
Crapes, Peaches, Pear; tfre., produce immense prof1 a,
Vineland is already one of the mos. beautitul

Land, twenty

Five and ten

act
acre

Headquarters Armies of the U. s.f
Washington, D. C., May 3,1866. )
Dear Sir:—I have examined your Union War Chart
with great pleasure. It supplies readily an amount
of information which can be obtained only by reading volumes. Asa matter of reference it will lie
found valuable in every library, giving at a glance the
date, place, &c*, of ever}' important event ol tho war.

Very Respectfully,

In tl'b city, Nov. 14, by Uev. I>r.
Stocltbridge,
Samuel II. scUuk. ami Mias Ellen A. Delauo, botliol

Portland.
In tbi* city, Nov. 14, by Rev. Dr. Stoekbiiujrc
John W. James and Miss Hi*/.abeth G Andrews
anarews,
both of Portland.
In this city, Nov. 15, by Rev. E. C. Bolles, L. ciittbrd Wade and Almira Isabella Safiord, both r»f
Portland.
In Auburn, Nov. 14, by Rev. A. C. Adam:, j. Hcn_
ry Crockett, oi Portland, ninl Miss Annette A Millett, of Auburn. [No caids.j
In Augusta, Nov. 10, Sullivan Bnssford and Mary
A Jackman.

Northern

Pacific

Railroad.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
A Northern Pacific Railroad Company, will be held
No. 5 State Street, Boston, on
Monday, tlic third day of December, INOb,
f I1HE

At twelve o’clock noon, for the transaction of such
business as may legally come before them.
By order of the President.
HAMILTON A. HILL, Secretary.
nol3flaw4w
Boston, Nov. 8,1866.

MILITARY
LOYAL
A

ORDER.

LEGION, TJ. S.

STATED MEETING of Commandery No. 1. of

Maine, will be held at the PREBLE HOUSE,
Portland, on SATURDAY, Nov. 17th, at 3 P. M.
Per Order,
J. L. CHAMBERLAIN,
Charles B. Merrill, Recorder.

Commander.
noBeodtd

|

Family

School

at

Gorham,

Me.

rillllS seliool lor boys lias boon recently established
A by Rev. Geo. A. Perkins, formerly a missionary cf Ihe A. B. C. F.M. The situation is
ant and accessible, and the number of pdpiis is limited. Ill) winter .session will commence on the C>th
of December, and will continue 19 weeks. Applications should be made early. For particular.! address
References may be found in the
the Principal.
oc22—eod5w
Christian Mirror

veryploas-

ROOMS,

bo ioun af No. 4 Cotton, near Free street,
where she offers the bal .nee oi her stock at very
prices. Xbo.3 owing bills, willc jtt r a favor by
calling and settling thesame.
seplleodtl

NOTICE.

IV.

In this city, Nov. 4, Julia
A., only daughter of
Abizer and Eliza A. Andrews, agod 15 vears 11ms.
fhuncrul t:.is Friday
at 3 o’clock.]
afternoon,
In i reedom, Oct. 2<», of rheumatic fever, Mrs. Martha, wife of John G. Glidden. Eso., aged 70 years;
31st, oi appoplexy, John c. Glidden, aged Hi years.
In I4over, Oct. A>t Mrs. Betsey, widow of the laic
Nimrod Hinds, aged about sr2 years.
In Chestervilio, Nov. 7, Nellie, daugliler oi George
Jj. aud Eliza C. Riggs, aged 14 years 7 months
In Wilton, Oct. 29, Miss Mary Gage, aged 74 years
7 months.
In Skowhegan, Nov. 4, Mrs. Lucinda B., wife of
Hon. Wm, Rowell, aged 57 years.
v.

J

M

Miniature Almanac-November 1G.
Sun rises.<1.52 J Moon :eta.
AM
Sun sets..... .4.37 | High v liter.5.54 PM

Apply to-

a

or

MITOIIELSON
nnv 1
14
n°

iltf

n-

&

..t>u Die premises,

Inquire

J. J.

9

house lots Mr sale on lbc comer ot
> Dccriugiiiid Hoary streets, Jlie moat desirable
lots now hi' tlic market. Inquire of
HANSON * DOW,
Real Estate Agents No. 348 Congress St.
Cy Houses and lots in difforenl partB of (lie city,
sale
scpl4d< t’
cheap.__

Green St.

GROCERIES and PROVISIONS, with 6TORE, in one of the best locations
in tills city. Has a good run of the best ot trade.
For particulars enquire at
no8dtf
PRESS OFFICE.

For Sale.

_

°4 **ol>

Wor^

the house of Mrs. II. N. Jose, on High St,
at 2 o’clock, to resume work.
Per order of Committee.

TTALUABI.E

a

NICE STOCK of

tld^fflceery 8*y*e

noatly e*ecdtod

at

House Lou.
1866.

GABLE House Lots tor sale

ELIery and Congress sheets;
State street.
Stevens*

1

two story brick house and store No. 419 congress st, 25 feet front occupied only as a garden.
For particulars enquireon the premises.
aug7tl

£

I

tains fourteen
Enquire of

aug25-dlf

F O It

|

rods

across

at

550

8. B.

November 5,18CG.

Elizabeth,

Comming’s Store.

(15w*

j

j

I

now prepared to place insurance, in all its
for any amount, in companies second to
the globe, and on the Tnost favorable

on

I3r* Parties preferring first class insurance, are resj
pcctftilly invited to call.

son & Dow, 345
Congress st.
gryeburg, bep i»j, I860.

dtf

.....

m

——j.

dtf

,,_

__

Valuable Building Lot
NEAR THE

OHESTNUT STREET
—

AND

The Swedenhorgiau Church Lot,

PAINT

t

STOREZ

fered lor sale.
A rare opportunity is hero oS'ere l lo
any one wishing to build in the vicinity of the Park.
Apply to either of the Committee.
J. L. FERNALD,

the Methodist Church !

Opposite

HE Subscriber aince the lire of July 4Ui. has made
extensive liberations to his jlace oi business,
and wiili an entire new stock of
«

DAVID TUCKER,
J. P. BAXTER.
Or WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Broker, at Railroad Office, under Lancaster Hall.
August 25, IfeCO.
dtf

a

Drugs, Medicines,

Paints,

Oils &c.

White Lead,
Linseed Oil,

DrngH

A'

illcdiciues,

Cream Tartar,

Magnesia,
Epsom Salts,
Gum Camphor,
Gum Opium,
Morphine,

Varnishes,
Venetian Red,
Fiench Yellow,
Litbare,
Neat’s Foot Gil,
Lard Oil,
Red Lead,
New York Green,
Lamp Black,
Paris White,
Putty.
Vermillion,
Spirits Turpentine,

For Sale
lot

Land on the westerly corner cf CouX gress and Pearl Sts., irouting on
Congress street
I ab ur ill feet and o.i Pearl about hO feet.
CHARLES E. BARRETT,
ipplyto
!
At office Grand Trim < Railway Station,
j Portland, Aug. lbCO.
aughti

|

Desirable
FOE

Oil,

Castile Soap,

OK

Quinine,
liheubarb,
Saltpetre,
farb. Soda,
Sulphur,
Gum Arabi.-,

j
vi.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Aliim,

Brimstone,
Copperas,
Cochineal,
Cudbear,
Madder,
Ext. Logwood,

Fftrir Beuewers.
Johnson's Linamenfc,
Pierce’s Bitters,

Wright’s Pills,
Opedildoc, *c.

ARTIC9JE*.
Potash, Kerosene Oil, Arrow Root, Mustard. Cloves
Nutmegs, Bee,wax, Corks, Bay Water, Canary Seed!
l?ly Paper, Glue, London Porter, Rosin, Sponges
Snuff, Starch, Trusses, Ac., together with a *
good assortment ot

h am:y Cio»d» aud
Pcrfuiurry,
and every other article usually kept
by a Druggist
and
Persons
to purchase articles at a fair profit will do well to call.

wishing

SAMUEL

itOIiFL..

0cp22d2aw2in&weow

tf_

or

feet.
Jfor furH. 1-EliUrY,
W. S. JoANA.

loi ior sate.
of the best building lots in the citv. situated
the north side of 1 leering Street
the
! residence of Gen. J. 1). Fessenden. This lot
isslxtytwo feet trout on Deering street, extends back one
] hundred teet, and is bounded on the east side by a
! street fitly feet in width, making it a corner lot and
S. B. HEltSEY.
; very desirable.
No. 4 Galt Block. Com. Street.
Oct 17 dtt

ONE

adjoining

beiwocu Claris and Carletou Streets.
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate
roofe,
brick drains, and marble
mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, and on very favorable terms. Apply at our oflice, No. 271 Danfurth St.
J. is. BilOWN & SONS.
October 1C, 18GC. dtt
AND LOT'
or

Boiler Makers & Mach inists.

for buildings promptly furnished.
STEAM ENGINES AND
BOILERS, SAW AND
GRTST MILL WORK AND GEARING
made to order.
Having able and experienced patt ern makers and new
tools of modem design, can supply
patterns with
promptness an 1 at a moderate cost Repairs of all

despatch

and

at reasonable rates/ Having a large and well equipped Forge, can furnish forgings and sliapes of all
kinds for Steamboats and Locomotive work such as
Nhaft*, Frank*. Pi*iou Rod*. Car nili|
Knginr Axle* and Shape* to pattern or drawings, from 10 tons to 100 pounds weight.
They are also Selling Agents for MERRIMAN’S
PATENT BOLT CUTTER, the best
invented for the purpose,
performing double the

MaSinT^er

amount of work of any other now in use.
FOR SALE, n :ti horse ji.wrr
i.ocomo'<>'■ MOilrr with new tube sheets and new
set of
tubes, m hist, rate order, and warranted safe with a
pressure of ton rounds to tho square inch.
A NEW TEN HORSE POWER PORTABLE EN-

GINE,

at

an

excellent Machine,

Foundry.

our

novlOe

dSm

can

lie

seen

running
°

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Brown's Wharf,

Cor. Com. St. and

Portland,

Maine.

‘•Little Blue.”
Winter session .if the Abbott Family Schoo
on WEDNESDAY. Nov. 28th.
"Twoorl

will open
THE
three

vacancies

Apply to
■

the

Farmington,

remain to be

Principal.

occupied.

FDW. P.
Nov

10.—<l£w2w

W. H. M ANSFELD.

Valuable Bial Estate

ou

Elm St.

SALE.

teet.

WESTON.
,0

Horses for Sale.

The well built and pleasantly located
square house No. 14 Monument Street, built and
uow occupied by Mr. G. Mark.
House contains suit
parlors, setting-room, iliiiing-room. kitehen and five
good sleeping rooms. Fine cellar, in which is a well
ot good water.
The lot is 50 by 90 leot. Good spuee
lor another bouse. Apply to
W. H. FEllRlS, lJeal E&tuie Agent.

Tj>0B SALE.

X

Sept, lrt—-dtt

SALE—House corner ol Congress
and Merrill streets; also, House adjoining (be
di3ao.e, with 10,000 leot4f land. This lot will
vided to suit purchasers.
Terms easy and made
known by applyih: to W. W. Can, at W. A. Durans
Clothin Sto. e, foot of Exchange stree
jul!9-dtt

HOUSES

Dress Makings
an

Monday Wednesday and Friday
evenings at 9 o'clock.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 touching at
Hampden, Winterport, Bucksport, Belfast, Camden
and Rockland, both ways. For freight or passage
A. SOMERBY,
please apply to

&c

Portland, Oct. 1C, l$6f.

FOR

ij;

Farm tor Sale.
sell my liinu near Allen’s Cornet' Westbrook, about throe Biles ttom Portland, one tulle
from horse cars, uud Westbrook Seminary.
Said ihrm contains about 100 acres, part of it very
valuable lor ullage, and part ol it for building lots.
There is a good house, two large barus. and out housIt will be sold together, or iu lots
es on the premises.
to suit purchasers
CTltUS TIIUKLOW,
1C5 Commercial St.

1W1LL

sepll-dtt___

Bovrdoiit Street,

BOSTON.

PREMIUM STANDARD

SCALES

The undersigned has recently thoroughly renovated and refitted this establishment and will hereafter
conduct it for the accommodation of the

!

Travelling Public.
Country merchant, visiting Boston will find the
Winthrop House singularly

ADF of the best materials, in the most thorough
Constant Improvemanner, and
ments, under the supervision ol

receiving

THE

INVENTOR.

ORIGINAL

Every variety, as Hay, Coal, Railroad, Plattorm
Druggists', Confectioners’, Butchers’,
Grocers’, aua Gold Scales, Beams, Spring Balances,
&c, for sale at our WAREHOUSE,
118 MILK STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
Fairbanks, Brown & Co.

Quiet, Convenient
being within five minutes

Central,
it
walk of the principal
buisiness portions of the city.
iV Tcnu. 9.1.00 per day.

and Counter.

|

1:®|

White’s Patent Nloney Drawers, and Crci-

Regulator*.

Catarrh

!

WOODMAN

_

x

Help!!!

riHIE most reliable place in New England to get
X good nfale and female help, is at the General Agency and Employment Office, No. 351 I-’A C'ougvrss
Street, Portland, Me. The subscribers respectftilly
inform all parties wishing to secure good girls for any
respectable employment, that through their extensive
advertising throughout the Provinces and in New
England, there are arriving daily at their office numbers ot good American and Provincial girls, wanting
situations in private tamilies, hotels, boarding houses
and saloons. Also in stores, offices, &c., and as housekeepers, nurses, seamstresses, &c., &c. All those
wanting any such, will do well to apply soon, with
their fee, fifty cents.
If you want men. also, for any
we will supply you, free of charge, Only
let
know you want them.
Gy’ The firm is only changed In name. Mr. Whitney could not come, and Mr. Cox lias conducted the
business alone until the 1st ot October^ when he took
Mr. Powars into the business with hint.
The firm
now is
COX & POWARS,
Late Whitney & Co.
Portland. Me.. Nov. 1, 18G6. dtf

Grloyes

Congress St.,

Morton

Block,

Custis & Co.

Charles

Portland Post

Office.

and after MONDAY, Nov. 12th, 18C6, Western
Mails close at 8.00 A. M. and 1.40 P. M. Due at
12.40 and 7.40 P. M.
Eastern Mails close at 12 M.
Bangor and Grand Trunk Mails due at 2.00 P. M.
Kennebec Mails due at 2.15 P. M.
Portland & Rochester close at 6 A. M. and 1 P. M
Due at 11 A.J1- and 5.30 P. M.
Mails close at 6 A. M. Due at 5.30 P. M.
nov9d2wW. DAVIS, P. M.

ON

Country

Portable

Steam

HOTEL,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
fTtHc subscriber, recently Proprietor of the COML MEECLAL HOUSE, (which was destroyed in
the great fire.) begs lo announce to his old nations
and the public that he has leased the above hold and
will open for llio accommodation of the public general lv. on Saturday August 11.
Thankful to his old customers for past patronage,
lie would solicit a continuance of the same.

TERMS FAVORABLE.
rtiigiKMim

CCOMBINING

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
manufactured of the best material and workmanship, at prices as
un

CHAS. A.

HACKLE FF

a

a ol)

a

K.

1 sod

a. u.

1

.a

aoo p. u train out and the a n tram ifu
Portland will be freight trains with i.aasenaer cars
attache!
IS^Stages connect at Gorham fur West Gorham

Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, beha -o’
Brldgtou, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryibnri;’
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limlngton, i.*oiniih,V. r.
ter. Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. C
At Button Center for West Buxton, Bi nny-Fsi,ls.
South Limingtou. Limingtou, Limerick, Now tu i 1,
Parsonsflold and

Ossipee

At Baccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hit
and North W indham,
daily.
Bteain Car and Aocomndatiou traius Wil’ruu ss iol“l*3:'Leave Gorham for Portland at S00 A fc.ainl
coop. a. Leave Portland for Goriiam.tl.2 lo p. a.
and * p. a.

By order

,,

Portland Amil 2*.

of

isrs^dtf

the Presidem

Portland

SACO 4 PORTSMOUTH R. K.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Muuday, Nov. 14th, I8Gi,
CBaggm- Passenger Trains leave Portland tor
i«ltf“”MPPB«*»on at 8.10 A. M„ and 2.20 P. M.
P

Leave Boston lor
M

Portland at 7.3(i A. ,M.,aud 2. SO

Train will leavu
,dJLABOKtlt’8
Buideford daily, Sundays
excepted, at 0 A &1. and
Saco at 6.U8, arriving in Portland at C 4o
Returning, will leave Portland for Saco and HMdetord and Intermediate stations at 5.88 p M
A special freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Portland at 7.10 A. M. for Saco and
Bidtleford, and returning, leave Bidrlelord at 8 80
and Saco al 8 40 A. M.
FRANCIS CHASE. Sunt.
Portland, Oct 29, 1866.
lioldtl'

GRAKU

TRUNK

Ol

liAILWAl,

C'anudu.

Alteration of Trains.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
rragggtgr-i On and after Monday, Nov. 12,1800*

MBM^afctrainR will run a* follow*:-

Train for South Paris and Lewiston, at 7.40 A. AL
Mali Train for Watervllle, Bangor, Gorham, 1 eland
and Quebec at 1.10 P. M.
This train connects wiih Express train for Toronto. Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping cars attached from
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
Train ior South Paris at &00 P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked after (he
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 a. si.
From Montreal, Quebec, &c.,
1.4ft p. j*.

Pond, Montreal

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding goo in value (and that personnotice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. Bit tDUES, Mcmoijiny Director,
n. BAILE T, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 2, 1800.
dtf

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT,

Coiumeuclng Monday, Nor. IHtb, 1866*
r*aMSfkfl81 Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
at 1.00 P. M., ior Bath, Augusta, Watervillu, Kendall’s Mills, Skowhegau, and intermediate
Stations, (connecting at Brunswick with Androscoggin K. K., for Lewiston and Farmingtou, and at

tMPPfd

Kendall’s Mills with Maine Central U.lf.l for Banger
and intermediate stations. Fares as low
this route
any other.
Leave Portland tor Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at mG P. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except Saturauy, at 5.30 P.
M
Freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Port’and for Skowhegan and inte mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Brtinsw ick and Lewiston are due at
Portiaud at 9.20 A M., and from Skowhegau and
Farmington and all Intermediate stations at 2.00 P.
M. to connect with trains for Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bulb; and for Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival oi train from
Bos on, ieaviug at 7.30 A. M.; and for Solon, A noon,
Athens and Mooee Head Lake at
Skov begun, an<! for China, East and North vassalboro’ at Va salborn*; for Unity at Kendall’s MLTf,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.

by

as

Xorrid^.wock,

\V« HATCH, Superintendent.
novl2dlf
Augusta, Oct. 27, 1866.

MAINE

CENTRAL

WINTER

On ami alter

smon

K.

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

Monday,November 12th,

'■ 'i#—‘itir-f nmnt. tialn. will have
Portland ftr
Unngor and all intermediate .latn n on this line, at
1.10 V. M. daily. I’or l.ewlsti.n and Anlmrnonly, at
7.40 A. M.
£3/ 'Freight train, for Watervilioand all intermediate station., leave Portland at6.2r> A. M,
Train irom Bangor is duo at Portland at 1.46 P. M,
In season to ouneet with train tor Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn onlv, at s.10 A. M.

EDWIN

Nov. 1,1866

NOYES,Supt.
noodtl

Great Reduction in Fare
THE

E

No

&

T

!

Combination!

OPPOSITION

Fare

TO MONOFLY /

$8,00 Less

Than by any other Route, from Maine to all Poiuts
West, via th:

Grand Trunk

I

Railway

Or $3 Less via Br.gtou, Buiialu & Detroit.
Company would respect fully inform their
patrons ami the public, that
ate determined not to be coerced Into
any combination of RailRoads, lor advancing Rates either to or from the
VSest. tirmly believing that all such compacts are in
direct opposition to the interests » f the public, from
whom they expect patronage and support.

THIS

they

FARE

TO

DETROIT

$14,

DETROIT

AND RETURN ONLY Y26
And corresponding low rate, to all Western Point*.
Ey Time less than by any other route. Baggage
checked through, and no Hacking in crowded cities.
Further particulars ma- be obtained at all Grand
Trunk Ticket Offices in New England,
D. H. BLANCHARD, Agent.
cl9d4w
Union Ticket Office, 282 Congress st.

Important to Travelers
Owners of Hemlock Lands l
AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
TANNING COMPANY, of Now York, own the
exclusive right in tie United State* for the manufacture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hwnlocl;
Bark for tanning purposes. This Bark Extract is

THE

extensively used among Tanners, nnd the demand for it rapidly increasing. It commands a
ready
sale In the Boston, New York aiul
Philadelphia markets, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances for
manufacture are
simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than the
ordinary leaches used byTanners.
By this process, two coras of Bark may be reduced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slightest degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cor«h The saving in freight

LITTLE A CO's !
Western

alone, between the transportation of the Extract and
the bark, frill ranee from six to eight dollars
per cord,
so that any one who may get out but three hundred
conls of l ark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-live hundred dollars in the difference in
freight.
The Company does not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufac-

ture in certain localities, charging* small royalty per
gallon on the amount manuihctnrod.
The Company will send competent men to superintend the construction of the works, where parties desire to enter into the business, and to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties cute ling into
this business, the Company will contract to lake all
the Extract manufactured under their process at fifty
cepts per pallon,»!; livoiod in Boston or New York.

Partita

,n
i.) tei

P'.ig'ana desiring further informa-

may call upon or address Mr.
Thomas \V. d
-..jn, General Agent of the Company. at the American House in Boston, where models ol the apparatus mav be seen,

tive

i.r;

nov

13 d3m

4i..

S. H.

KENNEDY, Pres’t.

HALL’S ELASTIC

Horse Shoe

Cushion!

(Patented May 1st, 1866.)

UHIIER L VN'l'A4TKR

VIA, (P.VBrlNQrOS’s 9KLOOS

TIIHOlJ4.II

TICKETS

-TO Tilt-

West, South

and North- West

prepared to furnish passage tickets at
THE I.OTTKMT BOSTOW R ATES
sire

DY

Popular
via

Rail

and
or

ALL

Host

Sfonmer to

THE

Expeditious Route*!

B4»9to>', (bouoc

via

the

New York Central, Pt nnsylvaniii Central,
Erir and Baltimore Sc Ohio Railroad*,
TO

SOUTH

ALL POINTS

OR

WEST/

537“ All Traveller's will Hnd it greatly for their
vantage lo procure tickets at this offi. e, or at
T»

ad-

Commercial Street, (C> Stairs.)

FOR

CALIFORNIAl

Passage Tickets by the gflDunierss-iiling item
York on

Now

the 1st. 11th anti 2i»t of each month, may
secured. by early application to

w

w. D. UTILE & CO., Ageuto.
September 3, lfcCO.

j

dAwtl

Hill

CcngTes.1’
St,

Elastic

or

It

sale of

Pievcuts snow and ice from adhering to the shoe
hoof of the horse; prevents lameness, in tender or
sore-tooted horses: keeps gravel and sand from getting beneath the shoe; prevents the horse from interfering, and in fact is invaluable in all respects. Every
horse should have them. Send for circulars, or call
and see samples and judge for yourselves, at princiHorse Shoe Cushion.
pal office ot
No State, County,

Office!

p HE subscribers)laving resumed the Agency Itchieh
A thice the great hre hit* been suigeiuied) lbr the

or

gT-p N. B.

Ticket

Railway

Market Square,

now

FaMlaiitl.

Town right* for

Maine.

Muskets,_M uskets I

& CO.’S,

Pcrcuwiisi Smooth bore
in good order.
For sale singly or bv the Case.
Price $1.25
American Currency.

WILLIAM KEAT>
IS Fan.nil
Nov 3—d&w3w

LITTLEJOHN,

* SOW,

Hall Uqnnrr, BOSTON.

Portland Horticultural Society.
meeliiiso* the A’orrlautl Iiwrricintnrnl Society stands ivijoumed •o SATC ROAY
odufk, at the
AFTERNOON. November 17th, at
office of T. C. Horsey, Esq., corner ot Commercial and
the
tor
officers
ensuing rear will
Union streets, when
l>e chosen, and such other lawmi business transacted
as may be deemed neoweary.

Tlltl

For Lease.

Notice to Land Solders,

For Sale.

O’DUROCHER, Jtuihlcr, js prcjwtred to take
MR.contracts
for building, cither by JOB
by

annual

novl2d»d3.

or

WORK, ('an furnish First Class workmen
Schooner C. F. Young, 214 tons burthen—
and material of all description.
woll found iu Sails, Anchors, Chains, &c. For I
Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE.
terms enquire of
SAMPSON & CONANT,
India Street, Portland.
nov 7 diiw
Nos. 19 and 20 Commercial Wharf.
August 17tli, 1806
aug20—tf

L.

ROOn
m

Plumb

THE

and 9Of)

—

NO. 116 HilDOI'B STREET.
novlZcodsrwtf
opposite the U. S. Hotel.

_

Leave Portland for Saoo River at 7 lo

515 P
lho

_c:__septS—d3m

tlie Lowest,
AT

N. .7. DAVIS.

IMPORTANT to LUMBERMEN

Engines,

the Maximum t.f efficiency, dura
/ bdity and economy with the minimum of
weight
and price. They are widely and
lavorably known,
more than 41041 being in use.
All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
appllcati n. Address
I. C. HOADLEY & CO.
La whence, Mass.
Nov. 6, 1806 3md.

Low

ffl|B5®itr»Jns
nCKTcB^To River lor Portland at !i 30

TO

UNITED STATES

employment,

28 Oak Slreel. Portland, Ait

_

Near the Head of Milk Street,

aug29d3m

Hooper, Wilson & Co.,

valuable lot of land corner ol Middle and
Streets, for a term of years, inquire
C. C. MITCHliLL & SON,
Aug. 28, lb€6—dtt
178 Fore Street.

JHE

187

B.ArJ. HrBAND,
S. G. Fish. Clerk.
Proprietors

PHI L ADE L PHM.
(sep Liieodti unel 8’67)
W. W. WHIPPLE, Portland,Wholesale Agt.

At 293

DAVIS.

T.

Fn Jose 35 cts to

Men’s

F.

ed to entertain them in tlic best manner and at reasonable prices.
Merchants from the country ard Travellers generally, will find a pleasant home at the PARKS HOUSE
(luring their sojourn in the citv.
Terms : $3.00 a day, including meals and lxom..

Instantly relieves annoying Coughs in Church.
Cures Catarrhs positively without sneezing.
Valuable to Singers, Clergy, &c., clears and
strengthens the voice § act- quickly; tastes pleasantly ; never nauseate*.
Prevents taking cold from Skating, lectures
&c.
Sold by Druggists or sent by mail

Help!!

SUMMER
ARRANGEMENT.
efter Momlay.
SO
■jtSMfrttaiii, ®.n a“0
will leave aafollun,:April

they
Hotel,
having made improvements in the same, are prepar-

Combined tor

Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Had Breath, Headache,Ac.

I860._

PORTLAND 4 ROCHESTER RjT.

undersigned would respectfully state to the
W
Snuff! THEcitizens
ot Portland and the East generally tnat
have leased the above well known
and

Coughs, Catarrh,Bronchitis,

F'

B,

B O S T*Q N

ELEGANT TROCHE anil SNUFF

Help!

W.

n

Emery, Waterhou^c & Co.

Jackson’s

and

HOUSE,
^JPARKS
Washington Street,

Agents for sale of

Tilton & McFarland's Celebrated Safes.
son’s Has
For sale in Portland by

octl7—dim*

About
,o

Wharf.

WINTHROP HOUSE.

For Sale.

...

on

HOTELS.

Prices l

••WO feet Water and (ias Pipe. 2 u. 5 inchcs duimeicr.
Also about. 15 tons damaged Nails,
Hinges and Bolts, and 2 to S bins Window Weights,
seventl sizes. All wishing stock of above description
will please call liefurc purclia-ing elsewhere.

scp2l-d2m

at Office

ofler at the

we

novll—-d3t

A POllTION of Ihe “DAY” Estate on Elm Street.
comprising over 2b00u loci of land, together
with Brick House*, stable «&<*. This property is located on Elm and Cumlierlaml streets all susceptible
ol
improvement, and has a front on Elm street of 2h2

the Horse Railroad Stable 10 or 12 low priced
Horses.
oc8eoil2m

the

of State street, Portland, every

FAIRBANKS’

Elizabeth Kerol A.P. COLE
Portland Steam
jui 11 dtt

The above properly is otljfrcd. for sale cither in portions or collectively, ou liberal terms. Apjfy to
rPHR 8ub8criber8 having rebuilt their Work Shops, I autfJO—
If
JOHN C. iitoCTOK.
X are now prepared to take orders for Machinery
and lion Work of all kinds.
A Good Uon»€

Iron Store Fronts and Columns

link

The splendid .'-ea-going Steamer
LADY LANG, Capt. A. Whitmore
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot

a

of which

Oct

POhTl AND 4 KENNEBEC R. fh

PORTLANDS PENOBSCOT RIVER

as

Trail*

May 22nd, 1866—dtt

GOODS!

Very Lowest Market.

Cape

Co.___
FOE

Founders,

kinds of Iron Work attended to with

All

PortiaoJ,

AUTUMN ARRANGEMENT!

largo assortment of
lOIAIil. WARES,

lor sale at
new. Enquire

HOUSE
ry,—house nearly

at the Ferry,
Packet

n

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Iron

Together wltli

ay, 15th, the Evening

j£adtf So5 as'nowntn.111 ^ Porll*,"<J at °M’ U*'

al) unless

BETWEEN

Breakfast Shawls, Scarfs,

ty

at 6.00 and BuHat) at 7.00 P
alter SiitiirtlHy, the 13tH Inst.

o’clock.
Cabin tare,.$1.50

daily”

E offer lor sale the eight first
vyr
>'
built

Ill 1SCELL AXEOU§

Apothecary.

iher particulars
**et M

First Class Houses tor Sale.
class brick houses,
recently
by us, situated ou Fine Street,

Soothing Syrup,

itriol, Ac.

STREET.

|

Peruvian Syrup

fndJgo,
\

SALE,

C0 9IIIE itCIAl;

on

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Ayer's Pills,
Atwood's Bitters,
Jayne’s Medicines,
Pame Killer,
Brown's Troches,

turtle,
Grouty! Camwood,
Blue Vitriol,

Lots

Wharf, measuring Tl by 150
Jt»NAS
inqture

i'amii lYi^ilic iaii

Ground 1?

Store

subscribers ofler for sale (lie lot of loud on
j rpHE
X the southerly side ol Commercial Street, head ol
j Likua’s

Cayenne, tire.

Stuff*.
Ground Logwood,
Ground Redwood,

oi

|

Borax,

Castor

Albert Spirits, Arc.

Ou

T

Paints, Oils & Dye Stuffs,

oilers to the Country Trade, and the public generally,
at the lowest market prices, at wholesale or retail, a
good assortment oi the above named goods, among
which are tht following:

about 12,COO square feet, on Congress Street, just above Hampshire Stlcet, is of-

CONTAINING

—

Arrangement!

Until lurtlier notice tbe Steamer*
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.
will run as follows
*
Leavo Atlantic Wharf for Boston
*eve»y evening, (except Sunday) at
Leave Boston the same day* at & P. M.

Deck,.. 1.00
Package tickets to be bad of the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usual
L BILLINGS, Agent

Merrill,

Nubias, Hoods, Sontags,

no 1(13m

New Park, for Sale.

DRUG, MEDICINE,

7

Machine Made

Such

Proprietor.

Hou-e and land on Washing on sweet,
House and lot on Brown street.
House and lot on St Lawrence street.
House on leased laud on Hammond sueet.
Darius 1L Ingraham,
113 Federal St.,
or \v. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent, under Luncasoc22—d.i

ter_Ha^:

Summer

Goods!

BOSTON.

■

ol
liO RATIO BOOTH 11V,

Or Ha

__

DAYS.

ftEDUCED_TO

St., Portland,

WORSTED

particulars inquire

For Sale.

BUILDING,

ROMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
line, and a steamer leaves each por

Steamers

FARE

Hosiery !

in the vilFryeburg,
county, Maine, is oflor sale at a bargain, it applied lor soon.
Ihe House is. large, in good repair, wiili iurniture
ami lix'ures
throughout, together with ail necessary

| outbuildings.

Insurance Office

Philadelphia

From Long Wbar, Be ston,. .at 12 Af.
From Pine St. Wharf, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M
Freight for the West forwarded by tbe Pennsylva
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington bj
Canal or Railroad, freed commissions.
For freight, apply to
WHITNEY & SAMPSON,
Nov 22—dlyr
Agents, 70 Long Wliart, Boston.

GLOVES

fend

NO. 06 EXCHANGE STREET,

r^~*r

The

now form the
EVERY FIVE

Skirts & Corsets,

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.

Tor full

and

discontinued

flrldafte rM olid

'Oh

Steamship Line.

JOBBERS OF

Oxford House, pleasantly situated
j 11X 'HE
Oxford
lage ol

J

Meals extra.

20,1805._

FOSTKR, Pkopbietor.

Bowen &

.A_nd

$5.00.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Daily Press Job OlUce

Hoop

Cabin passage

Goods or warded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Easlpoitand
St. John.
Shippers are requested to send their lieight to the
steamers as early a* 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38 East River.
dtl
May

Boston

Fancy

LINE.

Nov 2—Klim

this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,
zl.l i XCitES yasiurage and woodland in Westt o the new and commodious rooms
brook.
1j
Lot ol laud on Poplar street.

others
terms.

$6.00

Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

lOO.

by

_

where he is

Despatch.

Printing.

Fancy Goods!

YORK

The splendid and fast Steamships D1KIUO, Capt. H. Sherwood, ami FRANCONIA, Capt.
W. \V. Sherwood, will, until
further notice, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Whart, Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and
SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. tf,
These vessels are titled up with fine accommodations lor passengers, making this the moat speedy,
sale and comlortablc route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, in State Room,

Which tor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed.

Portland Bridge,

Lot of Land
Enquire

by experienced Dress Maker. ApBY'ply at day,
No 20 Sprucestrcet.
nol3dlw*

No. 81 Commercial Wharf.

d2w

Tor Sale in Cape

!

BANK

SEMI-WEEKLY

every description of

N. A.

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, &c.,

).

HAliT,

H. M.

November 5,186G.

..

found. Enquire of
aug23

5« tons, old measurement, all well
SAMPSON & CON ANT.

undersigned.
)
EDWIN CLEMENT, J Committee.

sailmg until 4 o’clk
C- C. EATON,

PORTLAND AND

Cards, Tags, Blanks, Labels,

179 Commercial

Pictou, N.S: also

_Agent.

|BI LL-HE ADS, CIRCULARS,

Mercantile

and

P’

Posters, Programmes,
And

Inland,

th®.,steI“n«r Empress for Windsor and
IRUitaa, every Tuesday and Friday evenings, and for
and Thursday
UWXVIeiy,.**°nil1y
nmSp.
Freight received ondavsof

Having completely refurnished our otlice since the
Great Fire, with all kinds of New Material,
Presses, &c., we are prepared on the shortest possible notice to accommodate our
friends and the public with

Hand and

of either of the
G. L. BAILEY,

A L

CUMBERLAND

Executed with Neatueaa and

P. E.

m

& JOB PRINTIM,

BOOK, BARD,

SALE.

Enquire

same.

ajrcadv

THE

Charlottetown,

179 Commercial Street.

HALL

will be received for two weeks, for the
PROPOSALS
purchase of Mechanics’ Hall, and the land under
the

about $28,000,or about one tenth of its surplus.
All claimants lor loss' by the recent fire, who have
received their money, are invited to
band in their piooC without delay. Those wishing
insurance in a Company, First CIa*s, in every re*
Spect, atfair rates, arc invited to call at tiy oflice.
No. 80 Commercial street, Thomas Block.
WARREN SPARROW, Agent.
jyi-'-J

Sparrow’s

will leave St. John and Eastport,
(lays for Portland and Boston.
Eastport the Steamer QUEEN will connect tor
AJ
St. Andrews,
Robblnston, Calais and New Brunswick,
Railway to Woodstock and Houlton Stations, and
stage Coaches wiU connect for Maclilas.

Press Job Office,

Tlie sea view is unsurpassed.
\V. II. STEPHENSON.
Second National Bauk.

rooms.

MECHANICS’

Total Cash Assets,.
575,000.
The loss by this Company In the Portland iiro is

u

En-

For Sale.
The new FRENCH COTTAGE, and about
•! seven acres of land, situated on the Cape CotLL Cage Itoad, in Cape Elizabeth. The house con-

Capital.$300,000
Surplus.. 275^000

AT

Splendid,

House for Sale, No 32 Myrtle Street.
quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—dtt

■VIOTICE. 1 will sell on favorable terms as to
-i-X payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including the corner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to \VM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH & REED, Attorneys, Portland.
jyl2ti

|

OCnooNER Matanzas. H3 tons.
CJ Scb. Lccsbnrg, 174 tons.
Sch. Wm. H. Mailer, 193 tons.
Sch.

premises.

rpHE
X

City.

u

RETURNING,

same

House and Lot for Sale.

Chartered 1849,

•.

Sale.
the Horse Railroad.

April

WA RREN SPARROW,
State Agent.

York
Cash

Emthe head of

Plains,
of
A. L. RICHARDSON,
ON Enquire
11—dtf
On the
near

THURSDAY,
John.

We have superior facilities for the execution ot

Thomas,

on
near

House Lota lor

a few

It

one

W. H STEPHENSON,
Portland. Aug 8.—dtf
2d National Bank.

place

jut 19

Real Esuilc Agent,
Railroad Office, opposite Preble House.

auglS—dtf

Geneva Insurance Broker,
• would inform his many
friends and flic public
he
that
is
generally
prepar u < continue the Insurance Busin gs as a Broker, and can
Five, Life
and Marine Insurance to <*ny ..xient in tlie best Com*
p nies in the United States.' All business entrusted
to my c r3 shal be faithfu ly attended lo.
Office at C. M. Kice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,
where orders can be left.
julllitf

Particular Notice.

For Sale.

A

at

object, are requested

Portland, Nov 11—d3t

Me.

Stationery
W. REEVES

nol0<ltl___No,

At

Tvrouablcy,

Friday Afternoon,

RICHARDS,

....-JB Famory Island, Saco,

S business.
of

to meet

Lnncli Saloon.

Store to Let.
CITABLE for ."Fancy Goods or imi.
he,,t

_

Ladies of the Frcodmen’s Aid Association and

all others interested in the
THE

"^tMae^WStffitted'np’f.flce
Dining

:ml alBO for

W.

Mon, Agentu,
sep29-eodtf PORTLAND, MAINE,

LN.

Apply to
II. JERRI8,

ers.

J. N. Dunham, Sec.
Capital & Surplus $690,171,74,
Ghas. E. Lane. Assistant Sec.
We are Yours Very Truly,
E. Freeman, President.
J. N. Dunham, Secretary.

at

low

died.

FINEL

securities

_

MRS.COLBY’S
Will

GRANT,

Lieutenant General.
tTfp“AgentB wanted in every town, to whom liberal
given. Address B. It. JENNE & CO.,
Brattleboro, Vermont, General Agents tor the New
nov!5d2t
England States.

business,
Foundries,

BONNET

U. S.

tenns will be

clots and
and Vil-

i ruits and \ egetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any other 1 caiity, north of Norfolk. Va.improvea places lor sale
Openings tor all liimts oi
Lumber Yards,
-danu aelorles,
Stores and the lik ; anti
Steam Power with room cau be rented.
For persons w ho desire mild
winters, a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautifully improv d, abounding in iruits, and po.-Bearing all other
social privileges, in the heart of civilisation, it is
worthy oi a visit.
Let ters answered, and t:.e Vineland Rural a
papei
giving full information, and containing reports of Soion Rob nson, sent to applicants.
Address CHAS K.
Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New
Jersey.
From Report ol Solon
Robinson,
AgiiculturalEditor oi the 1 nbunc; “It is one of
the most extensive
Jo rule tracts, in an almost level
position and suitable
Conaiuon (or pleasant fanning that we know of this
side of tie Western Prairies.
sepclfid&wtf 57

one.

Extract.

LANDIS,

married.

Block,

“The Union War Chart”
hang in every school room. Every family

ip SorreiiVo, Wilsoc,

i.iAlCitl AND 1-itriT liAAUa.in&luildAud
1
hcilthfW climate. Thirty miles south of Phil-

iarm

Lois for Sale*

pany is able to show to its agents and patrons, such a
list of assets and securities as to entitle it to a position
in tlie front rank among insurance companies in this
country— one worthy of the fullest confidence, and
to policy-holders.
giving the most perfect
The policies in this company, furnish the most ample indemnity to our customers, we ask in return good
risks, au l adequate rates, tfnd we trust om many and
faithful agents may in tlie future as in the past,' look
well to our interests—enlarge and increase our business, upon what shall prove a safe class of risks.

Edmund Fr.EEMA?t, President,

PROCTER.

Only 14 qeuts per Foot S
Y located Lots on the Eastern Promenade,
in Lots to suit purchasers.
Also line Lots ou Congress between High and State
streets, and on Deering street, iu Lots to suit purchas-

an

November 5,1SGG.

no vi Wot

VINELAND.

upward ,^2.>pcv acre.
lage lols tor sale.

that

C.

Nov 8—d3w

unanimous vote of the stockfriends,
by
holders, the capital stock of this company has been Increased to HALF A MILLION Dollars, all paid in
CASH, and that the assets of the company arc

and

forms, and

MAGIC

places iu the Ui it'd State1.. The cut ire territory
Central,.HO- consisting *i Utty square
miles of land, is laid out
Erie.. 7fcj
upon a general system oi improvement*.
The Irma
Pacific Mail.342
is only .-old to actual settler.; with
provision for public
Quicksilver Alining Company ,. 51§ ; •ldoinmc l. The
place on account of its great, beauty,
Boston Water Power Company,.
314
as well as other
advantage'', ba^ become the resort
Western Union Telegraph,... 50]
oi peojJc qf' tatie,
It has lucre ;sed five thousand
people Within thj pasi three years Churches. Stores.
Boston Stock liiatl.
Schools, Academics. Societies ol Art and Learning
aud other oiem mts of lelincmcnt and culture
Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Nov. 11.
have
bjen nurodu ed. Hundreds of
American Gold. 14 !|
people are constantly
settling. 11 unih c » of new houses are being conUnited States Coupon Sixes, 1881.
11'? structe
I rice of
h

3-lOths,

THE

To tlie Agents of the Springfield lire and Marine
Insurance Company.
Gentlemen
The officers ot this Company take
great pleasure in announcing to their Ageuts, patrons

IN

Best and Cheapest in Ihe Market.

New York

United States 7

15,

containing

A Rare Chance lor Investment.
ALBION HOUSE, on Federal street, adjoining U. S. Hotel, for sale.
For particulars enquire of
JOHN

Road

a

JOHN C. PROCTER,
no2deod&w3w*
Middle street Portland.

Fire and Marine

September

and

Farm House, Bars, Ac., for $1300.
Apply to T.E. HANSON, on the premises, or to

Springfield, Itln**.

no

*

7l|

Low,

Insurance Company.

to

PROVED TO BE THE

SPOKENA

Gold,..143jj

'■

the
Prevents

roots.

Morton

Seven-Thirties,.107]

Gordon W. Burnham
Fred’k Chauncev
Janies

Applications lor Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded by
John IV. HI uuger.
Correspondent.
aplldlmeod9m&-w6iv

is

Charles Custis & Co.

U. S. Five-Twenties, 18d>,.107
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,. lbGl.109?
Tennessee Sixes, new,.&.
Missouri Sixes. 87
Cni< ago-& Rock Island.106
Illinois Centra),.122
Cleveland & Pittsburg,. 88)
52*
Chicago & North Western..
Chicago & North Western, preferred,. 747
Cleveland & Toledo.
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.
Milwaukee & St, Paul. 08*
Milwaukee & St. Paul, preferred. 71*

ABOUT

Minturu, Jr,

Monday,

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF
oue

WEEK.

Express Trains between PoMland and Bu»-

™*™i Portlap.l
l<’V.t
”tu tw

»T
M-

October let,
On anil artct
the steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt. E. B. WINCHESTER, and
the eteamer NEW ENGLAND,
'Capt. E. FIELD will leave Kail
Wharf foot of state Street every MONDAY and
at 5 o’clock P. M for East port and St.

-i©..

NOTIC11.

FphK

AJtRANGFMFNT

TRIPS PER

TWO

City of Portland.

Daily

Oalato and Bt. John.

FALL

Tbeasubeb's Office, August 28. lew.
issued by the Citv for Municipal purposes, in Minis of iB.kOO mid 1,000, on ten ami
twenty years tame, arc for sale at this office.
IIENRV P. LORD
edtf
Sep 1
City Treasurer.
"
■—
'■
1....j... 1 ■■■

FALMOUTH.

six miles from Portland, and
half miles from Falmouth station,
about SIXTY ACRES with good

Geo. S. Stephenson,
Bryce
Leroy M. Wiley,
Win. H. Webb
Daniel S. Miller,
Jtthn D. Jones,President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vlce-Prest.
J. H.Chapman,Secretary.

jits

COLOR,

EITHER black

Strengthens

to

waits,

Treasury

Kdit. B.

Eastport,

^

'1

1,“

S. <£ j*. tiaUrwd.

A

(k,/M

BO\l»*i

SALE,

FOR

IN

Fletcher Westrav

James

riot

Mestorative ! !

Augusta.

s

Babcock,’

Benj.

David Lane,

tle.

Ai lltii, schs Judge Tenney, Deane, and Jane
Woodbury, Sliute, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 13th sch Mary Susan, Snow,

Oct 14, lat 29 19, Ion : 8 27,
from Havre for New Orleans.

FARM

IITTAIa benefit lire INSURANCE CO.
The numerous Policy holders in this popular
Company, and the public generally^ are informed
that its office is now established at No. 80 Commercial street, in Thomas Block.

Under-Shirts !

-York,
Board—Stocks duU and lower.

Henry Burgy’

J.

To the Electors 0/ Ward Six In said Ottv
to ft wan ant from tlio
Mayor and Aldermen df the Chy ofPortLlml, tile inhabitants
ot Ward Six m aal.l City, qii»lili.-<l to tote In the electioii of City officer*, WlU meet In the Ward Room oil
Siiring Street in »aid Ward, on Tuewlay the twentieth
day of November Instant, at ten o’clock tn the forenoon, to give in their votes for an Aldermau tor the
remainder of the present Municipal year, in place of
Aid. Southard, resigned.
The polls to remain open till four o’clock In the afternoon when they shall be closed.
The Aldermen of said City will lie In session in Mechanics' Hall ft ora nine o’clock in the forenoon to one
o’clock in the atternoon, on each of the three secular
days next preceding such day of election, for the purpose of receivlngevidence of the qualification of votors
whose names have not been entered on the list of qualified voters in and for said Ward, and for correcting
s&id list.
By order of the Mayor and Aldermen.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
novlOdtd
Portland, Nov. 9, 1866.

Ap-

House for Sale,

Cornelius Grinned
C. A Hand.
B. J. Howland

Israeli Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

fieimstreet’s

steadily growing

a

mHE subscriber oilers for sale his Dwelling House
X situated near the coi ner of Oxford and Will not
Streets. It is a two and a half story House, thoroughly. built, nearly new, finished in modem style.
It has a large cistern, and a good well of water. Apply io J. PENNELL, on the premises, or W. H.
uov3d2w*
JERlilS, Real Estate Agent.

Win. Sturgis
Henry K. Bogei t
Joshua J, Henry
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Uallard, Jr

Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell.

Also
with

novl0d3w

RUSTEES:

sgill.

Lots 33 by 7d foot.

thereon;
by 90
Also good building lots on An-

tine location.
derson and Cleaves streets on favorable terms.
ply to W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

leet;

Joliu li. Dow A

Elizabetliport; Fairfield,/Jbee, Calais; Donwortli,
Bradbury, Muchius; Penninah & Josephine, Higgin\ Kden; A Hooper, Fullerton, Ellsworth; Marie!,
Winchonbach, Wa doboro: J Warren,Sargent, Bango.; J P M amain, Clark, Belfast; Gen Marion,
Wyman, Bath.
SALEM—Ar 13th, schs Grampus, Gordon, and
Loella, Lord, Sullivan; Aurora, Miller; Pioneer.
Haskell, and Scioto, Thuilow, Bangor; Spar a, Hopkins, Frank fb t; Juno, Harding, Rockland; Rio,
Creamer, Waldoboro; President Warrington, Sea-

Nov. 13.

dwelling

$690,171,74; Capital, $500,000; Surplus, $190,171,74.
Notwithstanding the frequent tires and the heavy
losses sustained by insurance companies, THIS Com-

NORFOLK—Ar 10jh, brig Jas Crosby, Bad win,
New York; sch Hardscrabble, Jones, Rockltud.
BALTIMORE—Al* 13th, sell James Henry, Oliver,

MEN’S

JjEcoud
American

Heury Colt,
Wm. C. Piekei

Springfield

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW Hi LEA NS—Cld 8th inst, barque C V Minot,
Blethen, tor Portia d; HD Bro,«kraan. Dickey, for
Boston.
MOBILE—Ar 9th, ship Success, Chase, New York;
sch Francisco, Warner, Baltimore.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 4th inst, biig Lincoln
Webb, Wylie, Charleston; 5th, sch Cb.ttauooga,
Black, Seavsport.
Cld 31st. sch A Haley, Haley, Waldoboro.
WILMINGTON, Nc—Ar 9th, brig Alta vela. Reed,

Oxford street.

Ou

tine lot corner Oak and Prospect streets,
EjSISj
i.taiiL >h*>
bouse
the lot is 80

OFFICE OF TUI".

Has only to be applied to th6 Hair or Whiskers and
BANGORr—Cld 14lh, brig Don Quixote, (new, oi
the work is done; no washing.
Commercial—-Per Cable.
Belfast, 42C tons) J Ha sell, Havana; sob Gen Con
For sale by all Druggists.
oi
274
Willaid
Stockton,
tons)
! ner, (new,
Cousins,
Liverpool, Nov. 13.
CHARLES NEWHALL, Proprietor,
Cotton market dull and drooping; sales to-day G,0ou I Turks Island -.
bales. Middling Uplands at 14]d.
octl3cod
47 Hanover st, Boston.
FOREIGN PORTS*
3m
Manchester, Nov. 13.
At Palermo 10th ult, barque Caro, Beals, fut BanWools and yams heavy and lower.
gor; brig Richmond. Powers, from do.
Nov. 13.
London,
Ar at Dunkirk 3 <tli ult, barque Schavml, Crosby,
•
ConsolB for money closed at 89J.
Phila lelphia.
Ar at Brcmet haven 29th uit, ship Highland Chief,
Liverpool, Nov. 13, Evening.
The market for Breadstuff# is firmer. Corn has ad
Irom Akyab; Fred Warren, from Bassein.
vanced to 38s per 460 pounds for Mixed Western.—
Sid fin Cardenas 29tli ult, barque Mary C Fox,Ros°,
Provisions dull.
Boston.
American Securities.—The following are the
Cld at St John, NB, 10th inst. brig Emily Fuller,
quota.ions for American Securities: Eric Railroad Shac'.fcrd, Baltimore.
Shares 51}. Illinois Central Railroad Shares77]. United States 5-20’s 09].
fPer steamer Persia, at New York.)
Liverpool, Nov. 13, Evening.
S*d blur, Si Mark. Wool, for New York; Mary
Petroleum is Is 7.1 ® ls8d per gallon for refined.
a xn dha
O’Brien, tf^pei. Mobile; 1st lust, Lydia Skoliiold,
London, Nov. 13, Evening.
Skoltiect, New York.
The money market is steady. Consols for money
Ent out 1st inst, Hibernian. (:■») Dutton, tor Tortclosed at 693.
land 8tli.
American Securities—The prices of American secuAr at Deal 1st inst, A oung Eagle, Walker, Callao
In Fngiish, Scotch and American.
rities are as follows:
Erie Railroad shares 52;
for Dunkirk.
Illinois Central Railroad shares 78;
United States
In the Clyde 2d iuat, Lizzie II Jackson, Maiw'tk.
6-20’s 69].
for Boston, Idg.
l.l VERPOOL, Nov. 14.
Off Point Lyiias 1st inst. Alary O’Brien, Vespei.
Cotton —The Cation market is heavy and h regulai;
Liverpool tor New York.
the sales to-day were G,00u bales.
Mid fling uplands
i
are quoted at 14}.!.
Aral Leghorn 29th uli, ;via»v Slewait. Dcnais.n.
London, Nov. 14.
Philadelphia
T he money market is firm. Consols closed at 90 tor
Ar at Port .Mahon l.th ult, Moaeyuick, Ev^ns, fin
New York.
money.
American Securities.—Eric Railroad Shares
Ar at Cadiz 25ih ult, Ellen Dyer, Clapp, from New
Y ork.
51). Illinois Central Railroad Shares 73. United
States 6-20’s G9k
Ar at Helvoet I t inst, Ainie, Morse, Baltimore.
CONOBESS STREET.
Ar at Cuxhaveh iiilh ult, Gol Adams Morse Callao
3lth. WinfieM Scott, Rand. do.
JVew Voi k Hloclt iHaikct.
New

1

$1700

Sale for

lor

Each,

310,560

Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

sfilet,

UISASTEKS.
Brig Ueo K Prescott. Mills, from Bairzor tor New
York, with lumber, before reported ashore in Mackerel Cove, was g-t oil* 13th and proceeded,
lir barque Flash Light, Wilson, fr om Newport. E,
lor Portland, jmt into Queenstown (no date) in distress, having lest mainmast, spars and sails, in a
heavy gale.
Barque Jaa E Brett, from Shields tor New Haven,
put into Queenstown 14th inst. in distress. [Per

Rockland.
MACHIAS—Sid llth,

Two Houses

8o’l60

Royal Phelps.

Launched—At Millbridge 23d ult, from the yard
S Strout, a l.rlg of about 380 tons, named M Louise
Miller, owned by G R Campb ll iV Co, Capt John
Leighton, (who will command licr) and parties in

Sinclair. Buenos Avrcs.

Barn and outbuildings,having all thoconvcn
iences and in prime condition. It is situated near a
a short distar.ee from the County read.
and
grove
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, JulyA7.

*12,199,970

ot

man,

(UIMtOAP*.
h ^ *T|n'

International Steamship Do. #*.

PURSUANT

Opposite Preble House.

Rouse,

3.650 025

Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot.
Wm. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,

■

San jFrnuciftCO Market.
San Francisco, Nov. 14.
Sugar 13c. The present stock of sugar in the marke is estimated at 1,000,000 pounds.
I>ry liydcs 14c.
Mining stocks improved. Legal tenders 70}.

curities,

United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

Immediate pee*

17*011. sAJLE, in Uorharn, liiteen minutes walk
F
from the Depot, a neirly new, neat Cottage

Loans secured by Shocks and otherwise,
3,330 350
Note- atm Bills Receivable, Real
Estate, Bond and Mortgages and other se-

Al} barque Sam Shepard, 299 tons, built at Millbridge in 1856, has been sold at New York for $8000.

,nf-n—more

Wiliniugtoii Markets.
Wilmington, N. C., Nov. 15.
Crude turpentine firmer at 4 90 for soft, and 2 45 for
hard. Spirits turpentine steady at 70. Rosin at 3 25
@ 3 50 for common, and q 25 'c£ 6 00 for No. 1. Cotton
at 29 (q) 30c for middling."

Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

Jol.n D.

Location central.

nolfldlw

Premium

Dyspepsia—certain. They are very invigorating
when languid and week, and a great appetizer.”
S&rato a pring Water, sold by all Druggists.

__

improved;
@
@ 1 12 for old, and 70 % 75 for new. Oats
^ 54c.

•TKAXVISRS.

cii't

KTORSale. Three story brick house on Danfort h
I. Street. The house Is nearly new and In Abe order. i mmediate posoesslon given.
W. 0. CHADBOURNE.
ju lift I

The whole p)>lilts ot the Company revert lo the
A&suvod, uiul are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during tlie year; and tor which Certificates ate issued, bearing interest until redeemed
The Dividend was 10 per cent, in eaeli ol tlie years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 14,66.

on

Perry,

prime choice Fall

Insures a^fainst

S. T.—1860.—X.—The amount of Plantation Bitters sold in one year is sometliiug
startling. They
would fill Broadway six feet high from the Park to
4tli street. Drake’s manutketory is one ot' the institutions in New York. It is said that Drake painted all
the rocks in tho Eastern States with his cabalistic
“S. T.—1860—X.,” and then got the old granny legislators to pass a law “preventing disfiguring the face
of nature,” which gave him a monopoly. We do not
knowhow this is, but we do know tliat Plantation
Bitters sell as no other article ever did. They are
used by all classes of the community, and are death

Belfast.
Cld 14th, ship Jas F Patten, Percv, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12ih, brig J C York, York.
Portland; sch E &■ L Marts, Marts, Gardiner.
Ar 13tb, ship Hope, Hancock, Liverpool.
Below, brig Stephen Duncan, Tvler, from Wilmington, Del.
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, schs P L Smith, Brown,
Elizabethport for Portlai.d; Pavan, Clark, and Neptune, Clark, Macbias; C P Stick, icy, Mathias, and
5 H Gibsou, Bartlett, irmn Bangor; Abby Brackett,
hush.
Ham Ron, Portland.
Oats—heavy; sales 51,000 bush. Clucago and Mil- Achorn, Rockland; E N
Cld 13th, baroue Chief, Harding. Bueuos Ayres.
wankoe at 67 (B 71c.
Ar 14th, aclia Wm H Mitchell, Cole, Sliulec, NS;
Beet—steady.
Sarah Wooster, Lei.am I, Ellsworth; Czar,Hammond
Pork—heavy and lower; new mess at 24 37; prime
Poughkeepsie for Boston.
at 21 00 @ 22 00.
Cld
aiiius Colftatial Empire.. Tajrlor. Panama;
Lard—steady.
PortJaw, Curbs, for Liverpool; Adelaide, Cuttii g,
Butter—quiet.
Liverpool; barque Contest. Scott, Rio Janeiro; brig
Whiskey—qulef.
Potomac. Snow. Charleston.
Rice— quiet.
NEW HAVEN— Cld 13th, sch Jas Brophy, PackSugars—dull.
Rockland.
ard,
Coffee—quiet.
_.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, soli Ontario, Verrill, fm
Naval Stores—dull, spirits Turpentine .5 ® 77,—
Calais.
Rosin 611.
Si1*! 14ill lirinr
pp
Ivinrlan f.-r Tinnor, itar>V,a
Oils— luiet- tsnsecd at 1 45 @ 1 47.
active; sales of crude at 22} fa) j Wm Butman, Smart, and Alabama. Gardiner, New
Pntr
at
35
York; Porto Rico Wentworth, and Jas Blirs, Hat h,
@ 36c.
o',,,. penned bonded
I Bangor: Frank Nelson, Wyley, Calais.
tallow—quiet at 12} @ 124.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, ecus Paul Seavev, Gullifer,
Freights to Liverpool—dull.
for Bangor; Lookout, Wall, Fall River lor
I Dignton
Calais; Maria, Sprague, Pawtucket lor do.
Chicago Markets.
FALL RIVER—Ar Uth, schs Cornelia, Webber,
Chicago, Nor. 15.
and Mary Eizabeili, Hatch, Elizabetliport
Flour quiet. Wheat 1 @ 3c higher, closing firm at
Sid 14th, brig Rlonica, Mitchell, Wilmington, NC;
2 (0 for No. 1, and 1 87 @ 2 05 for No. 2. Corn oj-onsobs Lookout. Walls, Calais: Hyena, Gardiner,for
*1 firm but closed quiet at a decline of 4c; sales at 91c
Bangor.
tor No. 1, and 67 @ 89 for No. 2.
Oats active and 1c
HOLMES’HOLE—Ar 33th. schs Brainhall, Hamhigher, closing at 404 @ 42forNo. 2. Provisions dull. ilton, New York for
Portland; Geo Gilman, Parritt,
Hogs dull at f> 75 @ ? 25 for good choice. Freights lull
do for Eastport; Car. oil, A.kley, from Newport lor
at 10 @ 10} for cat s to Buffalo.
Macliias.
Receipts 13,000 bbls Flour, 71,000 bush Wheat, 80,Ar 14th schs Leader, Allen, New York tor Salem;
000 busli Com, 45,00o bush Oats, 1,900 hogs.
Ruth Thomas. Dodge, Providence for Bangor.
Shipments 7,000 bbls. Flour, 13,8*k) bush. Wheat,
EDGAKTOWN—Ar 12th, schs N Jones. Huntley.
29,000 busli. Com, 125,000 bush. Oats.
New York for Msehias; Hattie Coombs,Driukwatcr,
Nonolk for Boston.
Milwaukee Market*.
Ar I3th, trig Trento1Sawyer. Br dgeport for Portland; sclis S R Jameson, Jameson, New York tor
Milwaukee. Nov. 15.
Flour steady. Wheatquictat 2 12 for No. 1, and
Boston; Maria Louisa, Robinson, do for Weymouth;
Walier nail, Pressey, do for do.
1 92} (a) 1 91 for No. 2. Corn firm at 94c. Oats firm
NEW BEDFORD—Ar Uth, sell Mary Alice, Perat 4fc.
ry, Liiicolnvillc.
Receipts 23,000 hbls Flour, 55,000 bush Wheat.
S <1 14ih, sch Peucinian, Turner, Bangor.
Shipments, 4,000 bble Flour, 99,000 busli Wheat
BOSTON—Ar Uth, schs Susan Ross, f ei vick. and
H W Welling ion, Weils, B ngor; Clurter Oak, Al81. Leah Market.
len, Belfast.
CJiJ
Koi^ncn IT.-nx-y- T»Uv.K,
CDlUEtyi
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 15.
Brunswick,Davis. Portland; brig H Eaten, Brown.
Flour—little doing; extra at 10C5@ 12 87; choice Dcma
ara; soil Ab^y Gale, Ryder, BeUa>t.
at 13 75 @ 1G 01*. Wheal better. Spring at 2 00 (dg 2 20;
Ar 15th, schs Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, from
at 2 GO
2 80. Corn
sales at 1 01
better at 49

cor. William, NEW
January, lew;.

The Company has Assets, fiver Twelve
Mil lion Dollars, viz iUnited States and State of New-Volk Stocks,City
Bauk andother Stocks,
$4,828 585

Sen Union. Kiwliop. Baltimore.
Sell John U Dennli, Tliurlow, New I mryport.
Sell Kuril v Holder, Emmons, Weoi'getown.
Sell Sterling. |Br) l’roctor, Windsor, NS, tor Bobtoil.
Sell Pytbou, Clossou, Rlueliill.
Sell Australia, Cameron, Southport.
Sell Arrival, l'amham. Booth bay.
Sch Ganges, Tate, Calais or Boston.
Sch H B Small, Cole. Macliias for Boston.
Sch Emily, Giant, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sell G V\ Partridge, Dorr, Bangor for Baltimore.
Sch Proit ction, Lowell. Bangor for Dorchester.
Sell Earl, Webber, Bangor for Boston.

cable.]

TIIE MARKETS.

m* NrtTK KB.

$1,000

Huu..' and Lot lb*

SALE.
IvjH
Company!
YORK,

Mutual Insurance

24
24

Rising Star.New York. .California
South America-New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Nov
ririn.New York.. Liverpool..... Nor
Nov
Persia.Now York.. Liverpool

9841. ESTATE.

•**■-*-

aKfJf|iBen M A RIM® Tv] ®W8

<mu»rnbttf”‘,k

iNumflAttCb

I

B.

BEOKETT, Secretary.

To Rent,

WAREHOUSE
quire
novldtf
of

oil

Custom House Wharf. InLYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

B

hosier r

FOIXETTE.
Aim

gloves,

HOOP SKIRTS AND

OORSETS,

Ladies’& (Children’s Underflnnnels,
WHOI ESAFE AND liF.TATL
Mar 16—dtf

A. COBB «£•

CO,,

Sucauort to F. P. and M. T. Retford, at Mrt. M
J. Nit-holt, U. S. Hotel
received a lot of Tretouaae, best quality
Kid Gloves. Also Zephyr
Ho.vl», Hoalery, ladles’ Under Vesta, Coraeta, Linen Set'».
Pj*l>* “d emb. Hdkfe., Mnaliu and Cam.
Edgings, brew Buttons blether with all articles
»"““V found in a Bret class Fancy Goods Store.
Ti eir triends and the public are invited to call and
examine them.
nov 7
gp
I; ig^j.

HAVE

Wors"T», Sltppetx

